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Eliminating the Operating System via the Bare Machine Computing Paradigm

Uzo Okafor, Ramesh K. Karne, Alexander L. Wijesinha, and Patrick Appiah-Kubi
Department of Computer and Information Sciences
Towson University
Towson, MD 21252 USA
ukafol@students.towson.edu, {rkarne, awijesinha, appiahkubi}@towson.edu

Abstract - Computer applications typically run under the control of intermediary system software that is in the form of an operating system such as Windows or Linux, or a small kernel. The application could also be embedded within the operating system or kernel itself. This paradigm makes applications dependent on an intermediary software layer. An alternative approach is to eliminate this layer by writing computer applications that can run directly on the hardware. This approach takes a small or tiny kernel to its extreme, eliminating the operating system, which results in a novel bare machine computing paradigm. In this paper, we describe the bare machine paradigm, and illustrate how to build self-supporting bare machine applications by eliminating application dependence on an operating system or kernel. The new paradigm requires that the developer be aware of the underlying hardware resources and use them efficiently for the needs of a given application suite. We also describe a set of generic bare interfaces that can be used across many pervasive devices as well as ordinary desktops and laptops. These interfaces have made it possible to build large bare applications. The bare machine paradigm paves the way for software interfaces to be incorporated into a chip, introducing a computing model where applications are independent of any intermediary software.

Keywords - bare machine applications; bare machine computing; middleware; direct hardware interfaces; operating systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Building bare machine applications, which are independent of any intermediary software, is daunting due to constraints imposed by the existing computer architecture and development environments. Most CPUs are designed to work with an operating system (OS) or kernel and do not provide any interfaces to directly control the hardware. In some cases, the kernel or virtual machine may allow an application direct hardware access, but does not fully relinquish its control to the application. However, for certain specialized applications and secure systems, even the presence of a small kernel may prevent the application from fully controlling its environment and managing the hardware.

We propose to eliminate the OS (or kernel) and give full control to applications. These applications are then able to run on the bare hardware without the need for any additional software layers. There is no persistent storage or any other resource to secure on a bare machine, device, or computing system. Moreover, only one bare application suite runs at a time. When an application is not running, the machine is not running any other code. It simply has memory, processors and an I/O controller to communicate with the applications when needed. Instead of an OS or kernel providing resources, an application suite manages the hardware. This does not mean that the applications replicate OS functionality. Rather, applications only contain code that is required for a given application suite. An application suite is modeled as an Application Object (AO) [6] that carries its own application and execution environment. For example, an AO may consist of a text processor/editor, a Webmail client, and a Web browser, and bare interfaces to the hardware. An AO programmer needs to have knowledge of the underlying resources, since an AO controls and manages all the hardware when it runs. A bare machine user carries a removable mass storage device to boot, load and run the application suite, thus making the machine bare when the AO is not loaded (since no OS or kernel is needed to run the suite).

When such bare machines are built, they become ownerless and can be used by anyone, anytime, and anywhere. Many complex bare applications have been built to illustrate the bare machine computing (BMC) paradigm. These include a Web server [4], Webmail server [1], conventional (non-HTTP) email server and client, VoIP soft-phone [9], SIP server, and bare PC clusters using split servers [13]. The development of such applications served as the motivation for designing the direct hardware interfaces to a bare PC (x86 architecture). These interfaces are generic and can be used to construct any bare machine application. One can make these interfaces and the BIOS part of the hardware in the future, thus creating a pure BMC environment, where there is no other software needed to run computer applications. A high-level methodology for developing bare machine applications was outlined previously [10]. Here, we provide details of how to develop such bare machine applications by using a set of generic hardware interfaces. In particular, this paper describes the direct hardware interfaces needed to eliminate the intermediary OS.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the motivation for this work. Section III describes the bare machine computing paradigm and its characteristics. Section IV illustrates the development of bare machine applications using a step-by-step process. Section V presents the direct generic hardware interfaces. Sections VI, VII and VIII respectively cover the use of a bootable USB, memory map, and the novel features of this approach. Finally, Section IX gives the conclusion.
II. MOTIVATION

The following considerations serve as the motivation for developing BMC applications based on the underlying paradigm: the proliferation of operating systems (OS) and frequent new releases to replace them; the rapid obsolescence of existing computer applications; the myriad of programming languages and interfaces; and the heterogeneity of computer architectures and platforms. While many arguments can be given to support the current evolution of conventional systems/platforms and their advantages, the BMC paradigm has been shown to be feasible for building a variety of complex applications such as the servers, clients, and high-performance systems noted above.

Most current systems use complex concurrency control mechanisms, paging, virtual memory, and other well-known concepts that have evolved due to lack of large memory, memory costs, shared resources, and the need to serve multiple users. Under those conditions, computing evolved towards complex systems with rapid obsolescence and less security. The BMC paradigm [7] enables applications to directly communicate with hardware, thus eliminating all middleware. Using this paradigm, applications can be written in C/C++ or other languages, where an AO programmer can directly call hardware interfaces, as originally proposed in [8]. This paper extends those ideas to address general purpose development of bare machine computing applications and a set of generic interfaces to the hardware.

III. BARE MACHINE COMPUTING PARADIGM

The BMC paradigm was originally referred to as dispersed operating system computing (DOSC) [7], but we have seen further evolution of DOSC into the BMC concepts as shown in Fig 1. A conventional OS, kernel or embedded software acts as middleware between the hardware and an application. An application programmer is isolated from an application’s execution environment, resource control and management.

![Diagram showing conventional computing vs. bare machine computing](image)

That is, the programmer has no direct control of the program’s execution or the resources needed. In the BMC paradigm as shown in Fig 1, the OS is isolated and the AO programmer is totally responsible for managing hardware resources. The AO programmer has knowledge and full control over a given application as well as its execution. Each AO only carries its needed controls and the direct hardware interfaces. The AO programmer is a domain expert for a given set of applications that are contained in a given AO. The BMC paradigm differs from conventional computing in two major ways. First, the machine is bare with no existing software and protected resources. Second, an AO programmer controls the program’s execution and manages the hardware.

The BMC paradigm makes a computing device ownerless and simplifies the design of secure systems since there are less avenues of attack and no underlying middleware that an attacker can control. Viewed another way, when a device is bare and contains no valuable resources such as a hard disk or kernel, there is nothing to own or protect. In BMC, mass storage is external and detachable. The mass storage can also be on a network. In this approach, an AO is built for a given set of applications to run at a time on a machine as a single monolithic executable. The boot, load, executable, data and files are stored on a mass storage device such as a USB. When a USB is plugged into a computer, the machine boots and runs its own program without using any extra software or external programs. This implies that no dynamic link libraries (DLLs) or virtual machine code are allowed in this approach. What runs in the machine, is exactly what has been loaded (and nothing else).

This computing paradigm is different from conventional computing approaches since it is based on applications instead of computing environments. This is not a mini-OS or kernel, as there is no centralized program running in the machine to manage resources. Instead, the resources are managed by the applications themselves and run without using any OS/kernel or intermediary software.

A variety of attempts have been made to eliminate OS abstractions or bypass the OS. However, none eliminate the kernel or OS altogether. Thus, while the BMC paradigm resembles approaches that reduce OS overhead and/or use lean kernels such as Exokernel [2], IO-Lite [12], Palacio [11], and the Hardware Abstraction Layer [14] in Java, there are significant differences. These include self controlled applications and programmer-driven execution, and the lack of centralized code that manages system resources. A model to analyze tradeoffs between feature-rich and minimalist or “barebone” systems is presented in [15]. While such minimalist systems usually require an operating system or kernel, they may have also some characteristics in common with BMC systems.

IV. BMC APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

In BMC, a suite of applications such as a text processor, Webmail server and Web browser can be bundled together and run without any OS or kernel support. Fig. 2 illustrates the major steps involved in developing
BMC applications. First, a choice has to be made about the suite of applications; next, the architecture of the CPU on which they will run has to be identified. Using today’s CPUs, constructing a BMC application is a daunting task as they provide neither direct hardware interfaces, nor a development environment that facilitates building applications independent of an OS. For example, a bare PC requires the BIOS to boot, and an ARM processor requires a UBOOT tool. The program counter of a given processor is not directly accessible to the programmer. In a machine with an x86 CPU, the program counter can only be loaded by jumping to the task segment, where its value is stored and updated by the CPU. In a bare machine application, the program counter must be handled inside an application and not controlled by an OS or other software.

Memory needs or requirements must be considered for a given application’s code, data and stack. The application programmer has to determine memory areas for the code, data and stack, as these applications run in a real memory. Real memory is cheap and affordable today. It is therefore feasible to avoid paging and virtual memory overhead, and the associated management. The absence of any other software in the system eliminates many unnecessary features commonly found in today’s technology. Most BMC application suites only require small amounts of memory compared to OS-based applications. For very large applications, one can use mass storage to provide extended storage using swapping techniques. Section 7 describes details of the memory map created for some real-world applications using the BMC paradigm.

The next step is to construct an application suite using programs that are independent of any OS. This application suite should be able to run on any compatible CPU without changes or adaptations. Different CPU architectures have different compilers to compile code. This requires that I/O related code be identified and direct hardware interfaces be deployed. One of the key elements in writing BMC code is being able to differentiate between code that is OS dependent, code that is OS independent and code that is I/O related. For example, file I/O is OS dependent code and a for-loop is OS independent code. User interfaces to support keyboard, mouse and display are all I/O related code.

Once OS dependent code and I/O related code are written (as hardware interfaces), they can all be integrated with the rest of the OS independent code and run as a single monolithic executable. The above approach introduces many challenges that must be addressed when developing BMC applications. They include the boot-up process and loading of an application suite. Each computing device is different in its boot process and the internal details are often hidden. Similarly, loading an application on a bare device also poses difficulties as it requires readily available tools that are OS dependent. Developing an OS independent loader requires a thorough knowledge of the CPU architecture and its development environment. Domain knowledge and related expertise for each CPU device are required to develop the bare boot and load processes.

V. DIRECT HARDWARE INTERFACES

Conventional computer applications and programming languages use OS calls or system calls injected at link time from an OS such as Windows [16] or Linux [3]. These calls include memory, keyboard, terminal screen, network, mass storage, and interrupts. Some OSs include in their repertoire other commonly used OS-independent functions such as memory copy, string operations and concurrency control that require system calls. Computer applications and the programmer expect these calls or interfaces to be included at compile and link time by a given compiler and linker.

Bare machine applications require system call equivalents (direct hardware interfaces) that are independent of any OS or kernel. These interfaces are directly controlled and accessed by an AO programmer. All of the above are factors to consider in determining the number of direct hardware interfaces needed for a suite of BMC applications. Some direct hardware interfaces used in BMC applications are discussed below.

A. Static and Dynamic Memory

Static memory needs depend on the size of code, data and stack needed to run a program. When an executable is created, this information is available to the programmer. Thus, for a given executable, one can specify its requirements for memory. An AO can also be designed that can read the existing memory and restructure its code, data and stack in real memory and external mass storage or network. The code image is small as there is only one AO running at a time in the machine, and applications that are related are grouped to run together.

Dynamic memory needs are however not known until run time. In a bare machine application, an AO programmer estimates the dynamic memory. Appropriate exceptions for memory can be set to manage dynamic memory; when large dynamic memory needs arise, one can use secondary storage in place of large dynamic memory. System calls similar to malloc() and free() can be designed to support dynamic memory management. One can allow the memory

---

**Figure 2. Steps in developing bare machine applications**

```
START
Choose a set of end user applications
Identify CPU architecture
Identify memory requirements
Write code that is independent of any OS
Write I/O devices-related code
Direct hardware interfaces for Memory, CPU, I/O
Merge non-OS and I/O related code
Select suitable boot & load process for a device
END
```
controller to communicate with an AO and thus provide appropriate memory interfaces to manage memory in the AO. As memory technology improves and becomes cheaper, it is also conceivable to assume full address space (4GB in a 32-bit architecture) in a machine to avoid all memory management issues and provide direct control to a given AO.

B. User Interfaces

The most common user interfaces are keyboard, mouse, touch-screen and terminal screen. These resources are managed by the OS in conventional systems. In bare machine applications, keyboard interfaces are part of an AO where the keyboard interrupt code places the data in a user buffer. Similarly, mouse data is also placed in a user buffer. An AO programmer designs the code to directly interface with a keyboard or a mouse. The terminal screen is usually controlled by a video memory or its graphics adaptor. An AO programmer can directly store output in video memory or write a bare video driver to control the screen. All device drivers supporting a bare application have to be bare and provide direct hardware interfaces to applications. They cannot, as is done, when an OS is present, be hidden from the application programmer. Other user interfaces have to be handled in a similar manner to the above interfaces.

C. Network Interfaces

Most ordinary computing devices today have one wired and one wireless network interface. The device drivers for a network interface are controlled by underlying OS. Bare machine device drivers that provide direct network interfaces to an AO are needed in BMC. Instead of current OS-dependent network drivers, an AO programmer can initialize a network driver, configure relevant internal registers, and read or write buffers and control registers. Such a design allows direct communication to applications and avoids the need for any middleware. As the drivers are now encapsulated within an AO, the network hardware is not accessible to other applications when a given application suite is running in the machine. A bare PC USB device driver and its implementation are described in [5].

D. Process Interfaces

Many computer applications require process creation, deletion and management, which are usually controlled by an OS. In Intel x86 processors, process control and state are maintained by the CPU in a task segment. Interrupt gates are used to switch from one task to another. That can be done in a bare environment since these interfaces are accessible to an AO programmer. Control of the CPU is placed in an application program for creation of a new process (or a task). The global descriptor table (GDT) and local descriptor table (LDT) entries are used by the AO programmer to control task memory. Thus, when a machine becomes bare, the CPU and tasks are managed by an AO programmer. Task management in a bare machine is much simpler than in a conventional system, and the code size is also smaller compared to an OS-supported system. A conventional Web server system may be complex and create over 7000 tasks (in an x86 box) to provide high performance [4]. Process interfaces can eventually be generalized and made available to an AO programmer for any given CPU architecture. Today’s machines hide all these interfaces under an OS or some form of similar middleware.

E. File Interfaces

In conventional systems, a file system is part of the operating system. File systems use some standard specifications such as FAT32 or NTFS. Files can be transported across multiple operating systems and applications if they use standard specifications in their design. In bare machine applications, persistent data is under the control of an AO programmer and the data itself is part of an AO. Programmers can use their own file storage specification or use a standard specification to transport files to non-bare systems. One can also do a raw file system in an AO to avoid all file management complexities and hide the files within an AO (the only AO in which they are visible). This may be the most secure way to implement a file system. File transfers can also be accomplished through a network or by message passing. A given file system interface uses a bare device driver and controls the relevant device operations.

F. Boot and Load Interfaces

Boot and load facilities are usually under control of the OS and the underlying BIOS calls. In BMC, these interfaces are controlled by the AO programmer to facilitate bare machine applications. Soft and hard boot can be used to control the machine when needed in bare machine applications. These interfaces also vary across platforms; ideally, a standard boot and load mechanism to run bare machine applications across multiple CPU architectures and machines is the best solution (what is described in Section VII, is a method that has been implemented for x86 Intel CPUs).

G. Compile, Link and Library Issues

Compilers and linkers generate different formats for executables, which pose problems in loading and running bare machine applications. There is a need for homogenization in these tools to develop common bare machine applications that can run on many pervasive devices. New programming tools can be developed to compile bare machine applications using existing libraries and batch files, or new features can be added into existing Microsoft Visual Studio and Eclipse development tools to provide bare machine compilation options. Common libraries such as string operations, memory operations, locking, shared memory, message passing, and concurrency
control are system dependent and part of the OS libraries. However, they can be generalized and designed to run across many CPU architectures.

VI. BOOTABLE USB

In the BMC paradigm, applications are carried on a removable storage medium such as a CD/DVD or a flash drive. This device also carries a boot program to boot and load its own application object suite. A typical way to create a bootable USB is as follows. A bootable USB is created using a special tool written in C and assembly language. This tool is a batch file that runs in a DOS window. The USB is formatted for FAT32 before its use. The bootable USB should have three files as shown in Fig. 3b. The boot file is stored in the boot sector (#0), the prcycle.exe file is stored at 0x3be000, and the application file (shown in Fig. 3a as shell.exe), is stored at 0x3c4000.

The prcycle.exe file (22, 037 bytes in size) contains assembly code to boot a bare PC, provides the user interface/menu, and facilitates the loading of AOs (in this instance, shell.exe). It enables the switching from real to protected mode and vice versa for handling low-level interfaces. It also contains, IDT, GDT, TSS and BIOS interrupts to provide the AO programmer with direct control of the CPU. This part of the application code thus plays a key role in enabling the programmer to manage the hardware resources in a bare PC. In summary, the batch file copies files onto the USB, installs a boot program, and creates a bootable USB. This entire process does not require any software other than what resides on the USB (and is thus part of the bare PC application). There is no dependence on any specialized commercial tool or software. This enables bare PC applications to be independent of any OS-related environments and tools. It is also possible to use existing boot tools to create a bootable USB; however those tools must guarantee high security if needed in a system. The approach proposed here demonstrates building bare machine computer applications in a single environment where every aspect of software development is controlled by an AO programmer with no other dependencies. This approach facilitates enhanced security to computer applications.

VII. MEMORY MAP

As discussed in section 4, the AO programmer needs to design the real memory layout when developing a bare PC application. Fig. 4 shows a typical memory layout for a given application suite. An AO programmer prepares this map before designing a given application suite. The prcycle.exe program is used on the bare platform to load the AO at 0x600 in real mode memory. The main() entry point for prcycle.exe is located at 0x3100, which can be obtained from the prcycle.map. When the PC is booted, it must jump to 0x3900 as instructed by this memory map. A user loads the example application (shell.exe) by using the menu provided by prcycle.exe (not shown here). The executable for this AO is loaded at 0x00111E00 as shown in Fig. 4. The reason for using this particular address for loading shell.exe is discussed below. Visual Studio 8.0 (and later editions) of compilers behave differently than the previous versions when generating an exe file. In previous versions, when the entry point in shell.map indicates 0001:00000000, it usually implies that the main entry point in shell.exe is at 0x1000. In newer versions, this is not the case. In Visual Studio 8.0 (C++ versions), the executable starts at address 0x400 instead of at 0x1000. As shown in Fig. 4, the AO (shell.exe) is located at 0x00111E00. The higher 16-bit address 0x0011 indicates that it is loaded above 1 MB to load it in a protected mode memory address.

The lower 16-bit address 0x1E00 is derived as follows. The compiler start address for shell.exe is 0x0000, but it actually starts at 0x400. It was observed in the executable that the offset used by this compiler is 0x1e00 more than the actual offset in the executable. Thus, when the executable is relocated at 0x1e00, the references to the variables were correct as it was generated by the compiler. The main entry point for shell.exe should be at 0x1e00 + 0x400 as shown in Fig. 4. A generic tool is needed to resolve such intricacies involved in generating a memory map for a mass storage device. This tool should consider compiler options, executable formats and map files to create a memory map that is suitable for a given bare machine device.
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VIII. NOVEL FEATURES

BMC applications provide a new and innovative computer architecture that is based on current trends in technology. Fig. 5 illustrates a vision of future computing. This shows a BMC device that communicates with standard units such as memory, network card, wireless card, USB device, keyboard, mouse, display and mass storage. These units are common to many pervasive devices today. It is thus useful to write computer applications that target the BMC device as a baseline. Each device can run its own native application while using the standard hardware API as illustrated in the figure. All applications can access these interfaces and yet the hardware itself is bare. Until then, we can continue to provide these interfaces as software. The BMC architecture avoids heterogeneity in hardware, software, programming and tools.

IX. CONCLUSION

We described the BMC paradigm and showed how to build applications based on it. We identified the generic direct bare hardware interfaces needed to eliminate the OS/kernel. The BMC paradigm/approach enables these hardware interfaces to be incorporated in the hardware, thus making the latter more intelligent and able to communicate with the software. The interfaces were used to construct complex bare PC applications that have a small code footprint, are simple to use, provide high performance, and are inherently secure in design. We also presented a bare machine application architecture that enables a BMC device to be used for many pervasive applications. The new paradigm and approach will make it possible to save time, energy, and resources, while reducing the cost of developing applications for each pervasive device. The BMC paradigm demonstrates a new approach to computing based on completely self-supporting applications that eliminate all intermediary software.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the closed quantum system control theory has been increasingly developed. Quantum state transferring and quantum system tracking have been fully researched. The effective control algorithm has been designed based on certain control theory, such as optimal control [1-3], Bang-bang control [4, 5], the Lyapunov-based control [6-9] and so on. Among them, optimal control produces iterative control algorithm, while bang-bang control is realized experimentally by pulses. Further demand for accuracy may results in the unacceptable number of pulses. The Lyapunov stability theorem may obtain an analytical algorithm, which can help us analyze the characteristics of the system.

In this paper, the quantum system orbit tracking is investigated. For the orbit tracking, the target system is the free-evolutionary of the quantum system to be controlled. What we expect is to make the controlled system track the target system. The control goal is carried on in two steps: firstly, the system orbit tracking problem is changed into the state transferring one; secondly, a convergent control algorithm is designed to complete the goal.

In fact, the control algorithm designed by the Lyapunov stability theorem is only stable, which cannot guarantee the quantum system converges to desired target state. For this purpose, a convergent rather than just stable control algorithm is needed to manipulate the quantum system. Some papers on this topic have been reported [9, 10]. Among them, complete state transferring with target state of eigenstates and diagonal mixed-states in closed quantum system has been proved to be convergent conditionally [11, 12]. However, there is an open problem on the convergence of the non-diagonal target states including the superposition states and some mixed-states. In [12], a Lyapunov function based on virtual mechanical quantity $P$ was proposed to get the convergence conditions for the diagonal mixed-states. However, it did not give specific instructions on how to design $P$. We will discuss the detailed convergence conditions of diagonal target states and non-diagonal target states in this paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model is described by the Liouville equation. The Lyapunov stability theorem is used to design the trajectory tracking control algorithm in Section III. Section IV is divided into two parts, the first part is to handle the convergence of initial target state with diagonal mixes-state and the second part is the one for non-diagonal initial target state. In Section V, numerical simulation experiments are performed on a two-level system. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM MODEL

In this paper, we use quantum-Liouville equation to describe the control system model.

$$
ih \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \hat{\rho}(t) = \left[ H_0 + \sum_m f_m(t) H_m, \hat{\rho}(t) \right] \hat{\rho}(0) = \hat{\rho}_0 \quad (1a)$$

$$
ih \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \hat{\rho}_f(t) = \left[ H_0, \hat{\rho}_f(t) \right] \hat{\rho}_f(0) = \hat{\rho}_{f0} \quad (1b)$$

where $H_0$ is the free Hamiltonian representing the energy of the system and $H_m$ represent system’s control Hamiltonians, all of them will be assumed to be time-independent. $f_m(t)$ are time-dependent external control fields. The Planck constant is chosen as $\hbar = 1$ for convenience. The system state is denoted by density matrix $\hat{\rho}(t)$, the initial states of which at $t = 0$ is $\hat{\rho}_0$. Similarly, $\hat{\rho}_f(t)$ is the target system state and its initial value is $\hat{\rho}_{f0}$.
The control objective is to design a convergent control algorithm to make the state \( \hat{\rho}(t) \) of (1a) follow target state \( \hat{\rho}_f(t) \) of system (1b).

Firstly, to change the orbit tracking problem into a state transferring one, a unitary transformation \( U(t) = \exp(-iH_0t) \) is performed on system (1):
\[
\rho(t) = U(t) \hat{\rho}(t) U(t) , \quad \rho_f(t) = U(t) \hat{\rho}_f(t) U(t) ,
\]
where “†” denotes conjugate transpose, “✓” denotes states before unitary transformation. The system (1) after this transformation is represented by
\[
i \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \rho(t) = [\sum_m f_m(t) H_m(t), \rho(t)] \quad \rho(0) = \hat{\rho}_0 \quad (2a)
\]
\[
i \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \rho_f(t) = 0 \quad \rho_f(0) = \hat{\rho}_f \quad (2b)
\]
where \( H_m(t) = U(t) H_m U(t) \).

Calculate (2b), one gets
\[
\rho_f(t) = \hat{\rho}_f(t) \quad (3)
\]
After the above transformation, we have changed the tracking problem into the state transferring one. At present, the control goal of system (1a) following target system (1b) becomes the one of regulating state of (2a) to target state (3).

III. CONTROL ALGORITHM DERIVATION
Among many control methods, the Lyapunov-based method is simpler and easy to design. The basic idea of the Lyapunov method is to select a Lyapunov function \( V(x) \) which satisfies the following three conditions: a) \( V(x) \) is continuous and its first-order partial derivatives is also continuous in its definition; b) \( V(x) \) is positive semi-definite, i.e., \( V(x) \geq 0 \); c) The first order time derivative of the Lyapunov function is negative semi-definite, i.e., \( \dot{V}(x) \leq 0 \).

There are usually three kinds of Lyapunov functions [11]. Here, the Lyapunov function based on virtual physical quantity is chosen
\[
V(\rho) = \text{tr}(P \hat{\rho}) , \quad (4)
\]
where \( P \) is virtual physical observable operator.

To obtain a convergent control algorithm, the first-order time derivation of function (4) is obtained as
\[
\dot{V} = -\sum_m f_m(t) \text{tr}(iH_m(t)[\rho(t), P]) . \quad (5)
\]

For the sake of simplicity and availability, we let each item on the right side of (5) of summation sign be non-positive in order to ensure \( V \leq 0 \). The control algorithm can be derived as
\[
f_m(t) = -k_m \text{tr}(iH_m(t)[\rho(t), P]) , \quad k_m > 0 \quad (6)
\]
where, \( k_m > 0 \) is the control gain to adjust the convergence speed of the system state.

Comparing system (1) with (2a) and (3), one can see that: the system (1) is autonomous and the system (2) is not, however, the time-dependent target state \( \rho_f(t) \) in (1b) becomes a stationary state \( \hat{\rho}_f \) in (3).

As we know, the control algorithm (6) designed by the Lyapunov stability theorem is usually only a stable one, which can not guarantee that the system converges to target state. For this reason, we need to do further study to get the convergence condition \( \dot{V} < 0 \), which may guide people to design a convergent control algorithm. Next, we study this problem in detail.

IV. CONTROL ALGORITHM CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
In order to implement effective control on a quantum system, a convergent control algorithm is even more important than the control algorithm itself. In the process of state transferring, the desired target is a time-invariant state. The variety of quantum states such as eigenstates, superposition states and mixed-states makes the different expressions of target state. On the one hand, from the system control perspective, the initial state of target system will be grouped into stationary state and the non-stationary one. For the stationary target state, according to (1b), \( ih \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \hat{\rho}_f(t) = 0 \) holds, and so does \( \hat{\rho}_f(t) = \hat{\rho}_f(0) \). In such a case, one can get \( [H_0, \hat{\rho}_f(0)] = 0 \). The system tracking of (1a) is equivalent to the state transferring. For the non-stationary initial target state, the unitary transformation has changed the tracking problem into the state transferring one. Therefore, we can always change the system tracking into the state transferring. On the other hand, from the convergence of view, the initial target states are divided into two kinds. The first one is diagonal initial target state including eigenstates and some mixed-states. It can be represented by a diagonal density matrix. The second kind is non-diagonal initial target state, including superposition state and some mixed-states, whose convergence has not been resolved fully so far.

For autonomous system (1), the LaSalle’s invariant principle can be used to analyze the convergence, where two assumptions are needed [13]: Assumption 1: \( H_0 \) is strongly regular, i.e., all the transition frequencies (differences of pairs of energy levels) are different, viz. \( \Delta_{jk} \neq \Delta_{pq} \), \( (j,k) \neq (p,q) \), where \( \Delta_{jk} = \lambda_j - \lambda_k \) and \( \lambda_j \) is an
eigenvalues of $H_0$. Assumption 2: Control Hamiltonian $H_m$ is full-connected, viz. $H_m \in \{h_{jk} | h_{jk} = |j\rangle \langle k| + |k\rangle \langle j|, j > k\}$. where $|j\rangle$ is the eigenstate associated with $\lambda_j$. Because of the unitary evolution of closed quantum system, if being reachable then target state must be unitarily equivalent to the initial state, i.e., there exists a unitary transformation $U$ such that $\hat{\rho}_0 = U \hat{\rho}_f U^\dagger$. We make it as Assumption 3.

The LaSalle’s invariant principle is not able to deal with the non-autonomous system (2), however, the Barbalat lemma can be applied based on above three assumptions, whose content is [14]: If scalar function $V (x, t)$ satisfies: (1) $V (x, t)$ is lower bounded; (2) $\dot{V} (x, t)$ is negative semi-definite; (3) $\dot{V} (x, t)$ is uniformly continuous in time, then $\dot{V} (x, t) \rightarrow 0$ as $t \rightarrow \infty$. One can see from the Lyapunov function (4) that (4) satisfies all the three conditions of Barbalat lemma: (1) $V = tr (P \rho) \geq 0$ is lower bounded for a positive $P$; (2) Its first order derivative is negative semi-definite under control algorithm (6); (3) The third condition can be replaced by the existence and continuity of the second derivation of $V (x, t)$: $\ddot{V} (\rho, t) = -\sum m f_m (t) [tr (iH_m (t)[\rho, P]) + tr (iH_m (t)[\rho, P])]$

is bounded for a bounded input.

According to the Barbalat Lemma, the first derivation of the Lyapunov function converges to zero for $t \rightarrow \infty$, viz., $\dot{V} (\rho (x, \infty), \infty) = 0$. So a limitation states set at $t \rightarrow \infty$ is deduced by the Barbalat Lemma. We defined it as a stable set $\mathcal{R}_s$, which is a concept similar to invariant set. According to the formula (6), the states in stable set satisfy $f = 0$. For the non-autonomous system (2), if $\rho \in \mathcal{R}_s$, then $\dot{\rho} = 0$ holds for $f = 0$. It means that, once the system evolves into the stable set, it will stop at this set.

The stable set $\mathcal{R}_s$ is the set of critical points on any dynamic trajectory, viz.

$$\mathcal{R}_s = \{\rho_s : tr (iH_m (t)[\rho_s, P]) = 0, \forall m, t\},$$

where $\rho_s$ denote critical stable points of (2), and $\rho_f \in \mathcal{R}_s$.

The controlled system may converge to any one of states in stable set $\mathcal{R}_s$. Now $P$ is to be constructed to make the system converge to the target state. According to Assumption 2, (7) is rewritten as $\mathcal{R}_s = \{\rho_s : [\rho_s, P] = D\}$, where $D$ is a diagonal matrix. Obviously, if $P$ is chosen as a diagonal matrix, $D$ is zero one, otherwise we can always design a set of proper eigenvalues of $P$ to simplify (7) as [15]:

$$\mathcal{R}_s = \{\rho_s : [\rho_s, P] = 0\}.$$  

Equation (8) is the stable set to be discussed in this paper. It is known that (4) is a function of state and the system (2) will converge to stable set (8). Whether the system converges to target state or not depends on the relative position among target state, the controlled initial state, and all other stable states than target state. To make the system converge to the target state, the following condition is needed, viz. the relationship among initial state, target state, and other stable states must satisfy [12]

$$v(\rho_f) < v(\rho_0) < v(\rho_s).$$

Equation (9) is the condition to ensure the convergence of the controlled system. How to realize (9) is another key point which needs to be solved. In the following we’ll focus on this topic by designing the suitable $P$. The solutions are given by two cases.

### A. The target state is diagonal mixed-state

The convergent conditions for diagonal target states have been investigated adequately [11-13]. However, the concrete construction of $P$ has not been mentioned in previous results. In this section, we’ll discuss how to design $P$ in (4) to satisfy (9).

Suppose the target state $\rho_f$ is a diagonal target state and $\{\lambda_i, i = 1, 2 \ldots n\}$ is the eigen-spectrum of $\rho_0$. The target state $\rho_f$ should be one permutation of $\{\lambda_i, i = 1, 2 \ldots n\}$, viz. $\rho_f = diag(\lambda_1, \lambda_2 \ldots \lambda_n)$. The other states $\rho_s$ in $\mathcal{R}_s$ are the different permutations of eigen-spectrum. In order to construct a $P$ satisfied (9), three steps are performed:

Firstly, $P$ is constructed to make $\rho_f$ be the point corresponding to the minimum value of (4), which is realized by the following lemma:

**Lemma 1:** If the diagonal target state is $\rho_f = diag(\lambda_1, \lambda_2 \ldots \lambda_n)$, the matrix $P$ corresponding to $\rho_f$ is $P = diag (p_1, p_2, \ldots p_n)$, then $\rho_f$ is the point for the Lyapunov function (4) to be the minimum if the diagonal element $p_i$ of $P$ meets $(\lambda_i - \lambda_j) (p_i - p_j) < 0, \forall i \neq j$.

The proof of Lemma 1 is in Appendix 1.

Secondly, based on Lemma 1, a further study on $P$ is carried out and (9) is divided into two parts:

**Part 1:** $v(\rho_f) < v(\rho_0)$

The condition $v(\rho_f) < v(\rho_0)$ indicates that the Lyapunov function value of initial state is larger than that of target state. Otherwise it is inconsistent with the monotonically decreasing of (4) and the target state will be unreachable. It is easy to obtain
\( v(\rho_f) - v(\rho_0) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (P)_{ii} (\lambda_i - (\rho_0)_{ii}) \). Based on the relationship between eigenvalues and matrix diagonal elements, the expression \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_i = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \mu_i = n (\rho_0)_{ii} = 1 \) holds, where \((\rho_0)_{ii}\) is the \(i\)-th diagonal element of the initial state \(\rho_0\). So there must be at least one \(k\) to make \(\lambda_k < (\rho_0)_{kk}\) hold. If one wants to make \(v(\rho_f) - v(\rho_0) = (P)_{kk} (\lambda_k - (\rho_0)_{kk}) + \sum_{i=1,j\neq k}^{n} (P)_{ii} (\lambda_i - (\rho_0)_{ii}) < 0\) hold, where \((P)_{kk}\) is the \(k\)-th diagonal element of \(P\), then we choose a certain \(k\) satisfied \(\lambda_k < (\rho_0)_{kk}\), one gets

\[
(P)_{kk} > \sum_{i=1,j\neq k}^{n} (P)_{ii} (\lambda_i - (\rho_0)_{ii}) (\rho_0)_{kk} - \lambda_k. \tag{10}
\]

Maybe there are more than one \(k\) to satisfy \(\lambda_k < (\rho_0)_{kk}\), we usually choose the one which makes \((P)_{kk}\) correspond to a larger value such that \(v(\rho_f) < v(\rho_0)\) holds.

Part 2: \(v(\rho_0) < v(\rho_s)\)

\(\rho_s\) should be one of the permutations of eigen-spectrum. According to Assumption 3, \(\rho_0 = U \rho_f U^\dagger\), so one has

\[
tr(P\rho_0) = tr(PU \rho_f U^\dagger) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (P)_{ii} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (\rho_f)_{jj} (U_{ij}^2)
\]

\[
tr(P\rho_s) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (P)_{ii} \rho_s_{ii}
\]

\[
tr(P\rho_0) - tr(P\rho_s) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (P)_{ii} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (\rho_f)_{jj} (U_{ij}^2) - (\rho_s)_{ii}
\]

\(\rho_s\) and \(\rho_f\) have the same spectrums, there must be \((\rho_f)_{kk} = (\rho_s)_{kk}\). For any unitary matrix \(U\), there exist \(UU^\dagger = U^\dagger U = I\) and \(\sum_{j=1}^{n} (U_{ij})^2 = 1\). So one can get

\[
tr(P\rho_0) - tr(P\rho_s) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (P)_{ii} \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} (\rho_f)_{jj} (U_{ij})^2 - (\rho_f)_{kk} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (U_{ij})^2 \right] = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (P)_{ii} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} (\rho_f)_{jj} - (\rho_f)_{kk} (U_{ij})^2
\]

For the above equation, there is at least one \(l\) to make \((\rho_f)_{jj} - (\rho_f)_{kk} < 0\) hold. To make \(tr(P\rho_0) - tr(P\rho_s) < 0\), the following expression is needed

\[
(P)_{ll} > \sum_{i=1}^{n} (P)_{ii} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} (\rho_f)_{jj} (U_{ij})^2 - (\rho_f)_{kk} (U_{ij})^2)
\]

\[
\sum_{j=1,k=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (\rho_f)_{jj} (U_{ij})^2 (\rho_f)_{kk} (U_{ij})^2)
\]

\[
\sum_{j=1,k=1}^{n} (\rho_f)_{jj} - (\rho_f)_{kk} (U_{ij})^2)
\]

\[
\sum_{j=1,k=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (\rho_f)_{jj} (U_{ij})^2 (\rho_f)_{kk} (U_{ij})^2)
\]

The above process is to construct \(P\) for diagonal target states. We conclude that: if the target state is of diagonal, a Hermite and positive diagonal matrix \(P\) is selected. To ensure the convergence, the diagonal elements of \(P\) must satisfy Lemma 1, (10) and (11) simultaneously.

B. The target state is of non-diagonal density matrix

It is more complicated to analyze the convergence for the non-diagonal target state. The idea is as follows: let the non-diagonal target state be changed into diagonal one and the virtual physical quantity \(Q\) is designed as that in \(A\). However, the superposition state is one kind of pure states, which can be represented by wave functions as \(\rho_f = |\psi_f\rangle \langle \psi_f|\). In this case, the diagonalization of target state is not necessary. Next, we go onto the analysis of non-diagonal superposition state and mixed-state in detail.

1) In the case of non-diagonal superposition state

Prior to analysis, another lemma is introduced.

Lemma 2 [16]: For the \(n\)-level Hermite matrix \(A\) and \(B\), if they are commutive, viz. \([A, B] = 0\), then \(A\) and \(B\) own the same eigenstates. We rewrite \(P\) according to its eigen-decomposition as \(P = \sum_k p_k |\psi_k\rangle \langle \psi_k|\), where \(|\psi_k\rangle\) is its eigenstate and \(p_k\) is eigenvalue. According to \(\rho_f \in \mathbb{R}\) and \(\rho_f \in \mathbb{R}\), \(P\) is demonstrated as

\[
P = p_1 |\psi_f\rangle \langle \psi_f| + \sum_{k=2}^{n} p_k |\psi_k\rangle \langle \psi_k| , \text{ where } |\psi_1\rangle = |\psi_f\rangle . \text{ And } |\psi_i\rangle \langle \psi_j| = 0, \text{ for } i \neq j . \tag{12}
\]

And \(\rho_s\) should be

\[
\rho_s = \lambda_1 |\psi_f\rangle \langle \psi_f| + \sum_{k=2}^{n} \lambda_k |\psi_k\rangle \langle \psi_k| \sum_{k=1}^{n} \lambda_k = 1 \tag{13}
\]

It is known that the states \(\rho_0\) and \(\rho_s\) have the same spectrum under the unitary evolution, and therefore \(\rho_s\) has the same eigenvalues with \(\rho_0\), so does the target state \(\rho_f\).

Substituting \(\rho_f = |\psi_f\rangle \langle \psi_f|\) into (13), the eigen-spectrum of \(\rho_f\) is \(\{1, 0, \ldots, 0\}\). Then for \(\rho_s\), there is only one eigenvalue \(\lambda_1 = 1\) to be non-zero, viz. \(\rho_s = \lambda_1 |\psi_f\rangle \langle \psi_f| \lambda_1 = 1\).

If it denotes \(\rho_f = |\psi_f\rangle \langle \psi_f|\) in (12), then
\[ v(\rho_f) = tr(P \rho_f) = p_1 \]
\[ v(\rho_0) = p_1 tr(\rho_f \rho_0) + \sum_{k=2}^{n} p_k tr(\rho_k \rho_0) \]  
(14)
\[ v(\rho_j) = p_j \quad (j \neq 1) \]

Combined (14) with (9), a suitable \( P \) must be constructed to satisfy

\[ 0 < p_1 < p_1 tr(\rho_f \rho_0) + \sum_{k=2}^{n} p_k tr(\rho_k \rho_0) < p_j \quad (j \neq 1) \]  
(15)

It can be seen from (15) that the virtual mechanical quantity \( P \) may not be a diagonal matrix for non-diagonal superposition target state. The \( P \) constructed based on (12) and (15) can guarantee the convergence of non-diagonal superposition target state, where (12) describes how to construct the eigenstates and (15) is to determine the eigenvalues. Moreover, the eigenvalue \( p_1 \) of \( P \), whose corresponding eigenstate is the target state, is the smallest one.

2) In the case of non-diagonal mixed-state

For system (1), suppose the initial target state \( \hat{\rho}_f \) is a non-diagonal mixed-state. The solution of (1b) is \( \hat{\rho}_f(t) = e^{-iHt} \hat{\rho}_{f0} e^{iHt} \). To deal with this situation, a unitary transformation has transformed the tracking problem of (1) into the state transferring one of (2). We follow the idea of changing the non-diagonal \( \hat{\rho}_f \) into a diagonal one by another unitary transformation and then a convergent control algorithm can be designed based on \( A \).

In system (2), the target state \( \hat{\rho}_f \) is a Hermite matrix, so it exists another unitary transformation \( U_f \) to meet

\[ U_f \hat{\rho}_f U_f^\dagger = D_f \]. It is performed on system (2), viz., \( \rho' = U_f \rho U_f^\dagger \), \( \rho'_f = U_f \rho_f U_f^\dagger = D_f \), then the system (2) becomes

\[ i\hbar \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \rho'(t) = \left[ H_0 + \sum_{m=1}^{M} f_m(t) H_{mt}, \rho'(t) \right] \rho'(0) = U_f \hat{\rho}_0 U_f^\dagger \]  
(16a)
\[ i\hbar \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \rho'_f(t) = 0 \quad \rho'_f(0) = D_f \]  
(16b)

where \( H_{mt} = U_f H_{mt} U_f^\dagger \).

After unitary transformation \( U_f \), the tracking of target system with non-diagonal initial state \( \hat{\rho}_f \) in (2) can be changed into the tracking of a diagonal stationary state in (16). According to (8), the stable set of (16) is still \( \mathcal{R} = \{ \rho_s : [\rho_s, P] = 0 \} \). The convergence analysis is the same as that in \( A \).

In conclusion, we have acquired the convergence conditions for non-diagonal target states.

V. APPLICATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ANALYSES

In this part, a two level atom system controlled by a single control field is considered. Take superposition target state for example, the effectiveness of the proposed method will be illustrated.

The free Hamiltonian of the controlled system (1) is \( H_0 = \omega \sigma_z \) and the control Hamiltonian is \( H_1 = \sigma_z \), where \( \sigma_z = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -1 \end{bmatrix} \). Obviously, this example satisfies the three conditions in Section IV.

The initial state of (1a) is \( |\psi_0\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{3}} |0\rangle + \frac{\sqrt{2}}{\sqrt{3}} |1\rangle \) and the initial target state of (1b) is \( |\psi_f\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{8}} |0\rangle + \frac{\sqrt{3}}{\sqrt{8}} |1\rangle \). They are both non-diagonal superposition states. The design process of a convergent control algorithm is as follows:

1) Construct \( P \)

To construct \( P \), a set of linearly independent vector \( |s_k\rangle (k=1,2) \) is prepared. In this example, we choose \( |s_1\rangle = |\psi_f\rangle \), \( |s_2\rangle = |\psi_1\rangle \). Then the Schmidt orthogonalization is performed. Suppose the orthogonalized vectors are \( |s_1\rangle \) and \( |s_2\rangle \), where \( |s_1\rangle = |\psi_f\rangle \). According to (12), \( P = p_1 |s_1\rangle \langle s_1 | + p_2 |s_2\rangle \langle s_2 | \) holds. The state except target state in \( \mathcal{R} \) is \( \rho_s = |s_2\rangle \langle s_2 | \). Here, we choose \( p_1 = 0.2, p_2 = 2 \), then \( P = \begin{bmatrix} 1.775 & -0.595 \ -0.595 & 0.425 \end{bmatrix} \).

2) System Simulation results

The control gain in (6) is selected as \( k = 0.1 \). The simulation results are showed in Fig. 1, where the red circle denotes the controlled initial state and the blue circle is the target state; the red line is the controlled trajectory and the arrow indicates its direction. Fig. 1(a) shows the state transferring process during \( t \in [0,50] \). Fig. 1(b) is the control field.

To illustrate better the control strategy, the control field Fig. 1(b) is applied to the original system (1). The tracking results are showed in Fig. 2, where the red dashed line is the evolution curve of controlled state in (1a) and the blue solid line is the one of target state in target system (1b); the red circle and the blue circle indicate the initial location at the current period of the controlled state and the target state respectively; the arrow indicates the direction. In Fig. 2(a), the evolution trajectory at \( t \in [0,8] \) is showed, from which one can see that the controlled system is asymptotically stable with respect to the target system on the Bloch sphere. Fig. 2(b) is the state trajectory at \( t \in [8,30] \) and Fig. 2(c) is the magnified bottom view of Fig. 2(b). We have specially labeled the different locations with black box. It can be seen...
Appendix 1: The proof of Lemma 1.

Prove: \( P \) is a diagonal matrix, one gets \( \dot{\rho}_f = 0 \) from (10).

\[
\dot{\rho}_f = -i\sum_{m} f_m \left[ \text{tr} \left( H_m^* \rho_f \right) + \text{tr} \left( H_m^* \rho_f \right) \right] = -i\sum_{m} f_m^2 \text{tr} \left[ H_{mn}^* \rho_f \right] \text{tr} \left[ H_{ml} \rho_f \right] = \sum_{m} f_m^2 \text{tr} \left[ H_{mn}^* \rho_f \right] \text{tr} \left[ H_{ml} \rho_f \right] \]

Let \( A = H_m^* \rho_f \), \( B = H_m \rho_f \), then \( (A)_{ij} = (\lambda_j - \lambda_i) (H_{ml})_{ij} \) \( (B)_{ij} = (p_j - p_i) (H_{ml})_{ij} \), so

\[
\text{tr} (AB) = \sum_{i,j} A_{ij} B_{ij} = \sum_{i,j} \sum_{i,j} (\lambda_j - \lambda_i) (p_j - p_i) (H_{ml})_{ij}^2 \]

\[
= -\sum_{i,j} \sum_{i,j} (\lambda_j - \lambda_i) (p_j - p_i) (H_{ml})_{ij}^2 \]

If \( \rho_f \) is a stable state, then \( \dot{\rho}_f = 0 \), one gets:

\[
(\lambda_j - \lambda_i) (p_j - p_i) > 0, \forall i \neq j.
\]

Let \( \mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_n \) be the spectrum of \( \rho_f \) with \( \mu_1 \) arranged in a non-increasing order, viz \( \mu_1 < \mu_2 < \cdots < \mu_n \). Then the corresponding P is \( P = \text{diag}(p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n) \) \( p_1 > p_2 > \cdots > p_n \) is obtained by the above description. Any other states \( \rho_s \) in stable set \( R \) can be obtained by \( m \) times swapping arbitrary two elements of \( \{ \mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_n \} \). We let

\[
\text{bool} = \text{tr}(P \rho_f) - \text{tr}(P \rho_s).
\]

Suppose the spectrum from smallest to largest of target state is \( \{ \mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_j, \ldots, \mu_k, \mu_{k+1}, \ldots, \mu_n \} \), then:

\[
i \leftrightarrow j:
\]

\[
\text{bool} = \pi_i (\mu_i - \mu_j) + \pi_j (\mu_j - \mu_i) = (\pi_i - \pi_j) (\mu_i - \mu_j) < 0
\]

\[
i \leftrightarrow j, j \leftrightarrow k:
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
b \text{bool} &= p_i \left( \mu_i - \mu_j \right) + p_j \left( \mu_j - \mu_k \right) + p_k \left( \mu_k - \mu_i \right) \\
&= p_i \left( \mu_i - \mu_j \right) + p_j \left( \mu_j - \mu_i + \mu_i - \mu_k \right) + p_k \left( \mu_k - \mu_i \right) \\
&= \left( p_i - p_j \right) \left( \mu_i - \mu_j \right) + \left( p_j - p_k \right) \left( \mu_i - \mu_k \right) < 0 \\
\text{if } &i \leftrightarrow j, j \leftrightarrow k, k \leftrightarrow l.
\end{align*}
\]

and so on. Finally, we get \( \nu(\rho_f) < \nu(\rho_s) \). Lemma 1 is proved.
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Abstract— A new algorithm for face recognition is proposed in this work; this algorithm is mainly based on Local Binary Pattern texture analysis in one dimensional space and Principal Component Analysis as a technique for dimensionalities reduction. The extraction of the face’s features is inspired from the principal that the human visual system combines between local and global features to differentiate between people. Starting from this assumption, the facial image is decomposed into several blocks with different resolutions, and each decomposed block is projected in one dimensional space. Next, the proposed descriptor is applied for each projected block. Then, the resulting vectors will be concatenated in one global vector. Finally, Principal Component Analysis is used to reduce the dimensionalities of the global vectors and to keep only the pertinent information for each person. The experimental results have shown that the proposed descriptor Local Binary Pattern in One Dimensional Space combined with Principal Component Analysis have given a very significant improvement at the recognition rate and the false alarm rate compared with other methods of face recognition, and a good effectiveness against different external factors as: illumination, rotations, and noise.

Keywords— face recognition; local binary pattern (LBP); local binary pattern in one dimensional space (1DLBP); texture description; dimensionality reduction; Principal Component Analysis (PCA).

I. INTRODUCTION

The automatic analysis of the human face has become recently an active research area in the artificial vision and pattern recognition domains, due to its important use in several applications such as electronic election, biometrics and video surveillance [1, 2, 3]. Face analysis includes face detection and tracking, face recognition, age and gender recognition, and emotion recognition. Human face is dynamic entity, which changes under the influence of several factors as pose, size, occlusion, background complexity, lighting and the presence of some components such as mustaches, beard, and glasses. So, the essential key for any face analysis problem is on how to find an efficient descriptor to represent and to model the face in a real context?

The crucial step in any problem of face analysis is the phase of features extraction. In this phase, there are two major approaches, local and global approaches. Global approaches are based on pixel information; all pixels of the facial image are treated as a single vector; the vector size is the total number of the image pixels [4]. Most of the methods of this approach use another space of representation (subspace) to reduce the number of pixels and to eliminate the redundancies. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [5] and Linear Discriment Analysis (LDA) [6] are the most popular methods used to reduce the dimensions and to select the useful information. However, these approaches are not effective in the unconstrained cases, i.e., situation where occlusion, lighting, pose, and size of the face are uncontrolled.

Recently, the scientists concentrate on local approaches, which are considered as a robust approaches in the unconstrained cases compared with global approaches; in this case, the face analysis is given by the individual description of its parts and their relationships, this model corresponds to the manner of perception by the visual human system. The methods of this approach are based on the extraction of features from the facial image and the definition of an adequate model to represent the face [7]. Several methods and strategies have been proposed to model and classify faces essentially based on the texture, normalized distances, angles and relations between eyes, mouth, nose and edge of the face. Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [8], Local Gabor Binary Pattern (LGBP) [9] and Oriented Edge Magnitudes (POEM) [10] are the recent methods in this approach.

Psychological and neuroscience studies have showed that the human visual system combines between local and global features to differentiate between people [11]. LBP is the best descriptor for capturing the local features, but it is not performed in the description of the global features [8]. From these assumptions, we propose in this work a new feature extraction method based on a descriptor proposed in our laboratory in [12, 13, 14], called 1DLBP (Local Binary Pattern in One Dimensional Space), inspired from classical LBP. The proposed method, which is applied on face recognition, is characterized by the combination of the local and global features for modeling faces. The algorithm of extraction is decomposed into five principal stages; first, the input image is decomposed into several blocks with different resolutions. A vertical projection in one dimensional space is applied for each decomposed block. Next, the proposed descriptor is applied on each projected block. Then, the resulting vectors from each block are concatenated in one global vector. Finally, Principal Component Analysis is needed to regroup
the global vectors, to reduce the dimensionalities and to keep only the useful information for each individual.

This paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we describe the classical LBP and histogram feature. In Section 3, the proposed algorithm of feature extraction for face recognition is presented. For this purpose, chi-square distance is required to measure similarities between face templates. In Section 4, we present our experimental results by applying the proposed algorithm on ORL and AR databases. Finally, a conclusion related to this work is given in Section 5.

II. LOCAL BINARY PATTERN (LBP)

The original LBP operator introduced by Ojala et al. [15], which has been used for texture discrimination, has shown a powerful and effective results against to the variations in rotation and illumination. The operator labels the pixels of an image by thresholding the $3 \times 3$ neighborhood of each pixel with the central value and considering the result as a binary code. Next, the histogram of the labels can be used as a texture descriptor (see Figure 1); for a given pixel $g_c(x_c, y_c)$ from gray image, its texture LBP is calculated by comparing $g_c$ with its neighbors pixels $P$ on a circle of radius $R$ (see Figure 2 for more details on circular neighborhood). The value of $\text{LBP}(g_c)$ is obtained as:

$$\text{LBP}_{P,R}(x_c, y_c) = \sum_{i=1}^{P} S(g_{iP,R} - g_c) 2^{i-1}$$  (1)

$S(x)$ is defined as: $S(x) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } x \geq 0; \\ 0 & \text{otherwise}; \end{cases}$ (2)

The major disadvantage of the original LBP operator resides in the size of the descriptor, a mask of $3 \times 3$ pixels cannot capture the structures of large scale which can considered as a dominants structures in the image. Recently, the size of the operator has been extended by using a mask with different large sizes. Figures 2.a, 2.b, 2.c show three examples of the extended LBP.

Another type of the extended operators of LBP called: Elliptical Local Binary Patterns (ELBP) [16]. In ELBP, at each pixel $g_c(x_c, y_c)$, we consider its surrounding pixels that lie on an ellipse (see Figure 3) with $(x_c, y_c)$ is the center. ELBP of $(x_c, y_c)$ with P neighboring pixels at $(R_1, R_2)$ distances is computed as:

$$\text{ELBP}_{P,R_1,R_2}(x_c, y_c) = \sum_{i=1}^{P} S(g_{iP,R_1,R_2} - g_c) 2^{i-1}$$  (3)

$S(x)$ function is defined as (2).

In details, the coordinates of the $i$th neighboring pixel of $(x_c, y_c)$ are calculated using the formulas:

$$\text{angle-step} = \frac{2 \times \pi}{P}$$  (4)

$$x_i = x_c + R_1 \times \cos ((i - 1) \times \text{angle-step})$$  (5)

$$y_i = y_c + R_2 \times \sin ((i - 1) \times \text{angle-step})$$  (6)

However, the extend versions of LBP operators and the Elliptical LBPs present a good results by capturing the local and global patterns but they are not performed for capturing the micro characteristics (fine details) of the human face. Figure 4 shows the results of LBP and ELBP applications using different masks.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

The proposed algorithm used to extract information for face recognition is described in the following recapitulation; next, we present each step in details. We consider that we have a gallery $\mathcal{G}$ of biometric samples with $P$ persons, $S$ biometric sample (image) per person, $N$ training images for each person.
Pi and M testing images (example $\theta=400$, $P=40$, $S=10$, $N=5$, $M=5$, with ORL database, $\theta=2600$, $P=100$, $S=26$, $N=13$, $M=13$ with AR database). The process of features extraction is composed of six principal stages for each person:

- Preprocessing of the N images.
- Decomposition of each image $N_i$ into several blocks with different resolution.
- Projection of each block decomposed in one dimensional space.
- Application of the proposed descriptor 1DLBP for each projected block.
- Concatenation of the resulting vectors of an image $N_i$ in one global vector $V_i$.
- Dimensionalities reduction of the $V$ grouped global vectors using PCA.

A. Preprocessing

The objective of the preprocessing is the modification of the source’s image representation to facilitate the task of the following steps and to improve the rate of recognition. First, the facial image is converted into grayscale image. Next, every grayscale image is filtered by median filter to suppress noise. Lastly, the noise suppression image is then adjusted to improve the contrast of the image.

B. Image decomposition

Most LBP operators characterize the face texture distribution of each pixel with its neighborhood only. But, the differences between two faces can be demonstrated not only by the texture distribution of each pixel with its neighborhood, but also by the relative connection with other pixels. With this intention, we have decomposed the original image into several sub-images (see Figure 5) to characterize better the details and the relationships between all the image pixels. Next, the extracted histograms will be concatenated in one global vector in the next stages. With this technique, we can obtain the fine details and the relative connections between all pixels.

C. 1D vertical projection

The 1D projection of rows or columns of each level provides an effective mean to describe better the local and global patterns. Figure 6 presents an example of vertical projection. The objective of the projection is to validate the descriptor LBP in one dimensional space to find another mean for describing and analyzing better the human face’s texture.

D. 1DLBP application

The concept of the 1DLBP method consists in a binary code describing the local agitation of a segment in 1D signal. It is calculated by thresholding of the neighborhood values with the central value. All neighbors get the value 1 if they are greater or equal to the current element and 0 otherwise. Then, each element of the resulting vector is multiplied by a weight according to its position (see Figure 6.c). Finally, the current element is replaced by the sum of the resulting vector. This can be recapitulated as follows:

$$1DLBP = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} S(g_n - g_0).2^n$$

(7)

$s(x)$ function is defined as (2).

$g_0$ and $g_n$ are respectively the values of the central element and its 1D neighbors. The index $n$ increases from the left to the right in the 1D string as shown in Figure 6.c. The 1DLBP descriptor is defined by the histogram of the 1D patterns.

Figure 5. Image decomposition in different blocks.

Figure 6. Example of vertical projection in 1D space + 1DLBP application.
E. Concatenation of the resulting vectors

The proposed descriptor 1DLBP is applied on all blocks of the decomposed image with the different resolution presented in Figure 5. The extracted histograms from each block are concatenated in one global histogram (vector) representing one face image \( Y_i \). A problem of information redundancies is appeared due to the important size of each global vector. To resolve this problem, we have used the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) as a technique of dimensionalities reduction, to regroup all the global vectors of each person \( X_i \) in one global matrix and to select the useful information needed to modeling each person.

F. Dimensionalities reduction with PCA

The principal idea of PCA is to represent a group of images (vectors) of a same person \( X \) in another space of lower dimension; this space is constructed from a set of training images. PCA begins with a set of 1D training vectors of the same class; each vector \( I_j \) represents a training image \( I \) \((I = 1...N)\), and construct \( O_i = I_j - I \) where \( I \) represents the mean vector of all \( I_j \) vectors. Then, determinate the eigenvectors \( \mu_i \) of the covariance matrix \( C = \sum_i O_i \times O_i^T \). The first \( K \) “Principal axis” corresponds to the \( K \) largest eigenvalues (the value of \( K \) is chosen in the same that the sum of the first axis \( K \) provides a large proportion of the total eigenvalues sum).

Now, given a new image \( \xi \) considered as a test example. First, we built its 1D representation using the extraction method proposed in this work (stages: 1-5), and we subtract the average face as follows: \( \theta = \xi_{1D} - I \). Next, we project the image in the principal axis elaborated as: \( \theta = \sum_{i=1,K} \mu_i I^T (\theta - \mu_i) \). Finlay, we calculate the chi-Square distance to classify the image \( \xi \) in the nearest class corresponding to a degree of similarities that exceeds a fixed threshold.

\[
\text{Dist}_{\text{chi-square}} (X,Y) = \sum_{i=0}^{M} \frac{(x_i - y_i)^2}{x_i + y_i}
\]

(8)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the performances of the proposed algorithm, we have carried out several tests on ORL and AR databases, we randomly selected half of samples for training set and the remaining samples for testing set. In all our experiments, we considered the average recognition rates of several random permutations (50 permutation with ORL database and 100 permutations with AR database), and we compared the obtained results (identification and false alarm rates) with other methods using the same testing protocols. Our experiments are implemented with Matlab 2010a, Windows 7, HP Core 2 Duo, 3 Ghz CPU with 2 Gb Ram.

A. ORL database

The ORL database contains 400 frontal images in different facial expression, conditions of illumination, hairstyles with or without beard, moustaches and glasses for 40 persons, 10 images for each person. Each sample is a 92×112 gray image, with tolerance for some tilting and rotation of up to 20° (see Figure 7).

B. AR database

The AR database was collected at the Computer Vision Center in Barcelona, Spain in 1998 [17]. It contains images of 116 individuals (63 men and 53 women). The imaging and recording conditions (camera parameters, illumination setting, and camera distance) were carefully controlled and constantly recalibrated to ensure that settings are identical across subjects. The resulting RGB color images are 768×576 pixels in size. The subjects were recorded twice at a 2–week interval. During each session 13 conditions with varying facial expressions, illumination and occlusion were captured (see Figure 8).

First, we applied the methods inspired from the LBP texture analysis in the two databases (classical LBP, extended LBP, Elliptical LBP, and the one dimensional projected LBP). The performances of these methods are shown in Table 1.

![Figure 7. Some images from ORL database.](image1)

![Figure 8. Some images from AR database [17].](image2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ORL</th>
<th>AR</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>RR %</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBP (8,1)</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>3.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBP (8,1) PCA</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBP (8,2)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>87.7</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELBP (8,3,2)</td>
<td>84.3</td>
<td>88.1</td>
<td>86.2</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELBP (8,3,4)</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1DLBP</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1DLBP PCA</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results of the experiments clearly showed that the projected Local Binary Pattern with dimensionalities reduction using PCA enhances the recognition performance in all configurations and presents a very good improvement and significant results in recognition rate, false alarm rate against other variants of LBP.

We also conducted tests comparing our method against recent and classical state-of-the-art approaches using the similar protocols under more challenges and scenarios. The results, shown in Table 2, indicate clearly the effectiveness of our approach which outperforms all other methods.

The facial images are taken with ORL database which is considered as a stable database in the unconstrained cases, and the AR database which presents a very good variation, in lighting, occlusion and facial expression, to measure the performances of the approach in the difficult situations. The comparison results presented in Table 2 shows that our proposed approach presents very good results with AR database which indicates that this approach has an important effectiveness against the variations in different factors like: occlusion, lighting, rotation, and noise.

Another conclusion we can make from Table 1 and Table 2 is that 1DLBP + PCA is much better than 1DLBP only; the association of the PCA as a robust technique in the dimensionalities reduction is very interesting to improve the performances of the proposed approach.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Facial image can be considered as a composition of local and global features. Starting from this assumption, we have successfully developed a new algorithm for texture face discrimination, this algorithm is primary based on Local Binary Patterns but projected in one dimensional space; it combines between local and global features, capable of recognizing faces in different situations. Each facial image is decomposed on multi blocks with different resolution and each decomposed block will be vertically projected in one dimensional space. Next, the proposed descriptor is applied on each projected block. Then, the extracted vectors from each block will be concatenated in one global vector. Finally, Principal Component Analysis is applied on the regrouped vectors to reduce the dimensionalities of the concatenated vectors and to extract the useful information. The experimental results applied on ORL and AR database have showed that the proposed approach has given a very significant improvement at the recognition rate, false alarm rate and a good effectiveness against different external factors as: occlusion, illumination, rotations, and noise.

As a prospect of this work, we hope to apply the proposed descriptor in other application of face analysis, like age, or gender recognition, to apply the same descriptor with other modalities of biometric system, like the use of the human ear in identity recognition.
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Abstract— Electric stimulation has been widely used to induce changes in neuronal cultures coupled to microelectrode arrays (MEAs). In this paper, we used low-frequency current stimulation on dissociated cultures of hippocampal cells to study how neuronal cultures could be trained with this kind of stimulation. We show that persistent and synchronous stimulation of adjacent electrodes may be used for creating adjacent physical or logical connections in the connectivity graph following Hebb’s Law.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Using biological nervous systems as conventional computer elements is a fascinating problem that permits the hybridization between Neuroscience and Computer Science. This synergic approach can provide a deeper understanding of natural perception and may be used for the design of new computing devices based on natural computational paradigms. Classical computational paradigms consist in serial and supervised processing computations with high-frequency clocks silicon processors, with moderate power consumption, and fixed circuits structure. However the brain uses millions of biological processors, with dynamic structure, slow commutations compared with silicon circuits, low power consumption and unsupervised learning. This kind of computation is more related to perceptual recognition [1,2], due to the natural variance of the perceptive patterns and the a priori lack of knowledge about the perceptual domain.

A real biological processor with millions of biological neurons and a huge number of interconnections would provide much more computational power instead of their low transition rates due to high number of computing elements and the extraordinary network capability of adaptation and reconfiguration to unknown environments. This extraordinary capability is related with natural unsupervised learning.

Microelectrode Arrays (MEAs) have been designed for direct culturing neural cells over silicon or glass substrates, providing the capability to stimulate and record simultaneously populations of neural cells. The use of dissociated cortical neurons cultured onto MEAs represents a useful experimental model to characterize both the spontaneous behaviour of neuronal populations and their activity in response to electrical and pharmacological changes.

Learning is a natural process that needs the creation and modulation of sets of associations between stimuli and responses. Many different stimulation protocols have been used to induced changes in the electrophysiological activity of neural cultures looking for achieve learning [3-13] and low-frequency stimulation has brought good results to researchers enhancing bursting activity in cortical cultures [10,11].

Hebbian learning describes a basic mechanism for synaptic plasticity wherein an increase in synaptic efficacy arises from the presynaptic cell's repeated and persistent stimulation of the postsynaptic cell. The theory is commonly evoked to explain some types of associative learning in which simultaneous activation of cells leads to pronounced increases in synaptic strength. Basically the efficiency of a synaptic connection is increased when presynaptic activity is synchronous with postsynaptic activity. In this work, we use this kind of stimulation to create adjacent physical or logical connections in the connectivity graphs using Hebb’s Law.

In previous papers, we used a specific low-frequency current stimulation on dissociated cultures of hippocampal cells to study how neuronal cultures could be trained with this kind of stimulation [14, 15]. We showed that persistent and synchronous stimulation of adjacent electrodes may be used for creating adjacent physical or logical connections in the connectivity graph following Hebb’s Law. In later experiments, we have used different parameters for this stimulation to check if those connections can be created stimulating with different configurations. The results provided in this paper show that low-frequency stimulation can create adjacent connections with different amplitude values. In addition, we present new results explaining when such connections have been established in a dissociated culture of hippocampal neurons grown onto a MEA.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We first introduce the evolution of the related work on this topic. Next, we present the methods for addressing Hebbian Learning through electrical stimulation. The following section shows the results obtained using a specific stimulation with our experimental setup on hippocampal cultures to train them. We conclude by discussing some crucial aspects of the research and the remaining challenges.

II. RELATED WORK

The first studies demonstrating functional plasticity in cultured networks began 1990s. The research group of Akio Kawana at NTT in Japan reported that tetanic stimulation through one or several electrodes resulted in plasticity [3]. They observed a change in the probability of evoking bursts by test pulses, as well as a change in the rate of spontaneous bursting, as a result of repeatedly evoking bursts using strong tetanic stimulation. Jimbo et al. reported similar results with a different tetanic stimulation and used voltage clamp to observe inward currents associated with evoked bursts [4]. The following year, Jimbo et al. reported that tetanizing a single electrode resulted in changes in the responses to test pulses to other electrodes [5]. In another paper, Jimbo et al. used simultaneous tetanization through a pair of electrodes to induce more precise forms of plasticity, expressed in detailed spike patterns evoked by electrical (probe) pulses [6]. Since then, a few other groups have reported on other forms of plasticity in MEA neural cultures.

Typically, these later papers have focused on more abstract plasticity results, more related to the network level than to the synaptic level. For instance, Shahaf and Marom reported that networks could be learn to respond in specific ways to test pulses, by repeatedly stimulating until the desired response was obtained [7], while Ruaro et al. reported that cultured networks could learn to extract a specific pattern from a complex image that had been presented repeatedly as spatial patterns of multielectrode stimulation [8].

In the following years, researchers have tried using more complex stimulation patterns in order to induce plasticity in neural cultures. Wagenaar et al. [9] looked for plasticity expressed in changes in spontaneous burst patterns, and in array-wide response patterns to electrical stimuli, following several induction protocols related to the previous ones, as well as some novel ones. Madhavan et al. [10] investigated patterns of spontaneous multi-single-unit activity to study the potential role of bursts of action potentials in memory mechanisms. Their analysis revealed spatiotemporally diverse bursts occurring in well-defined patterns, which remained stable for several hours. Chao et al. [11] compared five established statistical methods to one of their own design, called center of activity trajectory (CAT), to quantify functional plasticity at the network level. Stegenga studied the possibility of changing the spatio-temporal structure of spontaneous bursts using different configurations of tetanic stimulation. They obtained a profile of the array-wide spiking rate, a burst profile (BP) and also calculated the per-electrode spiking rate profile, the phase profiles (PPs). None of their stimulation methods had a measurable effect on of the specific burst statistics (peak firing rate, rise and fall times). However, they found many PP changes in their experiments, which can be seen as a confirmation that the analysis is sensitive to changes in the network.

Other researchers have focused in changing some stimulation parameters (voltage vs. current, frequency, amplitude…) to achieve learning. Brewer et al. [12] used chronic stimulation for getting an increase in evoked spike counts per stimulus and in spiking rate. The results obtained suggested that plastic network changes induced by chronic stimulation enhance the reliability of information transmission and the efficiency of multi-synaptic network communication. In turn, Martinoia et al. [13] applied low-frequency stimulation constantly applied over weeks. They found that the stimulation had a delayed effect modulating responsiveness capability of the network without directly affecting its intrinsic in vitro development.

III. METHODS

A. Cell Culture Preparation

Dissociated cultures of hippocampal CA1-CA3 neurons were prepared from E17.5 sibling embryos (Figure 1). During the extraction of the hippocampus a small amount of cortical tissue will have inevitably also been included. Tissue was kept in 2ml of HBSS. 10mg/ml of trypsin was added to the medium and placed in a 37°C water bath for 13 min for subsequent dissociation. The tissue was then transferred to a 15 ml falcon containing 4ml of NB/FBS and triturated using combination of fine pore polished Pasteur pipettes (Volac). Cells were then transferred onto 12 well plates (Corning Incorporated) containing glass coverslips (Thermo Scientific).

Figure 1. Hippocampal CA1-CA3 culture (21 DIV) on a microelectrodes array.
The coverslips were pre-treated overnight with PDL (50mg/ml), a synthetic molecule used as a coating to enhance cell attachment. The PDL was then aspirated away and the coverslips washed twice with PBS. This was then followed by a final coating of laminin (50µg/ml), a protein found in the extracellular matrix, to further help anchor the dissociated hippocampal cells. The cells were maintained in a mixture of 500ml NB/B27 (promotes neural growth) and 500ml NB/FBS (promotes glial growth), each supplemented with Glutamax and Pen/Strep (dilution 1/100). Glutamax improves cells viability and growth while preventing build up of ammonia and Pen/Strep helps to prevent any infections. Cell density for each coverslip was roughly 200000 cells. Cells were kept in an incubator at 37°C in 6% CO2.

B. Experimental Setup

Microelectrode arrays (Multichannel systems, MCS) consisted of 60 TiN/SiN planar round electrodes (200 µm electrode spacing, 30 µm electrode diameter) arranged in an 8x8 grid were used. Two pairs of electrodes were selected for creating functional connections between them. The activity of all cultures was recorded using a MEA60 System (MCS). After 1200X amplification, signals were sampled at 10kHz and acquired through the data acquisition card and MCRack software (MCS). Electrical stimuli were delivered through a two-channel stimulator (MCS STG1002) to each pair of electrodes.

C. Experimental Protocol

Three experiments were carried out using a total of 15 cultures during 2-3 weeks. Five cultures were stimulated in each experiment with a low-frequency electrical stimulation, which differs only on a few parameters. Each experiment started when cultures had 14DIV. The following summarizes the experiments and stimulation applied to the cultures:

1) Experiment1 (E1): Cultures ID48-52
   a) Days of experiment: 16.
   b) Stimulation: train of 5 biphasic pulses cathodic-first (50 µA peak, 100 µs phase, 50ms ISI) was delivered every 3s for 10 min.

2) Experiment2 (E2): Cultures ID68-72
   a) Days of experiment: 10.
   b) Stimulation: train of 5 biphasic pulses cathodic-first (60 µA peak, 100 µs phase, 50ms ISI) was delivered every 3s for 8 min.

3) Experiment3 (E3): Cultures ID73-77
   a) Days of experiment: 11.
   b) Stimulation: train of 5 biphasic pulses cathodic-first (40 µA peak, 100 µs phase, 50ms ISI) was delivered every 3s for 8 min.

In every experiment, two pairs of electrodes with no logical connections between them were selected using connectivity diagrams based on cross-correlation. In every stimulation session these steps were followed:

1) Spontaneous activity was recorded for 2 min after a recovery period.
2) Cultures were then stimulated through the two pairs of electrodes using the corresponding stimulation protocol.
3) Spontaneous activity was recorded for 2 min after the stimulation.

D. Analysis Performed

We observed the spontaneous activity of the cultures before and after the stimulation experiments, as well as their evoked response to the applied stimulus. Extensive burst analysis, post-stimulus time histograms and functional connectivity were the main analysis performed to the registered data.

Correlation and information theory-based methods are used to estimate the functional connectivity [16, 17] of in-vitro neural networks: Cross-correlation, Mutual Information, Transfer Entropy and Joint Entropy. Such methods need to be applied to each possible pair of electrodes, which shows spontaneous electrophysiological activity. For each pair of neurons, the connectivity method provides an estimation of the connection strength (one for each direction). The connection strength is supposed to be proportional to the value yielded by the method. Thus, each method is associated to a matrix, the Connectivity Matrix (CM), whose elements (X, Y) correspond to the estimated connection strength between neuron X and Y.

High and low values in the CM are expected to correspond to strong and weak connections. By using such approach, inhibitory connections could not be detected because they would be mixed with small connection values. However, non-zero CM values were also obtained when no apparent causal effects were evident, or no direct connections were present among the considered neurons.

In our experiments, Connectivity maps offered a visualization of the connectivity changes that occur in the culture. Connectivity maps were generated using the connectivity matrix (CM) obtained after applying the analysis and Cross-Correlation or Mutual Information. By setting thresholds in the CM, it is possible to filter out some small values that may correspond to noise or very weak connections. In consequence, these maps show the strongest synaptic pathways, and can be used for visualizing the neural weights dynamics, and validate the achieved learning.

IV. RESULTS

The low-frequency current stimulation used in this study had an impact on the electrophysiological responses of the cultures, as previous studies had reported [13]. Raster plots showed that all of the stimulations provided induce changes in the firing frequency of the cultures.
Furthermore, we can observe some kind of reorganization in the firing activity, from a uniform spiking activity to a discrete spiking activity. After the third week in vitro, the bursting activity becomes more frequent and robust and this effect is much more evident than during the first weeks (Figure 2).

The change on the spiking activity of the cultures can also be seen clearly observing the instantaneous firing frequencies (Figure 3) and the interspike intervals (Figure 4) over the time. Instantaneous firing frequency graphs shows that stimulated electrodes start firing in more separated period of times after stimulation but each firing period last longer.

Figure 2. Raster plots extracted from cultures of experiments E2 and E3. (a) (21DIV) and (b) (32DIV) belong to ID68 from E2, (c) (30DIV) and (d) (37DIV) belong to ID73 from E3. Each figure is divided in two graphs, which show the spiking activity of the culture before and after stimulation. Raster plots show a change in the spiking activity, changing from a uniform activity before stimulation to a more concentrated activity after stimulation. This result is emphasized after the third week in vitro due to the maturing occurred in the cultures.

Figure 3. Instantaneous firing frequencies of stimulated electrodes in the culture ID68 (22DIV) from E2 before (a) and after (b) stimulation. A change in the spiking periods can clearly be seen, which are less in quantity and longer in duration. This culture only created a connection between the second pair of electrodes (38, 47), which had an impact on the instantaneous firing frequencies. Connected electrodes fire in the same firing periods, whereas not connected electrodes had no firing relation.
In addition, interspike intervals graphs show the previous results in the spiking periods but also it can be seen that the ISI decrease both in value and dispersion. Both effects are related to the stimulation, which modulates the firing capabilities of the cultures.

Electrodes with created connections between them can distinctly be detected with the instantaneous firing frequencies graphs. Figure 3 showed two pair of stimulated electrodes (12, 21 and 38, 47) before and after the stimulation session. The firing periods of the electrodes from the second pair follow exactly each other, whereas the firing periods of the first pair of electrodes do not match. Furthermore, the electrodes of the second pair change both the firing periods after stimulation. This features indicates that there exits a strong connection between them.

Connectivity diagrams based on cross-correlation between electrodes showed some kind of connections reorganization after stimulations, concentrating them in a few electrodes. Furthermore, adjacent physical or logical connections in the connectivity graph following Hebb’s law appeared in some pairs of stimulated electrodes (Figure 5).
All of the cultures of E1 created a connection between the paired stimulated electrodes, whereas 60% of the cultures of E3 and only 20% of the cultures of E2 showed that connection. In some cases, the connection was intermittent, lasting one to several days. In others, a persistent connection was created. Finally, some cultures did not create any kind of connections. In this way, Hebbian tetanization created ad-hoc permanent or transient logical connections by modifying the efficiency of the paths between the selected electrodes. We speculate that the failed cultures may be caused by a not-homogeneous culture growth between the electrodes or by the neurobiological properties of the connections as will be confirmed using histological techniques in future works. In this case, using low-frequency current stimulation with 50 µA biphasic pulses provided the best results for creating connections following Hebb’s law.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Learning in biological neural cultures is a challenging task. Different authors have proposed different methods for inducing a desired and controlled plasticity over the biological neural structure. Low-frequency stimulation has brought good results to researchers enhancing bursting activity in cortical cultures.

In this paper, we have shown that using this kind of stimulation it is possible to create adjacent physical or logical connections in the connectivity graph following Hebb’s Law and such connections induce changes in the electrophysiological response of the cells in the culture, which can be observed in the different analysis performed. Furthermore, low-frequency stimulation induces changes using different values of current amplitude and stimulation time. Persistent and synchronous stimulation of relevant adjacent electrodes may be used for strengthening the efficiency of their connectivity graph. These processes may be used for imposing a desired behaviour over the network dynamics. In this work, a stimulation procedure is described in order to achieve the desired plasticity over the neural cultures, and shaping in this way the functional connectivity of the neural culture.

In future works, we will use different kind of electrical stimulations, such as tetanic stimulation, and try to find what are the optimal parameters of every stimulation that induce persistent changes in the cultured network. These induced connections will be used for driving a robot using Braithen’s principles.
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Abstract—Mobile computing has significantly gained importance during the past years and is expected to remain one of the most relevant future computing trends. Smartphones represent a key component of mobile computing based solutions and allow end users to conveniently access services and information. Due to their continuously growing importance and popularity, smartphones have recently become a common target for malware. Unfortunately, capabilities of malware-detection applications on smartphones are limited, as implemented security features such as sandboxing or fine-grained permission models restrict capabilities of third-party applications. These restrictions prevent malware-detection applications from accessing information, which is required to identify malware, and hence render the implementation of reliable malware-detection solutions on smartphones difficult. To overcome this issue, we propose an alternative malware-detection method for smartphones that relies on the smartphone’s measured power consumption. We propose two different machine-learning techniques that allow for a classification of applications according to their power consumption and hence facilitate the identification of suspicious and potentially malicious software components. The capabilities of the proposed techniques have been assessed by means of an evaluation with real-world applications running on physical smartphones. The results of this evaluation process demonstrate the applicability of power consumption based classification and malware-detection approaches in general and of the two proposed machine-learning techniques in particular.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Powered by the emergence of smartphones, mobile computing has significantly gained popularity and relevance during the past years. Smartphones have become part of our daily life and have significantly changed the way we access information, communicate, and interact with each other. Considering current sales and usage statistics [1], it can be expected that mobile computing in general and smartphone based solutions in particular will continue to play a major role in future.

The recent success of popular smartphone platforms such as Apple iOS [2] or Google Android [3] has unfortunately turned these platforms into attractive targets for malware. Recent reports [4] show that smartphone malware must be expected to evolve to a major issue in mobile computing in future. By exploiting specific functionality provided by the infected smartphone platform, smartphone malware can cause financial losses by calling premium-rate numbers or by compromising smartphone based authentication schemes of e-banking solutions. During the past years, especially the Android platform has been frequently targeted by smartphone malware. A recent example is Eurograbber. In 2012, this Android malware has been used to steal 47 million USD from European bank accounts by intercepting SMS based authentication processes of e-banking portals [5]. Android seems to be especially prone to malware due to the platform’s support of alternative application sources that usually lack extensive malware checks, and due to the broad functionality offered by Android’s public APIs. These APIs grant application developers as well as attackers for instance full access to incoming and outgoing SMS messages, or facilitate the execution of arbitrary background tasks.

The factual vulnerability of the Android platform against malware raises the need for reliable methods to distinguish benign apps from malicious ones and to detect unwanted behavior on smartphones. In the desktop-computer domain, this functionality is typically implemented by anti-virus software, which is able to detect malicious software at runtime. Unfortunately, the deployment of anti-virus software on smartphone platforms in general, and on Android in particular is difficult. This is mainly due to the fact that Android (as well as other smartphone platforms) implements several security features on operating-system level that limit access rights and capabilities of third-party applications. For instance, all smartphone applications are executed in a sandbox and unable to access resources of other applications being installed and executed on the same device. While implemented security features definitely improve the system’s basic security, they render the implementation of supplementary security software difficult. For instance, the implemented sandbox feature prevents anti-virus software on Android smartphones from collecting information that is required to reliably detect smartphone malware at runtime.

The integrated security features that limit the capabilities of classical malware-detection methods can theoretically be bypassed by rooting the smartphone’s operating system. However, this is not really an option in practice, as it significantly
decreases the smartphone’s overall security and enables additional attack vectors.

The reliable detection of malware on non-rooted smartphones is still an unsolved problem that definitely needs to be addressed to assure the security of future mobile computing. To overcome this problem, we propose a new technique that compensates the lack of required information about running applications by making use of side-channel information being available on non-rooted Android smartphones. Concretely, our technique measures and analyses the power consumption of applications running on Android smartphones. We show that an application’s power consumption correlates with its implemented functionality and that applications can hence be classified according to their power consumption. We further show that this classification can be used to identify malicious applications.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II, existing malware-detection approaches for smartphones are briefly surveyed and limitations of these approaches are identified. Subsequently, Section III introduces the PowerTutor tool [6] and explains our approach to measure the power consumption of applications on smartphones. In Section IV, we propose two methods to analyze collected power-consumption measurements based on approved machine-learning techniques. We evaluate the capabilities of the proposed methods to classify applications and to distinguish benign applications from malicious ones in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

During the past years, several approaches to detect and analyze malware on mobile platforms have been introduced. Basically, existing approaches can be classified into static and dynamic analysis methods. Static analysis refers to the inspection of an application’s source code or binary package without running it, whereas dynamic analysis involves running the application to capture additional information.

Dynamic analysis includes techniques such as Information Flow Analysis, where private data is labeled and prevented from leaving the device. TaintDroid [7] is an Android kernel extension that follows this approach and allows for dynamic taint tracking. Dynamic approaches, which apply machine-learning techniques to distinguish benign applications from malicious ones, include [8] by Shabtai et al. and [9] by Burguera et al. Both references include extensive listings of related Android-based malware-detection systems. Most of these approaches run candidate applications in a sandbox to derive measurements, such as system-call intervals and networking usage.

A comprehensive overview of dynamic malware-analysis techniques is provided by Egele et al. in [9]. Many of these methods are highly advanced in detecting and analyzing malware. However, these methods usually require complex external analysis frameworks and can hardly be deployed on non-rooted end-user devices, due to their requirement to deeply integrate into the smartphone’s operating system.

The technique presented in this paper addresses this problem and facilitates dynamic malware detection directly on non-rooted Android phones by analyzing the devices’ power consumption. A related approach to analyze the power-consumption in order to detect malware has been followed by Jacoby and Davis [10], who have proposed an intrusion detection system that correlates various attack scenarios to typical power consumptions. Additional work has been published by Buennemeyer et al. [11] [12], who propose systems, which use power profiles of phones to detect malware targeting battery drainage. Our technique follows a similar approach but extracts more detailed information from the collected power-consumption measurements in order to classify applications and to detect malware.

Obviously, the collection of accurate power-consumption measurements on smartphones is a key aspect of our technique. We discuss details of this aspect in the next section.

III. MEASURING THE POWER CONSUMPTION OF SMARTPHONES

Measurements of a smartphone’s power consumption build the basis of the proposed classification and malware detection techniques. To collect the required power-consumption measurements, we rely on the PowerTutor tool by Zhang et al. [6]. Another tool that would allow for the acquisition of this kind of information is Trepn [13]. In contrast to PowerTutor, Trepn uses hardware sensors and thus promises more exact measurements. However, Trepn is limited to the Snapdragon mobile development platform [14] and can hence not be applied on typical Android based end-user devices.

The PowerTutor tool is basically a smartphone application that measures the power-consumption of all applications running on the same smartphone. For each application, the power consumption of the six smartphone components CPU, Audio, Display, Wi-Fi, 3G and GPS is measured separately. Figure 1 shows the measured power consumption of the CPU component caused by the two applications Android Browser and Lookout Mobile Security.

![Figure 1: One minute plots of CPU power consumption](image)

Although there are obvious differences in the power consumption of these two applications, an immediate identification and classification of applications based on such measurements is usually not possible. This is due to the fact that the measured power consumption is not only influenced by the application itself, but also by other effects, such as varying user inputs, the processed data, different screen orientations, the deployment of hardware acceleration techniques, or 3G or WiFi signal reception. Figure 2, which shows two different measurements of the
same application, illustrates this fact. Although stemming from the same application, the two measured power-consumption traces are quite different.

Disturbing influences render the determination of a simple and unique power-consumption signature for a given application or smartphone state impossible. To overcome this problem, we propose two analysis techniques that rely on approved machine-learning approaches. The proposed techniques can be used to classify smartphone applications according to their power consumption. Details of the proposed techniques are discussed in the next section.

IV. CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES

During the past years, different machine-learning techniques for the classification of data have been proposed. For the given scenario, i.e., the classification of smartphone applications based on their power consumptions, two techniques have been chosen and adapted to the given requirements. Both techniques consist of a learning phase and a classification phase. During the learning phase, well-known input data is used to train a model. In the subsequent classification phase, the trained model is used to classify unknown input data. The two techniques are discussed in more detail in the following subsections.

A. Power-Consumption Histograms

This technique is rather simple and counts how often a specific application is on a certain power-consumption level. In order to model this, we have computed power histograms by dividing the interval between 0% power consumption and 100% power consumption into 15 disjoint and equal-sized intervals. A histogram is then created by simply assigning each data point to exactly one interval and counting the data points in each interval. In order to cope with differences in the absolute power consumption, the values have been normalized appropriately. During the learning phase, the average histograms have been created by measuring the power consumption of well-know applications. Figure 3 shows some examples of average histograms for different applications that have been obtained during the training phase.

In the classification phase, the histograms of applications to be classified are compared with the trained average histograms by applying distance-measures such as cosine similarity. To assess the capabilities of this approach, this technique has been evaluated in a real-world scenario. Results of this evaluation process are presented and discussed in Section V.

B. MFCC Coefficients and Gaussian Mixture Models

This technique makes use of Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) to classify smartphone applications based on their power consumption. This technique has originally been introduced for speaker-recognition systems [15] [16] and is also frequently used for music similarity finders [17][18]. In such systems, MFCC coefficients and their distribution are extracted from recorded voice or music using complex transformations as implemented by the melcepst function [19]. The distributions of the extracted MFCC are then used to create a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) for each MFCC. The resulting GMM define a unique representation of the recorded voice or music. Later recordings of voice or music can be compared to existing representations in order to implement voice-recognition and music-similarity finders.

Our intention behind using a speaker recognition approach was to map the problem of matching voice recordings to a person to the problem of matching power measurements to an application. Spoken voice recordings vary in pitch and frequency and are very unlikely to be equal between two recordings. This, naively speaking, resembles the problem we face with power-consumption measurements.

Our implementations are based on an existing speaker-recognition implementation by Anil Alexander [20]. This implementation relies on GMM and MFCC and can be customized with a number of parameters including the number of Gaussians and the number of MFCC to use. Experiments have shown that for our purposes best results can be achieved with three Gaussians and twelve MFCC. Hence, during the learning phase the distributions of twelve MFCC are computed from power-consumption measurements for each class of application. The computed distributions of the twelve MFCC are then approximated using a GMM with three Gaussians. The resulting GMM finally represents the result of the learning phase. Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of two different MFCC and the resulting GMM.
During the classification phase, MFCC are derived from power-consumption measurements of the application to be classified. For each derived MFCC, the best matching GMM is selected out of all GMM that have been obtained during the learning phase. By combining the classification results of all twelve MFCC, the best matching application class is finally determined.

![Fig. 4: Gaussian Mixture Models of two MFCC derived from power-consumption measurements](image)

V. Evaluation

We have evaluated the reliability and efficiency of the proposed feature extraction techniques by testing prototype implementations of the two techniques in a real-world scenario. Required power-consumption measurements have been acquired using the PowerTutor tool. For convenience reasons, the classification itself has been performed off the mobile device, as the learning phase (especially for the speaker recognition based approach) is rather slow. This subsection describes the model that has been used to classify applications, discusses details of the dataset creation, and presents results that have been obtained by applying the two classification techniques introduced in Section IV.

A. Classification Model

Applications with the same or almost the same purpose are expected to cause similar power consumptions. Therefore, we have roughly grouped applications into distinct sets according to their purpose. The resulting list of groups is no comprehensive classification scheme of all available applications. It is merely a logical grouping of the power-consumption measurements we gathered in this experiment and does raise no claim to completeness. Based on the gathered measurements, the following six groups of applications have been defined: Games, Internet, Idle, Malware, Music, and Multimedia. Note that malware and security software have been assigned to the same group. Both malware and security software usually remain idle in the background until being activated by a certain event (e.g., reception of a command message via SMS). This comparable behavior leads to a comparable power consumption too and justifies a common classification of these both types of application.

B. Dataset Creation

PowerTutor provides specific measurements for each running application. However, in practice these application specific measurements have turned out to be not as reliable and accurate as desired. Therefore, we have refrained from using application specific measurements and have relied on system-wide power-consumption measurements provided by PowerTutor instead.

We have further limited subsequent analysis steps to the measured power consumption of the smartphone’s CPU. Although PowerTutor also provides measurements for other smartphone components such as the display or the GPS receiver, measurements of these components have been omitted in order to reduce computation costs when learning and due to the fact that these components often lack activity.

To evaluate the proposed classification techniques, we finally created 96 system-wide power-consumption measurements (CPU) using a customized instance of PowerTutor. To facilitate a subsequent analysis, we have adapted PowerTutor such that beside the measurement values themselves also the device model, the capture date, and the sample rate have been stored. The 96 captured measurements (sixteen measurements per application group) have been limited to the length of about one minute, with a total of 247 data points per measurement. We have cut off the trace length after about one minute, as this is a realistic time-frame for real-world scenarios. In total, six devices have been used to collect the measurements (three Samsung Galaxy S2 smartphones and three HTC Desire devices). To reduce noise, only the application to be measured and PowerTutor have been active during the measurements.

C. Results

The 96 captured measurements have been used to evaluate the efficiency and reliability of the proposed classification techniques. As quality indicators, the positive predictive value (PPV, also referred to as precision), the true positive rate (TPR, also referred to as recall or sensitivity), the true negative rate (TNR, also referred to as specificity), the accuracy, and the area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUC) have been used. According to its definition, PPV refers to the correct positive classification in relation to all positive classifications. Accordingly, TPR refers to true positives given all real positives. TNR denotes true negatives (TN) given all negatives. Accuracy is the relation between correctly classified samples given all samples. The receiver operating characteristic is a graphical representation of the trade-off between TPR and FPR (1-TNR). AUC (also sometimes denoted as AUROC) refers to the area below this resulting curve.

| TABLE I: HISTOGRAM BASED APPROACH: CONFUSION MATRIX FOR CATEGORIES GAMES (G), INTERNET (IN), IDLE (ID), MALWARE (MW), MUSIC (MU), AND MULTIMEDIA (MM) |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| G | IN | ID | MW | MU | MM |
| G | 13.98 | 1 | 0 | 1.02 | 0 | 0 |
| IN | 1 | 13.14 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1.86 |
| ID | 0 | 0 | 12 | 4 | 0 | 0 |
| MW | 0 | 0 | 3.97 | 10.07 | 1.96 | 0 |
| MU | 0 | 0 | 0 | 2 | 9.24 | 4.76 |
| MM | 0.27 | 0.75 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 14.98 |

In order to appropriately divide the available measurements in training and test data, we have folded the available dataset using 10-fold cross validation. To enhance the robustness of the obtained results, average values over 100 runs are presented.
TABLE II: CLASSIFICATION RESULTS (HISTOGRAM BASED APPROACH)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>PPV</th>
<th>TPR</th>
<th>TNR</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Games</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malware</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For our performance evaluation, a confusion matrix for the six predefined application categories has been created, which can be interpreted in the following way: Values in the diagonal of the matrix have been classified correctly (true positives), values within a row not in the diagonal represent false negatives and values within a column not in the diagonal represent false positives. Other values are considered true negatives.

TABLE III: MFCC AND GMM BASED APPROACH: CONFUSION MATRIX FOR CATEGORIES GAMES (G), INTERNET (IN), IDLE (ID), MALWARE (MW), MUSIC (MU), AND MULTIMEDIA (MM)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>G</th>
<th>IN</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>MW</th>
<th>MU</th>
<th>MM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>10.40</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>12.67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.65</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>13.15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MU</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>9.39</td>
<td>4.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>10.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV: CLASSIFICATION RESULTS (GMM BASED APPROACH)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>PPV</th>
<th>TPR</th>
<th>TNR</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Games</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malware</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Obtained results of the histogram based approach are shown in Table I and Table II. In case of the MFCC based approach, best results have been achieved with 3 Gaussians and twelve MFCC. The performance evaluation results of the MFCC based approach are outlined in Table III and Table IV.

D. Discussion

From these results, various findings can be derived. Mobile security applications and malware running in the background can generally be distinguished from application being active at the moment (with the exception of system services). Games, Internet, music and multimedia applications are distinguishable as well. Music and multimedia applications are more difficult to distinguish correctly. However, given their relating purposes this is plausible. Streaming a YouTube video with sound is not too different from listening to music while reading related information displayed by the music player.

The obtained results have also revealed that the MFCC based approach works better for the distinction between the categories Idle and Malware. Therefore, this approach seems to be more suitable for malware-detection purposes. On the other hand, the histogram approach constitutes a fast classification method, suitable for mobile devices with limited computational power.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Malware on smartphones is a growing issue and a major challenge for future mobile computing solutions. To overcome this challenge, new and innovative methods to detect malware on smartphones are needed. In this paper, we have tested the hypothesis that the power consumption of smartphones correlates with the kind of applications being executed on the smartphone and that this correlation allows for a classification of applications and a detection of malicious software. To test this hypothesis, we have proposed two machine-learning techniques that can be used to classify unknown applications according to their power consumption. We have further assessed the validity of the general hypothesis and the capabilities of the proposed machine-learning techniques by means of a concrete prototype implementation and a succeeding evaluation in a real-world scenario. The conducted assessment has corroborated the constructed hypothesis and has shown the capabilities of the proposed techniques to correctly classify smartphone applications according to their power consumptions.

Although first results are promising, this work mainly represents a proof of concept and a solid basis for future work. In a next step, we plan to port the entire classification onto a smartphone in order to render external classification frameworks unnecessary. Power measurements can already be collected directly on the smartphone using tools such as PowerTutor. Since information on the smartphone’s power consumption is publicly available on Android smartphones, our solution does not require root access to the operating system and is hence applicable on virtually all end-user devices. We are also planning to refine the proposed techniques and to enhance the current prototype in order to achieve even more accurate results and to be able to classify multiple applications running simultaneously on a smartphone.
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Abstract—Recent advances in mobile services have led to ever-increasing demands for high performance mobile database due to its data-centric characteristics. However, NAND flash memory, which is the main storage medium of mobile device has drawbacks in write operation because of its erase-before-write characteristics. In an attempt to overcome the drawbacks of the NAND flash memory, we propose a new mobile database management system (MDBMS), called P-SQLITE. It is enhanced with the find-grained data management techniques for using phase change random access memory (PRAM) as a caching layer between main memory and NAND flash memory. P-SQLITE continuously monitors the write patterns to identify hot chunk which is fine-grained file access unit and migrates the hot chunks from NAND flash memory to the PRAM. The experimental results show that the P-SQLITE improves the write performance by 47% than the previous MDBMS.

Keywords—MDBMS; NAND flash memory; PRAM

I. INTRODUCTION

In current mobile devices, NAND flash memory has led the mobile device market as a main storage system due to its portability, large capacity, and performance of read operation. Even though it has outstanding features for mobile environment, it has two serious limitations. One of the problem is read and write asymmetry where the write operation is almost 10 times slower than the read operation. If the application running on the mobile device is write-intensive, the performance of NAND flash memory is degraded itself. Also, garbage collection overhead is another drawback of it. Because NAND flash memory cannot execute in-place update which updates previously saved data in the same physical location of its cell, it invalidates the original data in a previous location and stores updated data in a new location. When the occupation of invalidated data in NAND flash memory is increased in some degree, garbage collection is performed to reclaim the invalidated data. Since the garbage collection causes additional write and erase operations, performance degradation occurs.

In order to overcome these drawbacks, non-volatile random access memories (NVRAM) such as phase change RAM (PRAM) [1], ferroelectric RAM (FRAM) [2], and magnetoresistive RAM (MRAM) [3] are widely employed as a candidate for the storage system of the mobile device to replace NAND flash memory. Among these memories, PRAM is the closest to being on the market. One of the attractive points of PRAM compared to NAND flash memory is its speed of write operation. Additionally, it has in-place update characteristics where NAND flash memory doesn’t offer. However, PRAM has a capacity problem due to the limitation of the current technology. To overcome this problem, hybrid approach, which is the combination of NAND flash memory and PRAM is studied currently in the storage area [4], [5]. From this, it is possible to achieve the benefits of NAND flash memory (large capacity, fast read speed) and PRAM (fast write speed, in-place update).

Concurrently, mobile database management system (MDBMS) has been developed as a software data management system of the mobile device. Especially, SQLite [6] is widely used as a database to manage the data of mobile applications in the Android [7] platform which is the famous mobile Operating System (OS) released by Google. The performance of SQLite is bounded by that of storage because it stores the whole database in the host file system as a single file [8]. It means that the execution time of mobile application is closely related to the degradation of NAND flash memory performance due to the write performance.

In this paper, we propose a new mobile database management system, called P-SQLITE to enhance the write performance of MDBMS by applying hybrid architecture composed of NAND flash memory and PRAM. P-SQLITE detects the fine-grained hotness (write count) of MDBMS chunks which are fine-grained file access units and transfers them to PRAM. Also, it contains chunk migration considering the limited capacity of PRAM so that more recent written chunks are placed in the PRAM.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the previous work to enhance MDBMS with various methods. In Section III, overall architecture of P-SQLITE which is our proposed MDBMS are explained. Detailed descriptions of its modules and functionalities are discussed in Section IV. Evaluation for them are summarized in Section V while the conclusion and future work are given in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK

There are several researches to leverage the write performance of the file system equipped with NAND flash memory. As a recent study of software support, Yanfei Lv et al. [9] proposed operation-aware buffer management in the flash-based system to reduce the cost of read/write performance of NAND flash memory. They suggest Flash-based Operation-aware buffer Replacement (FOR) algorithm which considers both asymmetry of read/write speed and operation wise statistics to achieve high performance. However, it fails to support consistency of the dirty data in the buffer in case of unexpected power failure which brings the loss of valuable and necessary user data in the mobile devices.

PFFS2 [10] suggested PRAM as a metadata storage to reduce garbage collection overhead and write operations of NAND flash memory in the file system layer. Metadata is the data which indicates the fundamental information data of the file. In this research, they use virtual metadata storage which enables the migration when there is excess of metadata in PRAM. However, it is not appropriate to apply this method to improve the write performance of MDBMS since it handles a database as a single file.

Also, there were some efforts to leverage write performance on MDBMS. Y. park et al. [11] studied the effect of rollback journal files of MDBMS. Rollback journal files are back-up files to prevent unexpected loss of power during the modification. They decrease the write latency of the journal files and the number of garbage collections in NAND flash memory by storing them into the PRAM. Even if they increase the performance of MDBMS, it cannot handle the excess of the journal files due to various mobile databases since they assume the sufficient size of PRAM.

By analyzing the relationship between previous works and MDBMS, some important criteria should be guaranteed to improve its performance. First of all, gap between the hybrid storage architecture and current MDBMS have to be solved. Because current MDBMS is mismatched with the hybrid storage architecture in respect of data storing, this bottleneck should be solved to increase the write performance. Finally, the limited capacity of PRAM should be considered. Without the practical restriction of PRAM size, it is hard to assure improvement of write performance where PRAM is full.

III. P-SQLITE OVERVIEW

In this section, the overall design of P-SQLITE and its process sequence are described. It contains P-SQLITE module to leverage the write performance of the storage. Even when it needs additional operations compared to previous MDBMS to achieve fine-grained management of data, we improve the write performance of MDBMS through P-SQLITE.

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of P-SQLITE compared with previous MDBMS architecture. It contains new modules in the storage interface. The P-SQLITE module is composed of three main parts which are section table, hot chunk decision module, and chunk migration module. Section table records the write count of each chunk periodically. Based on this information, hot chunk decision module decides whether chunk is selected chunks on section table, not placing them at that moment. When actual writing is requested for the marked chunks again, the chunk actually is stored in NVRAM. Lastly, chunk migration module migrates relatively colder chunks from PRAM to NAND flash memory to cover the limited capacity of PRAM.
IV. MAIN MODULES OF P-SQLITE

In this section, main modules of P-SQLITE are presented. P-SQLITE consists of three components which are a section table, hot chunk decision module, and chunk migration module. We provide the detailed design and implementations of each component in following sub-sections.

A. Section Table

Section table is designed to handle the data with fine-grained chunk unit rather than file unit which are relatively coarse-grained. To manage the data with chunk unit, write count and location of each chunk should be recorded. Table I shows the structure of the section table. It has four indexes which are state, device location, write count in current transaction period and exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) [12] for each chunk. The state column represents whether this chunk is used (USED), not used yet (UNUSED), or ready to change location into other devices (CHANGE). In this case, we added CHANGE state to apply the lazy policy which is explained in previous section. Secondly, the device column indicates whether each chunk is allocated in PRAM or NAND flash memory. The write count and EWMA columns are used to decide how corresponding chunks are frequently and recently written. Detail explanation for above two indexes are introduced in the next section. While implementing section table, it occupies two bytes in memory space per chunk which has size of two kilobytes. Since the space for section table is only a thousandth portion of original data, its overhead is negligible.

B. Hot Chunk Decision Module

The hot chunk decision process consists of new write count expectation based on write count history and total performance gain calculation based on write count expectation. First of all, defining the transaction period is needed to implement this decision module.

1) Transaction Period: Decision of period is important since it affects the reflection degree of recent tendency. To reflect recent tendency of write count, P-SQLITE updates write count of each chunk in every period. Since the database executes write operation in a transaction unit, we set the period as several execution of write transactions. We call this number of transactions as transaction period. If the transaction period is too short, high prediction miss is expected since number of sample data is too small. Furthermore, a short transaction period incurs frequent write count prediction process which causes performance overhead. On the other hand, performance is degraded by unnecessary migration because most of chunks are considered as recent data if the transaction period is too long.

To verify the effect of transaction period and determine an appropriate value, we conduct experiment with six databases which are associated with web browser, message and phone book application with 1000 write transactions. Also, simple prediction policy which considers chunk as hot if write count of that chunk is over half of transaction count in a period are adopted to calculate migration penalty. As shown in Figure 2, there is relationship between transaction period and write performance as we mentioned. From the experimental result, we set the five transactions as a transaction period which gives the shortest write time.

2) Write Count Expectation: P-SQLITE predicts the write count in the future based on the previous write count of each chunk. Thus, prediction failure results in designating cold chunks as hot chunks and vice versa. In order to reduce an error rate in history based write count expectation, accurate expectation method is needed. Therefore, we evaluated various history-based prediction methods such as moving average (MA), weighted moving average (WMA), and exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) with several periods.

To find out the best method which give least error, we did experiment with the three different methods and various periods. For this experiment, same applications which are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chunk#</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>WriteCount</th>
<th>EWMA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>USED</td>
<td>PRAM</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CHANGE</td>
<td>NAND</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>USED</td>
<td>NAND</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>USED</td>
<td>NAND</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>UNUSED</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I. Structure of Section Table
mentioned in the previous section are adopted. As shown in Figure 3, EWMA with two periods gives least error value which is 9% on average and 15% at most for the various applications. Therefore, we selected this EWMA method to find out the expectation value of a next transaction period.

\[ n_{t+1}^* = \alpha n_t + (1 - \alpha)n_t^* \]

\[ (\alpha = 2/N + 1) \]

where

- \( n_{t+1}^* \): EWMA of next period,
- \( n_t \): write count of current period,
- \( n_t^* \): EWMA of current period,
- \( N \): transaction period size.

The EWMA of next period is calculated by (1). P-SQLITE calculates the new EWMA for next period using current write count and EWMA values. The newly calculated EWMA value at the end of a transaction period is stored in the EWMA column for next calculation again.

3) Gain Calculation for Hot Chunk Decision: To select the set of the hot chunks which will bring the highest performance gain based on the calculated EWMA, P-SQLITE calculates the effective performance gain of each chunk. This calculation mainly consists of two parts: reordering the Section Table by new EWMA value of next period and calculating the gain by each row. Firstly, Reordering section table arranges the table in descending order to facilitate hot chunks selection. Then, P-SQLITE consider both performance gain by allocating the chunks in PRAM and performance loss by chunk migration from PRAM to NAND flash memory due to the PRAM capacity limitation.

As the first step of hot chunk decision, recorded section table is sorted by calculated EWMA value in descending order except for unused chunks as shown in Figure 4. In the figure, \( \tau \) represents the number of hot chunks which are selected from the top of the table. P-SQLITE regard \( \tau \) as the meaningful threshold of hot chunks.

\[ \text{TotalGain}(\tau) = \text{Gain}_{\text{PRAM}}(\tau) - \text{Loss}_{\text{Migration}}(\tau) \]

\[ \text{Gain}_{\text{PRAM}}(\tau) : \text{performance gain by allotting chunks in PRAM}, \]

\[ \text{Loss}_{\text{Migration}}(\tau) : \text{performance loss by chunk migration from PRAM to NAND}. \]

After that, total performance gain is calculated as equation of \( \tau \). As shown in (2), the equation consists of two terms which are performance gain by allotting the numbers of chunks from the hottest order in PRAM and performance loss by chunks migrated from PRAM to NAND flash memory.

Finally, the detailed formula is provided in (3). First of all, the performance gain part is calculated by multiplication of the benefit by using PRAM per write count of a chunk and expected write count of the chunks set by \( \tau \). The benefit by using PRAM per a chunk write count is defined as the difference between write speed of PRAM and NAND flash memory. Expected write count is acquired by EWMA value in the table. As the number of chunk write increases, the performance gain also increases. Secondly, the performance loss is obtained by multiplication of the migration overhead per chunk and the number of chunk which will be migrated to NAND flash memory. If PRAM is full and new chunk is allocated in PRAM, relatively colder chunks are migrated to NAND flash memory in P-SQLITE. At this time, migration overhead is defined as the summation of read speed of PRAM and write speed of NAND flash memory. The more migrated chunks P-SQLITE has, the more migration loss is generated.

\[ \text{TotalGain}(\tau) = (\text{NAND}_{WS} - \text{PRAM}_{WS}) \sum_{i=1}^{\tau} C_i - \left( \text{PRAM}_{RS} + \text{NAND}_{WS} \right) \times \text{Chunk}_{MN}(\tau) \]

\[ , \text{where} \]

- \( \text{NAND}_{WS} \): Write speed of NAND,
- \( \text{PRAM}_{WS} \): Write speed of PRAM,
- \( C_i \): Expected chunk write count by new EWMA in each row,
- \( \text{PRAM}_{RS} \): Read speed of PRAM,
- \( \text{Chunk}_{MN} \): Chunks which will migrate to NAND by \( \tau \).

C. Chunk Migration Module

If PRAM is full and new chunks are about to migrate into PRAM, migration of relatively colder chunk need to occur to accept a new hotter chunk as shown in Figure 5. In this case, P-SQLITE selects least recently used (LRU) as victim selection algorithm. To apply the strategy, finding the recently used chunk is essential. P-SQLITE checks the section table which has write count and EWMA in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( CW )</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>( n_t )</th>
<th>( n_t^* )</th>
<th>( n_{t+1}^* )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>USED</td>
<td>PRAM</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>4.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>USED</td>
<td>NAND</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>USED</td>
<td>NAND</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>USED</td>
<td>NAND</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
current period to find out LRU chunk in PRAM. Based on these two values, it figures out the victim chunk in PRAM. Small write count and EWMA value of the chunk means that it is not recently used. P-SQLITE firstly selects the chunk which has smaller write count and secondly compares EWMA if there are chunks which have same write counts.

D. **Overall Process Sequence of P-SQLITE**

To find out hot chunks which are frequently updated in a database file, P-SQLITE firstly record the write count of each chunk per write transaction. Figure 6 shows the recording and assigning process of P-SQLITE. For every write transaction, write count of each chunk is written in the section table. After that, hot chunk decision module evaluates chunks which will be assigned in PRAM based on the section table. In this moment, it inserts mark for selected chunk in the section table, not placing them into PRAM immediately. Those chunks are stored in PRAM only after the actual writing command is requested for them again. This lazy policy reduces unnecessary migration of chunks from NAND flash memory to PRAM to prevent extravagant usage of PRAM capacity.

At the moment of actual writing, it is hard to expect the write performance enhancement by PRAM when it is full and recent hotter chunks are stored in NAND flash memory. To solve this problem, chunk migration module moves relatively colder chunks from PRAM to NAND flash memory.

V. **Evaluation**

In this section, experimental environment and results are explained. Firstly, the specification of hardware components, software layers, and workload characteristics are introduced. After that, the experimental results for the effect of P-SQLITE compared to previous work are given.

A. **Experimental Setup**

We developed P-SQLITE in HBE-EMPOS3 SV210 board [13] made by Hanback electronics. It has 800Mhz ARM Contex-A8 CPU, 512Mbyte of DDR2 SDRAM and 256Mbyte SLC NAND flash memory. In case of software base, Android 2.2 proyo [7] and Linux Kernel 2.6.32 were used as the main operating systems in the P-SQLITE. Our P-SQLITE is implemented based on the fundamental MDBMS, SQLITE [6] which is basically installed in the Android platform to manage mobile applications. We evaluated P-SQLITE with databases of four practical applications which are web browser (webview.db, webviewcache.db, webviewicons.db), text message (mmssms.db), phone book (contacts2.db), and alarm (alarms.db).

We selected PRAM as an NVRAM of P-SQLITE where it is widely discussed in the storage research area and it is the closest RAM to being on sale. Because PRAM and its specifications are not released yet, we used the specification of [14]. Also, we emulated the PRAM with SDRAM by inserting additional delays in the file system level since the target board only contains SDRAM. Additionally, we filled up PRAM with sufficiently large database files in each application to consider the capacity limitation problem of PRAM. Table II shows the parameters for NAND flash memory and PRAM.

B. **Write Performance Improvement of P-SQLITE**

Firstly, we measure the read and write performance of P-SQLITE to analyze overall performance. As shown in the Table II, read latency of PRAM is similar to that with NAND flash memory and PRAM has much higher write latency than read latency. Thus, write performance is critical factor of P-SQLITE performance. In Figure 7, the write

![Figure 5: Sequence of Chunk Migration](image1)

![Figure 6: Process Sequence of P-SQLITE](image2)

**Table II. Parameters for NAND Flash Memory and PRAM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NAND Flash</th>
<th>PRAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Device capacity</td>
<td>256MB</td>
<td>8MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page Size</td>
<td>2KB</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Size</td>
<td>128KB</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read time</td>
<td>100µs/page</td>
<td>20ns/byte(40µs/2KB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write time</td>
<td>800µs/page</td>
<td>100ns/byte(200µs/2KB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erase time</td>
<td>1.5ms/block</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
performance of each database with four different approaches including P-SQLITE are evaluated. We combined P-SQLITE with previous works and estimated the write performance of them which were referred in Section II. "PFFS2" [10] stores metadata in PRAM at the file system level and "Journal" [11] places the rollback journal in PRAM at database software level. By adopting PFFS2, it gives only 7% write enhancement compared to NAND flash memory. Because MDBMS has only one file to handle the database, the effect of saving metadata in PRAM is comparatively small. Case of rollback journal file, it gives performance enhancement by almost 50% on average compared to NAND flash memory since it reduces the garbage collection. Finally, the average write performance improvement by P-SQLITE is about 47% compared to previous scheme where both previous works are applied. Since P-SQLITE is able to combine with previous works independently, the scheme adopting whole three techniques has 77% write performance improvement compared to only NAND flash memory.

C. Reduction of Write Count and Garbage Collection

We also estimated the total write count and number of garbage collection in NAND flash memory during 5000 write transactions of phone book application. Figure 8 shows that the P-SQLITE brings 46% write count in NAND flash memory and 51% reduction of garbage collection compared to NAND flash memory. It means our work concentrates the frequent write count in PRAM efficiently where it increases the write performance of MDBMS on the hybrid storage system.

D. Discussion

In our P-SQLITE system, additional cost is needed where the space overhead occurs due to the Section Table. However, additional two bytes per 2K chunk for Section Table are negligible compared to total performance. Also, it causes additional overhead for migration. If write count pattern is flat, performance overhead can become smaller.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose P-SQLITE which enhances the write performance of the storage system with fine-grained data management. It contains section table which records the information of each chunk of the file. We also design hot data decision module to select the chunks which will be allocated to PRAM dynamically. Finally, P-SQLITE has chunk migration module which migrates colder chunk from PRAM to NAND flash memory to consider the limited size of PRAM. Through this implementation, we improve the write performance of the previous MDBMS in the hybrid storage architecture by 47% on average.

For the further work, we will focus on the write endurance problem of PRAM. Limited lifetime of PRAM is also challenging issue and proper wear-leveling technique for the system should be considered. We are planning to clarify the appropriate wear-leveling policy for mobile database management system.
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Abstract—The strong demand for larger memory capacity with high energy efficiency creates the need for a hybrid main memory of DRAM and NVRAM (Non-Volatile RAM). In an attempt to provide task co-scheduling method on hybrid main memory, we found that the conventional task scheduling algorithms do not reflect the features of different memory mediums into scheduling decisions. Long access latency of the NVRAM make memory bandwidth usage of each task misestimated, thereby incurring unpredictable contention on memory accesses. Different access latencies according to the access type to the NVRAM deteriorates the contention. As a remedy to these problems, we propose HMMSched, which reflects different access latencies of hybrid main memory to the bandwidth estimation. Our scheme prioritizes CPU-intensive tasks, and then co-schedules tasks having complementary bandwidth consumption on different memory medium. Consequently, HMMSched reduces execution time of tasks by reducing memory access contention of co-scheduled tasks on the same memory. The experimental results show that the new scheduler reduces the overall execution time up to 19% than the default Linux scheduler.

Keywords—Hybrid Main Memory; NVRAM; PRAM; task scheduling; memory contention;

I. INTRODUCTION

Increased concurrency of the workload executions brings not only great advances in system performance but limitations. Increasing number of computing cores achieve high instruction per cycle (IPC) by executing multiple instruction streams concurrently on same chip. The more tasks run concurrently, however, the greater the demand of memory because of the size of aggregated working set. It causes problems in the aspects of capacity, energy, and access contention. Enlarging memory size is expected to be limited by the clamped scalability of DRAM [1], [2]. Energy consumption of memory occupying 30-40% of server system energy [3], [4] will grow with the increase of DRAM size. Contention on memory accelerated by the use of many-core processors is a well-known problem on DRAM-based main memory. Cores share parts of the memory hierarchy and compete for resources. It brings delay in memory accesses, which results in degradation of application performance. As solutions, several studies proposed contention-aware scheduling [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] to reduce memory contention. A contention-aware scheduler detects tasks having potentials of competing for memory hierarchies. Found tasks are scheduled at different time and location.

Hybrid main memory of DRAM and NVRAM is a promising architecture to enlarge memory capacity with high energy efficiency and little performance loss [3], [13], [14]. By placing both media at the same level of memory hierarchy, both memory are complementary to each other. Non-volatility of the NVRAM can reduce the total energy consumption of the main memory compared with DRAM-only main memory of the same capacity. DRAM complements the demerits of NVRAM on performance caused by its longer and asymmetric access latencies.

Unfortunately, existing studies of contention-aware task scheduling algorithms focused on DRAM main memory. With DRAM-only main memory, access latencies to the same memory bank are independent of access request type. In the hybrid main memory architecture, on the contrary, access latency varies according to the medium of the target memory, access type, and the location of the target memory on NUMA (Non-Uniform Memory Access) architecture.

NVRAM read latency is longer than DRAM access latencies, and NVRAM write latency is much longer than NVRAM read. When we ran hybrid main memory-agnostic contention-aware scheduling algorithms on the target system, we found that they do not aware resource usage well. It results in performance degradation. We have summarized our motivation about the performance degradation.

- **Multiple tasks concurrently accessing same type of memory increases contention:** Hybrid main memory is a combination of DRAM and NVRAM, where larger size of NVRAM replaces DRAM. With them, frequently accessed data are located in DRAM while NVRAM maintains data generating burst accesses [14]. This deteriorates task performance when memory-intensive tasks accessing same memory bank are co-scheduled. Concurrent tasks accessing hot data on reduced size of DRAM generate more contention like shown in Fig. 3. Overlapped burst accesses to NVRAM amplify longer access latencies of the medium.
- **The number of memory transactions does not reflect bandwidth occupancy of a task:** Existing contention-aware scheduling algorithms [8], [9], [10], [15], [16] estimates memory bandwidth usage by counting the...
number of memory transactions. In the hybrid main memory environment, however, a write to NVRAM occupies target memory longer than a DRAM read. Type-agnostic counting of memory transactions to the NVRAM makes the value not proportional to the actual memory bandwidth usage. It incurs wrong decision of the task scheduler that tries to avoid memory contention based on the bandwidth usage of each task.

In this paper, we propose HMMsched, a task co-scheduling method for tasks running on hybrid main memory. HMMsched collects memory access information for each task to acquire memory bandwidth usage of each type. We define that Effective Bandwidth (EBW) is the estimated bandwidth considering the different access latencies of each memory medium. It translates bandwidth usage of NVRAM to the same unit of DRAM’s not to make the estimated bandwidth fluctuate according to the target medium and access type of the memory access requests.

HMMsched performs following two phases to determine the next task to schedule. On the first phase, HMMsched prioritizes tasks having lower EBW consumption than the predetermined threshold. It is from the fact that a task having lowest EBW have greatest potential to make progress in the CPU. As the second phase, HMMsched separates EBW of each task according to its target medium for the remaining schedulable tasks. The tasks having low complementary EBW on different memory medium are alternately co-scheduled.

Our algorithm is implemented in Linux kernel with simulated per-task performance monitoring unit (PMU) attached to each workload. The preliminary experiment results show that our algorithm outperforms up to 19% better than the default Linux scheduler.

This study is an extension of our previous work [17], which is a part of resource management for the MN-MATE computing platform [18]. In the previous work, we focused on finding problems on task scheduling on hybrid main memory environment with small number of cores. Our objective in this paper, however, is to devise task scheduling policy with more consideration on real multicore execution environment and implementation issues.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II explains background of this work and Section III discusses related work. Section IV describes our motivation of this paper. Section V presents design of HMMsched and its implementation issues. Section VI provides the experimental results, and we conclude our work in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we explain two non-volatile memories as DRAM alternatives. Then we introduce a hybrid main memory, which is the target memory architecture of this paper.

### A. Non-Volatile Memories

Non-volatile memory (NVRAM) technologies, unlike DRAM, will possibly enable memory chips that are non-volatile, require low-energy, and have density and latency closer to current DRAM chips [19]. Among emerging memories, Phase Change Memory (PRAM) and Spin-Transfer Torque RAM (STT-RAM) is one of the most promising technologies for future memory.

1) Phase-Change Memory (PRAM): PRAM is a byte-addressable, non-volatile memory based on phase change materials that can sustain phase persistently [22]. Persistent sustenance of phase gives non-volatility to PRAM, which makes leakage energy negligibly small. Because the length of the current pulse decides the direction of state change, a PRAM cell can be switched from 0 to 1 and vice-versa without any erase operation. It gives the memory in-place update property. PRAM is argued to be a scalable technology [19], [22], [1] for its high density. Recent works [4], [1] have demonstrated that the scalability will make PRAM a promising DRAM alternative for main memory.

On the other hand, there are several disadvantages. First, both read and write latencies of PRAM are several times slower than DRAM. Table I summarizes read and write latencies of main memory candidates. Second, large write energy mostly consumed by the reset operation is also one of the weak points of the PRAM. It makes the energy usage of PRAM depend on the number of writes. We will not cover the endurance problem of $10^8$ rewrite sustainability [23].

2) Spin-Transfer Torque RAM: STT-RAM is another byte-addressable, non-volatile memory. It applies different write mechanism based on spin polarization [24], [25]. Compared with the PRAM access latencies, STT-RAM has very low read and write latencies. Read latency of STT-RAM is as fast as of DRAM according to [20]. Though the write latency is slower than DRAM, it is still very fast compared with the PRAM. It also has better endurance, reaching above $10^{15}$ cycles [24]. The weak point of STT-RAM is density. Its cell size has less density than current DRAM cells, shown in Table I. Smaller capacity from lower density depletes fast access speed, which is as fast as DRAM.

### B. Hybrid Main Memory

Hybrid main memory is a combined architecture of DRAM and NVRAM for main memory [3], [13], [14], where both memory is located at the same level of memory...
Figure 1: Hybrid main memory architecture. Both NVRAM and DRAM are located at the same level in the memory hierarchy.

Given the number of cores and DRAM-only main memory, it is possible to enhance system-wide performance in a system with multiple co-scheduling. Contemporary studies present solutions that addressability and in-place update property enable them to be directly attached to the main memory interface, though they need separate memory controller. It makes the memory hierarchy provide both low latency and non-volatility. There are two studies [13], [14] providing kernel supports for the efficient use of the hybrid main memory architecture.

In this paper, we target PRAM and STT-RAM as candidates for DRAM alternatives of main memory. Their byte-addressability and in-place update property enable them to be directly attached to the main memory interface, though they need separate memory controller. It makes the memory hierarchy provide both low latency and non-volatility. There are two studies [13], [14] providing kernel supports for the efficient use of the hybrid main memory architecture.

Fig. 1 shows our target structure of hybrid main memory architecture. In this architecture, NVRAM and DRAM are assigned to single physical memory address space. NVRAM has either lower or higher, contiguous physical address. OS can distinguish the medium of the target memory based on their physical address. OS manages all physical page frames and controls data placements based on reference characteristics. Any tasks can use both types of memory through the kernel.

There are some researches [26], [27] to extends the memory capacity with flash memories not attached to the main memory interface. However, they use either DRAM or Flash memory as a data cache or swap storage, which are not our concern in this paper. We motivated from the possibilities with the memory architecture having different read/write latencies. Therefore we only targets byte-addressable NVRAM and DRAM directly attached to the CPU at the same level of memory hierarchy.

III. RELATED WORK

In this section, we explain previous researches about task co-scheduling. Contemporary studies present solutions that enhance system-wide performance in a system with multiple number of cores and DRAM-only main memory.

Memory bandwidth is one of the most popular criteria for memory-aware task scheduling. Koukis and Koziris [5], [6] proposed a scheduling method for SMP clusters. They profile bandwidth usage of each process and calculate average available bandwidth for new task. The scheduler selects the most fitting process whose bandwidth consumption best matches the average available bandwidth. Though it utilizes per task memory bandwidth consumption, it targets SMP clusters, which does not share caches.

In addition, Xu et al. [8] quantified the impact of memory bandwidth fluctuation on overall performance for tasks on multicore system. They found that bandwidth fluctuation measured using very fine time intervals could distorts the parameters of the job scheduler, especially when the total bandwidth usage approaches to peak system bandwidth. They proposed new scheduling criteria maintaining the total bandwidth requirement at a steady level instead of maximizing bandwidth utilization. Though they enhanced performance by reducing fluctuation in bandwidth consumption of the workloads, they targeted tasks running on a system with DRAM main memory. We borrowed some of their idea by not selecting tasks to fill in the available bandwidth. HMMSched co-schedules tasks by prioritizing latency-sensitive tasks followed by matching task consuming largest bandwidth. It doesn’t compare bandwidth consumption with the available system bandwidth to fill in.

Miss rate of shared caches among cores is also a popular criterion for task co-scheduling on DRAM main memory. El-moursy et al. [7] tried to select thread pairs on each Simultaneous Multi-Threaded (SMT) processors combined with DRAM main memory. They add new hardware PMU and monitor contention on functional unit, register files, and caches. They define a phase as changing utilization of target resource and tried to find compatible phases that generate less conflicts on the resource. Compatible threads minimizing total cache miss rate are co-scheduled on the same SMT core.

Zhuravlev et al. [9] and Blagodurov et al. [10] also proposed a contention modeling heuristic named Distributed Intensity on DRAM main memory. They found that memory bus, prefetch hardware, and DRAM controller affecting performance degradation rely on cache miss rate. Based on the observation, they assigned threads to caches to even out the miss rate across all the caches. Though it showed good performance enhancement and performance stabilization, we target different execution environment where it utilizes NVRAM as a part of main memory. In addition, recent studies [15], [16] give an insight that miss rates does not reflect memory bandwidth because of the different write latency in PRAM main memory. Therefore, it is hard to apply to systems with hybrid main memory.

Several researches try to reduce energy consumption by scheduling tasks. Merkel and Bellosa [28] proposed memory-aware scheduling for energy efficiency on DRAM.
They also used performance counters to measure memory intensity. After sorting tasks on runqueues of cores, they paired cores. The scheduler selected two tasks from each runqueue, one having smallest memory intensity and the other one having largest memory intensity. Selected tasks are co-scheduled during time calculated by the unit time divided by the number of tasks in the source runqueue. They also applied frequency scaling for energy efficiency. DeVuyst et al. [29] also found that unbalanced number of threads on each core bring less energy consumption.

Suleman et al. [11] and Bhadauria and McKee [12] controlled the number of homogeneous threads to maintain bandwidth usage below the bandwidth limit. They utilized change of concurrency level on scheduling. But it is hard to apply tasks with noncontrollable concurrency. Again, their target systems include DRAM only while our target system includes NVRAM main memory.

Data placement is another issue on hybrid main memory for its effect to access patterns. Park et al. [14] proposed a data placement and migration policy between DRAM and PRAM at the same level in memory hierarchy. Ramos et al. [30] also proposed page placement methods where small-sized DRAM and large size PRAM is combined in a memory system. While they focused on the location of data and has little scheduling features, it affects access pattern of running tasks. Those policies can be complementarily cooperated with our scheduling policy in spite of the changed memory environment.

In this paper, we consider scheduling for manycores with hybrid main memory for objectives that are a composition of both performance and energy.

IV. MOTIVATION

Previous researches concentrate on memory bandwidth usage estimation on an environment where DRAM is used as a main memory. However, these approaches are inappropriate for the hybrid main memory of DRAM and NVRAM. In this section, we explain our motivations in more detail.

A. Co-scheduling contention on Hybrid Main Memory

In the hybrid main memory environment, co-scheduling tasks intensively accessing same type of memory generates contention in several locations.

Fig. 2 shows contention on DRAM of hybrid main memory according to the task type. With 444.namd, which is classified as CPU-intensive task, accessing same bank of memory has little effect on performance due to low memory access intensity. They undergo rather little slowdown. With memory-intensive task such as 429.mcf, however, task performance is greatly affected by the contention on memory. The more memory accesses converge to the same memory bank, it makes execution time of each task longer.

The situation is getting worse with the hybrid main memory of DRAM and NVRAM. With the hybrid main memory, frequently accessing or short-lived data are usually located in DRAM while others are stored in NVRAM [3], [13], [14]. Memory accesses are flocked to the reduced number of DRAM banks. It increases memory access intensity, which is the number of memory accesses during a unit time. NVRAM accesses tend to be burst for the stored data’s high spatial locality and low popularity. The performance deteriorates if the number of target memory bank decreases.

B. Inappropriate Bandwidth Estimation

Memory bandwidth (BW) usage has been one of the popular criteria for task scheduling working on DRAM main memory [5], [6], [8], [31]. With DRAM, access time of the memory does not depend on the type of the memory access request. Therefore, BW usage can be represented by the number of memory transactions generated during a unit time, shown in (1).

\[
BW \approx \frac{\text{Number of Memory Transactions}}{\text{Unit Time}} \tag{1}
\]

Several researches try to relieve the unequal distribution of memory bandwidth usage with the counted memory bandwidth [5], [6], [8]. Basic approaches of previous researches are to select next task consumed memory bandwidth not greater than the available bandwidth. More specifically, they measured total bandwidth usage of running tasks, \(BW_{\text{Occ}}\). Based on the peak bandwidth, \(BW_{\text{Peak}}\), estimated before, a scheduler calculates available bandwidth \(BW_{\text{Avail}}\). It selects a next task that has memory bandwidth usage similar to the \(BW_{\text{Avail}}\).

However, these methods are not applicable with the hybrid memory architecture where both DRAM and NVRAM are used as a part of main memory. Equation (5) is a decomposition of (2) according to the memory access type when the target memory is NVRAM. As we describe in Section II-A, access latency to the NVRAM is vary according to the request type.

![Figure 2: Slowdown of tasks according to the number of target memory banks and the number of concurrent tasks.](image-url)
Table II. Symbols to describe (3) to (5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BW\textsubscript{P}</td>
<td>occupied DRAM bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW\textsubscript{NV}</td>
<td>occupied NVRAM bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW(R)</td>
<td>occupied memory bandwidth by read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW(W)</td>
<td>occupied memory bandwidth by write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW\textsubscript{D,Avail}</td>
<td>available DRAM bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW\textsubscript{NV,Avail}</td>
<td>available NVRAM bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW\textsubscript{D,Occ}</td>
<td>occupied DRAM bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW\textsubscript{NV,Occ}</td>
<td>occupied NVRAM bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW\textsubscript{D,Peak}</td>
<td>peak DRAM bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW\textsubscript{NV,Peak}</td>
<td>peak NVRAM bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW\textsubscript{D,Peak}(R)</td>
<td>peak DRAM bandwidth by read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW\textsubscript{D,Peak}(W)</td>
<td>peak DRAM bandwidth by write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW\textsubscript{NV,Peak}(R)</td>
<td>peak NVRAM bandwidth by read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW\textsubscript{NV,Peak}(W)</td>
<td>peak NVRAM bandwidth by write</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\begin{align*}
BW\textsubscript{Avail} & = BW\textsubscript{Peak} - BW\textsubscript{Occ} \quad (2) \\
BW\textsubscript{Avail} & = (BW\textsubscript{D,Avail}, BW\textsubscript{NV,Avail}) \quad (3) \\
BW\textsubscript{D,Avail} & = BW\textsubscript{D,Peak} - BW\textsubscript{D,Occ} \quad (4) \\
BW\textsubscript{NV,Avail} & = BW\textsubscript{NV,Peak} - BW\textsubscript{NV,Occ} \\
& = (BW\textsubscript{NV,Peak}(R) \\
& + BW\textsubscript{NV,Peak}(W)) \quad (5) \\
& - (BW\textsubscript{NV,Occ}(R) + BW\textsubscript{NV,Occ}(W))
\end{align*}

An NVRAM access request occupies target memory rank for a specified time according to the type of the request. Different latencies of each memory request type change the number of memory access requests handled during a unit time. Even a read operation consumes more time than the DRAM’s, it is hard to represent the bandwidth consumption of a task by the number of memory access requests. It should be consider the target memory medium and the proportion of read and write operation to the number of memory transactions.

Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of different latencies to the bandwidth usage estimation. With DRAM main memory, occupied bandwidth of running tasks can be represented by the number of memory transactions. With hybrid main memory of DRAM and NVRAM, memory access requests can be classified into three categories based on access latencies: DRAM access, NVRAM read, and NVRAM write.

The problem is that estimated bandwidth of running tasks changes over the proportion of write to overall accesses. It makes the number of memory transactions hard to reflect the bandwidth usage of the task. It results in wrong decision about selecting next task satisfying decision criteria. Therefore, bandwidth estimation for NVRAM should reflect type of accesses by differentiating $BW_{NV}(W)$ and $BW_{NV}(R)$ as shown in (5).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3.png}
\caption{Number of memory transactions handled during a unit time. NVRAM bandwidth usage changes according to the ratio of read and write.}
\end{figure}

V. HYBRID MAIN MEMORY-AWARE TASK SCHEDULING (HMMSched)

A. Basic Design

The primary design goal of the HMMSched is to accelerate task performance by co-scheduling tasks consuming complementary amount of memory bandwidth on different type of memory. To achieve this design goal, HMMSched consists of two phases: 1) per-task memory access monitoring; 2) selection of a next candidate task to be scheduled based on collected memory access statistics during the previous phase. During the running time of each task, hardware PMU collects memory access information for each task. Collected information includes type of target memory medium, memory access type, and the access counts. The HMMSched selects next task on the basis of the proposed policy regarding the collected statistics during the last scheduled period.

1) Per-task memory access monitoring: With HMMSched, memory bandwidth usage is an important criterion to choose next task to be run on an idle core. A software PMU, described in Section VI-A collects segmentalized memory access statistics for each task based on the access types and the target memory type. We have three criteria to classify memory accesses: target memory type, access type, and distance from the core where the target task runs to the target memory.

Target memory type is our primary consideration for classifying memory accesses. We targeted hybrid main memory that DRAM and NVRAM are located at the same level in
the memory hierarchy. However, each medium has different access latencies. If a task accesses data located in NVRAM, it can access less number of data within a unit time compared with when accessing data in DRAM. It makes the task make progress in the CPU. Therefore, we differentiate NVRAM accesses from DRAM accesses to find tasks having more potentials of making progress. Because the latency of write to NVRAM is much longer than read from the NVRAM, we also differentiate NVRAM writes from NVRAM reads based on the same criteria. Generally, the DRAM bandwidth usage of a task is measured as the number of memory transactions during a unit time. In case of NVRAM, memory access latencies are different from each other according to the target media and access type. It results in that the number of memory access does not reflect memory bandwidth usage of a task. We therefore use a new metric, Effective Memory Bandwidth (EBW) to translate NVRAM’s bandwidth usage and bandwidth usage of remote node memory into the number of DRAM transactions. Table III shows items that the per-task software PMU collects and translates. We can calculate effective bandwidth using (6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$EBW(T)$</td>
<td>Effective bandwidth of a task $T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$EBW_D$</td>
<td>Effective bandwidth for DRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$EBW_{NV}$</td>
<td>Effective bandwidth for NVRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$BW_D$</td>
<td>Conventional bandwidth for DRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{Req}$</td>
<td>Number of memory access transactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_D$</td>
<td>Memory access latency of DRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_R$</td>
<td>Number of read transactions to the NVRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_W$</td>
<td>Number of write transactions to the NVRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>NVRAM read latency / DRAM access latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>NVRAM write latency / DRAM access latency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$$EBW = EBW_D + EBW_{NV}$$ (6)
$$EBW_D = BW_D \approx N_{Req} \times T_D$$
$$EBW_{NV} \approx \gamma \times N_R \times T_D + \delta \times N_W \times T_D$$ (7)

When a task is about to be scheduled, the software PMU starts monitoring of memory accesses generated from the task. If the task consumes all allocated time slices or is preempted by other task, collected values are stored in the kernel memory. Software PMU then translates measured data to estimated values having same unit using (7). HMMSched use latest EBW value of each task to select next task to be scheduled on an idle core.

2) Choosing a next task to be scheduled: Whenever a core becomes idle, HMMSched selects a task from scheduling candidate tasks based on a converted EBW.

As a preliminary work for choosing a next task to be scheduled, HMMSched arranges all schedulable tasks in order of EBW. HMMSched then classify them into two categories based on their latest EBW: latency-sensitive and bandwidth-sensitive. Latency-sensitive tasks consume less amount of memory bandwidth. Bandwidth-sensitive tasks spend more time to access both types of memory.

HMMSched use EBW as a criterion to classify tasks according to the bandwidth usage. Before classification, all tasks are arranged in order of EBW calculated by the (6). Let $Task_i$ indicates a task having $ith$ lower EBW and $EBW(Task_i)$ indicates estimated effective bandwidth of $Task_i$. We then calculate $TotalEBW = \sum_{i=1}^{n} EBW(Task_i)$, where $n$ is the number of all schedulable tasks. Tasks occupying some of total memory bandwidth greater than a predefined threshold $\alpha$ are classified as latency-sensitive. In other words, $K$ tasks satisfying $\sum_{i=1}^{K} EBW(Task_i) < \alpha TotalEBW$ are classified into latency-sensitive tasks. Others are classified as bandwidth-sensitive. Here $\alpha$ is a parameter $0 < \alpha < 1$, where lower $\alpha$ indicates a stronger threshold. In order to prevent bandwidth-sensitive tasks from being subjected to starvation, $\alpha$ reflects total execution time of each category. HMMSched selects latency-sensitive task first as long as the total execution time of all latency-sensitive tasks is less than a tenth of the total execution time of bandwidth-sensitive tasks.

We applied different management scheme to each categories for ease of candidate selection. In the latency-sensitive category, all tasks are arranged in ascending order of own $EBW(T)$. In the bandwidth-sensitive category, each task belongs to two management lists; DRAM-intensive and NVRAM-intensive. DRAM-intensive list sorts all tasks in ascending order of their $EBW_D(T)$. NVRAM-intensive list arranges all tasks in ascending order of $EBW_{NV}(T)$.

When HMMSched tries to select a task to be scheduled next, the primary rule is that the scheduler always chooses...
Figure 5: Target hardware architecture of HMMSched. DRAM and NVRAM share same memory controller on each local node of the NUMA system.

A latency-sensitive task prior to selecting a bandwidth-sensitive task. A task consumed lowest EBW has highest priority if there are multiple latency-sensitive tasks.

If there is no latency-sensitive task, HMMSched picks a task from the bandwidth-sensitive category based on the following order:
1) a task with largest \( EBW_D \)
2) a task with smallest \( EBW_{NV} \)
3) a task with largest \( EBW_{NV} \)
4) a task with smallest \( EBW_D \)

Fig. 4 illustrates this policy. It first makes the scheduler co-schedule intensively accessing different type of memory together. It then co-schedules tasks having complementary access intensities to the same type of memory.

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of HMMSched described in the previous section. We used two experiment systems for evaluation with Intel i7 960 processor running at 3.2GHz, 6GB of RAM, 2GB per DIMM. The operating system is Linux 2.6.38.2. Simulated NVRAM and PMU supporting per-task memory access monitoring is described in the next section. In this paper, we targeted a manycore system combined with hybrid main memory of DRAM and NVRAM, shown in Fig. 5. DRAM and NVRAM in a local node share same memory controller.

A. Modeling customized PMU and NVRAM

To evaluate our idea, we need two items: NVRAM main memory module and the hardware performance monitoring unit (PMU), which counts per-task memory accesses. Unfortunately, there is no released NVRAM module for main memory and commercial CPUs with PMU counting per-task memory accesses. We use Intel Pin [32] to perform a detailed simulation of the system’s main memory augmented with NVRAM and the per-task memory access monitoring support that HMMSched requires. The memory simulator adds designated delay between a read or a write to the NVRAM and the operations that follow, allowing it to accurately model the longer read and write times of NVRAM.

For NVRAM, we use the performance model of PRAM from [21], which gives an access latency ratio shown in Table I.

As a software PMU, the simulator monitors main memory accesses for each task and counts the number of following requests separately: the number of DRAM accesses, the number of NVRAM reads, and the number of NVRAM writes. Fig. 6(a) illustrates a simulation environment where each task runs with own per-task simulation module. Each simulation module acts like a PMU for single task. To estimate the number of memory accesses, each simulation module has own cache hierarchy model. Each simulation module shares its last-level cache model with other modules when their target tasks run on the cores sharing same last-level cache. Collected memory access information is transferred to the task scheduler via shared memory.

Note that collected information from the simulation module should reflect actual memory access information generated by the combination of the target task and the attached simulation module. It is because of the fact that the simulated PMU monitors memory accesses of the target task while the scheduler schedules the target task running with the simulation module. We calibrated the simulated PMU by adjusting miss rates of the shared last level cache. As a result, the software PMU reflects the memory access characteristics generated from the combination of the target task and the simulation module.

B. Workloads

We use the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks [33] for evaluation. We compiled each benchmark using gcc 4.4.3 with default optimizations of the benchmark, and executes on Linux 2.6.38.2 kernel. Two workload set is used to evaluate the effectiveness of HMMSched. Each workload set consists of four applications, where each application has two instances. In the first set, half of the applications are memory-intensive tasks while others are CPU-intensive tasks. Second set has six memory-intensive tasks and two CPU-intensive tasks. We configured them to check the effect of prioritization to the latency-sensitive tasks and the effect of various memory access intensities.

C. Preliminary Result

Fig. 7 shows preliminary experimental results of the HMMSched compared with the default Linux scheduler. Y-axis of the graphs indicates normalized execution time of the benchmarks. In this paper, we add experiment results with local node sharing same memory controller. We leave experiments related to NUMA architecture as our further work. Here we used following NVRAM access latency specifications. First set is DRAM : NVRAM(read) : NVRAM(write) = 1 : 1 : 3, which is similar to the specification of STT-RAM shown in Table I. Second set is DRAM : NVRAM(read) : NVRAM(write) = 1 : 3 : 8, which is also similar to the specification of PRAM in
Table I. We also composed two benchmark set to analyze the effect of the priority change of the scheduler when the latency-sensitive tasks are run with bandwidth-sensitive tasks. Benchmark mix #1 consists of four memory-intensive tasks and four CPU-intensive tasks. Benchmark mix #2 contains six memory-intensive tasks and two CPU-intensive tasks. On each experiment, all benchmarks of the target set run concurrently.

As we can see in the two experiment results, prioritizing latency-sensitive tasks and utilizing EBW on co-scheduling bandwidth-sensitive tasks can effectively reduce completion time of them. An instance of 471.omnetpp completed by 19% faster than under the default Linux scheduler. In addition, we can reduce average running time of all workloads by 5% under HMMSched even though it hurts the performance of 429.mcf in Fig. 7(a). With the workloads mix #2, we can also see improvements with smaller performance degradation of 433.milc #2. If we target PRAM as an alternative of main memory, our scheduling policy affects more on concurrently running application performance. Figure 7(c) shows experiment result with PRAM specification for NVRAM part of main memory. Because of the long read access latency of PRAM compared with DRAM, co-scheduling bandwidth-sensitive tasks utilizing EBW shows better performance than with the default linux scheduler. With STT-RAM specification, tasks generating more NVRAM write get performance penalty. With PRAM specification, however, read latency also affects the effective bandwidth usage of tasks. It leads to leveling-off of each task’s EBW usage so that they divide up the penalty from scheduling delay. Consequently, though several tasks are slightly hurt their performance, we can get more balanced performance gain.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

As manycore increases the need for larger memory capacity, contention on memory has become a key issue. Although hybrid main memory of DRAM and NVRAM can enlarge memory capacity with high energy efficiency, hybrid main memory-agnostic contention-aware scheduling degrades task performance. Different access latencies to the NVRAM compared with DRAM prevent bandwidth consumption of each task hard to measure. In this paper, we propose HMMSched, a novel task co-scheduling method for many-core and a hybrid main memory of DRAM and NVRAM. We define effective bandwidth to reflect different access latencies according to the access type to the NVRAM. We then prioritize CPU-intensive tasks to make more progress in the CPU. Tasks consuming complementary EBW on different memory are alternately selected to be co-scheduled with running tasks. Consequently, HMMSched co-schedule tasks consuming different memory type with complementary access intensity, thereby reducing delay from contention on the memory. The experimental results show that our scheme outperforms default Linux scheduler by up to 19% in terms of time efficiency.

As further works, we will add hybrid main memory management features proposed in [14] to analyze effect of data migration policy on the HMMSched scheduling. We will also add task co-scheduling policy when the target memory hierarchy includes NUMA architecture. Finally, we will carefully analyze the effect of cache hit ratio according to the ratio of read and write to the NVRAM main memory.
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Abstract— Most of Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) applications aim to utilize low data rates, consume very low energy, and operate in short range areas at low costs. IEEE 802.15.4 standard is proposed in order to achieve such needs by putting standards for physical and Medium Access Control (MAC) layers. MAC operates in either beacon enabled or beaconless modes. Performance of the standard beacon enabled mode is basically affected by beacon frame parameters, which are Beacon Order (BO) and Superframe Order (SO). These two parameters determine node’s active and inactive periods, they also determine node’s duty cycle. BO and SO values must be chosen carefully when the standard MAC is parameterized since some combinations may degrade standard performance dramatically. Finding the optimal (BO, SO) combination is an application-based issue since diverse WSN applications work through different arrival rates at different duty cycles. This paper investigates the standard beacon enabled mode behavior through intensive simulation and reveals the optimal range of (BO, SO) combinations for specific star topology with different number of nodes. The investigated application is evaluated in terms of energy consumption, average end to end delay and throughput. Moreover, this paper proposes an adaptive algorithm that converges to the network current performance and improves network performance accordingly, irrespective of the duty cycle. The performance of the new adaptive algorithm is compared to that of the original MAC algorithm using QualNet 5.2 simulator. The new adaptive algorithm outperforms the original MAC algorithm as it reduces energy consumption up to 7%, decreases average delay by 26%, and increases throughput by 16%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, most wired sensors are replaced with wireless ones forming the emerging era of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). WSNs consist of sensing devices that can communicate with each other and with the surrounding environment via wireless communication medium [1] [2]. Huge number of sensor nodes are often scattered in unreachable areas, and WSNs are often battery powered and cannot be easily recharged. Moreover, it is reasonable to force sensor nodes to track and monitor phenomena for months or even years [2].

Energy conservation is the main concern for researches in the area of WSN, these studies focus on designing WSN energy efficient algorithms and standards, one of which is the IEEE 802.15.4 [3]. IEEE 802.15.4 refers to Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) standard proposed by the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers Task Group 4 (IEEE TG4) to support Low Rate (LR) applications; it is often referred to as LR-WPAN IEEE 802.15.4 standard. LR-WPAN is designed for home, building and industrial automated applications [4].

IEEE802.15.4 standard supports both the physical and the Media Access Control (MAC) layers. IEEE802.15.4 MAC supports two types of devices; Full Functional Devices (FFDs) and Reduced Functional Devices (RFDs). FFD acts as a regular coordinator and/or as a sink node. If both features are taken, the node typically referred to as PAN coordinator (PANc). However, RFD acts as an ordinary end device [4-6]. Both FFDs and RFDs communicate with each other forming two types of topologies: star and peer to peer topologies. Peer to peer toplogy can be classified to either a mesh or a cluster tree topology [6-8].

IEEE802.15.4 standard operates in three different Radio Frequency (RF) bands and it supports different data rates [4]. The 2.4 GHz RF band is widely used in IEEE802.14.4 based applications due to the following: Firstly, there is no license required to operate in this RF, and secondly, it offers the highest data rate amongst the 16 operating channels [4].

IEEE802.15.4 MAC operates either in beacon enabled or beaconless modes. In the beacon enabled mode, FFD broadcasts regular beacon frames in order to advertise itself to the other nodes. The beacon frame includes information that enables the nodes to synchronise with each other when they need to access the channel [9][10]. Furthermore, beacon frame includes information that indicates whether there is some pending data for some nodes. The time between two successive beacons is referred to as the Beacon Interval (BI), which divided virtually into 16 equal sized slots. BI duration is specified by the Beacon Order parameter (BO) according to the following formula [9]:

\[ BI = \text{aBaseSuperframeDuration} \times 2^{BO} \]  

(1)

Nodes can use the channel during the whole BI period or can sleep for some time portions; the parameter which decides that is the Superframe Order (SO), the SO decides...
the Superframe Duration (SD) active session according to the following formula [9]:

\[
SD = \text{aBaseSuperframeDuration} \times 2^{\text{SO}}
\]

where 0 ≤ SO ≤ BO ≤ 14

\[a\text{BaseSuperframeDuration value depends on the slot duration according to the following formula:}
\]
\[a\text{BaseSuperframeDuration= aBaseslotDuration} \times \text{total number of slots}
\]

Typically, time durations are expressed in seconds. The value of one symbol in seconds depends on the chosen RF band. However, the 2.4 Ghz RF band works in 62500 symbol/s at which one symbol brings out 16 μs, and as each slot duration (aBaseslotDuration) equals about 60 symbols, then the total 16 slots contribute in 960 aBaseSuperframeDuration symbols are equal to 15.36 ms. From those equations, node can infer the duration of its sleep period. All those concepts can be indicated through one concept which is the duty cycle (D). It is the percentage of time the node is awake from the whole time between the two successive beacons. D is mathematically expressed in (4) [9][10]:

\[D = \frac{SD}{BI} \times 100\%
\]

When a node need to access the medium, it has to locate the beginning of the next time slot in order to compete for the channel, thus, it follows the contention based algorithm followed by the standard, that is, the slotted Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance algorithm (CSMA/CA); this is why this time portion is referred to as Contention Access Period (CAP) [9][10]. Furthermore, the standard empowers PANc with the authority to assign some slots excessively for some nodes during which they can utilize the channel alone. This is why such time slots are referred to as Guaranteed Time Slots (GTS).

The optional period which includes those slots is referred to as the Contention Free period (CFP) and it include maximum of seven GTS which are preserved optionally after the CAP period. CAP and the optional CFP together are referred to as the Active Period. Active period is the time during which nodes can be active and are able to use the medium. The duration of this period is often referred to as the SuperFrame Duration [9][10]. More precisely, every time the node needs to access the channel, it needs to locate the boundary of what is called the slotted/un-slotted CSMA backoff period. The Backoff period unit is indicated through the aUnitBackoffPeriod which equals to 20 symbols or 0.32 ms [10]. The lengths of the discussed periods are assigned through the beacon frame which is transmitted in the first time slot (slot 0) [4].

Obviously, improving the beacon enabled standard performance is directly related to the chosen BO and SO values. How to decide the optimal BO and SO values that achieve the best performance is an application related issue. For example, an application may have packets ready for transmission every second but needs to be active for 30 minutes and sleep for 30 minutes. Some applications spend most of the time inactive, thus, i.e., low duty cycles; others need to work through full duty cycles, while many of applications need to sleep for some time portions. Hence, each application has its own special case that has much to do in the decision of BO and SO values, keeping in mind that the basic building block of any network topology consists of seven nodes (piconet). Therefore, we need to find a mechanism that is general enough for beacon enabled MAC coordinator to regularly examine PAN status and performance to adapt the superframe parameters and durations.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes some of literature work which is closely related to the paper topic, while section III investigates the problem and illustrates the followed methodology. Section IV clarifies the proposed algorithm. The algorithm performance is then evaluated in Section V. Finally the whole paper topic, analysis and work are concluded in the last section along with some ideas and work proposed to be adopted in the future.

II. RELATED WORK

Since the launch of IEEE 802.15.4 standard, many researches took place that analyse the standard performance either mathematically through analysis models or virtually through simulation or both. Those researches are primarily aimed at finding ways for enhancing the standard performance especially when it comes to energy consumption. Such interests aimed at choosing the best standard parameters values that suits the applications to work for the longest time possible. f those studies is listed below.

In [11], the IEEE 802.15.4 standard performance is evaluated in terms of throughput and packet delivery ratio. The study focused in the quality of service (QoS) for real time sensor applications and provides an enhancement to the current IEEE 802.15.4 beacon enabled standard by dynamically allocating the already existed GTS. The standard performance metrics were evaluated through varying both BO and SO values while preserving the one dynamically allocated GTS. The study considered both 100% and 50% duty cycles. And, the maximum SO and BO values tested were 6 due to the association latency that may result from choosing higher values that are not suitable for WSN applications. Other QoS property examined was the collision probability which was evaluated through varying number of nodes. Simulation run through NS2 simulator and applied on a star topology. Results showed that high values of BO increase throughput due to the decreased possibility of packets drops. Moreover, results revealed that collision probability increases as the number of nodes increases which will degrade the successful use of the channel and hence achieve poor throughput.

In [12], the performance of beacon enabled IEEE 802.15.4 is evaluated in term of energy consumption in a large scale clustered tree network. Analysis of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC were performed on a real ZigBee nodes applied on home network areas by varying BO values between 6 and 10 while fixing SO value to 0. High fraction of packets transmitted is sacrificed for the aim of minimizing the power consumption by allowing nodes to stay active for only 15.36 ms and turn the transceiver off.
else after. Results revealed that power consumption keeps on decreasing by increasing BO to some value (approximately 10) after which it is started to increase again. However, the study considered only very low duty cycles due to the small fraction of CAP and did not consider the effect of SO on the standard performance at all.

In [13], performance of the slotted CSMA/CA is investigated through studying the effects of SO, BO and Backoff Exponent (BE). However, the same study took place in [3], which considered other criteria such as the number of nodes and the data frame size. Simulation experiments were done for 13 different values of BO and SO which contributes in a 100% duty cycles. Those experiments intended to reach up the best range of traffic load offered that achieves the optimal performance metrics values. Metrics which were evaluated are the throughput, average delay and network reliability. The best range of offered load that achieved the optimal trade-off between throughput and average delay utility was found to be between 35% and 60%. This study did not concern parameters behaviour with sleep period enabled.

However, Shu et al. [6] proposes an optimization problem in order to achieve the minimum energy consumed under the packet delivery reliability constrain. The objective function was achieved after finding optimal values for the two decision variables which are BO and SO. Experiments run through a C implemented simulator and applied on a star topology. Simulation results revealed that for a network where packets generated under Poisson processes and where the number of nodes varies from 5 to 35, the optimal value of BO was found to be 7 while that for SO was found to be 1, that’s just in case that number of nodes is less than 15 and 2. However, choosing optimal values for BO and SO depends on the quality of service constraints chosen.

The authors in [14] propose an algorithm that reconfigures only the BO parameter of the IEEE 802.15.4 superframe structure. The Beacon Order Adaptive Algorithm (BOAA) was investigated and applied on a star topology. Changing BO depends on the inter-arrival rate which reflects the frequency of communication. Adjusting the value of BO changes the length of the duty cycle due to the dynamic changing of the beacon interval. Experimental results showed that increasing the value of BO contributes in saving power due to the increased inactive period. However, this power saving improvement would be at the expense of the delay because increasing BI would cause nodes wait more time for the next beacon which determines their new configuration. Throughput was not taken under consideration because only small numbers of nodes were allowed to send a light traffic. This makes BOAA suitable only for simple applications which need no real-time or complex configuration.

In [15], IEEE 802.15.4 standard performance is investigated in terms of throughput, energy consumption and reliability by applying the standard on ideal and non-ideal star topologies. The focus was on changing nodes number while varying some of IEEE 802.15.4 standard configurations such as the availability of synchronization, BO and SO. According to the results achieved, some recommendations were suggested that aid in configuring the standard, configuring applications that follow the standard and how to improve the standard. However, such recommendations can only be taken under consideration when applying the standard on the same topologies tested where only the behaviour of BO=SO (100% duty cycle) considered. Moreover, most of the suggestions provided were based on theoretical ideas and not on practical achieved results. However, all such researches are very application specific and none gives a general enhancement that can be applied on all WSN applications.

III. METHODOLOGY AND PROBLEM ANALYSIS

In order for the current transaction to complete during the current superframe active session, the remaining CAP backoff periods must be sufficient enough to accommodate the whole CSMA/CA operations; otherwise, nodes shall wait for the next superframe. If this situation continues to happen, network performance will be adversely affected. Actually, PAN performance is adversely affected by high and low values of both BO and SO parameters. This section investigates the effect of all possible (BO, SO) combination values on IEEE 802.14.4 standard performance through simulation. The Simulation study is conducted using QualNet 5.2 simulator. Simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1.

PANs consist of one FFD that is the PANc while the other devices are RFDs. RFDs transmit a 50 byte Constant Bit Rate (CBR) packet every one second through the simulation period. Standard performance is investigated in terms of energy consumption, average end to end delay and throughput. Results are categorized according to the duty cycle. In other words, those (BO, SO) combinations that achieve the same duty cycle are depicted in one figure for each performance metric. Duty cycle concept is expressed according to the following formula:

\[ D = \frac{2^{SO-BE}}{100} \]

As SO value is always lower than the BO value, D can be expressed as:

\[ D = \frac{1}{2^{BO-SO}} * 100\% \]

Hence, \( D \in \{100\%, 50\%, 25\%, 12.5\%, 6.24\%, 3.13\%, 1.56\%, 0.78\%, 0.39\%\} \).

For each duty cycle in the set, the standard performance is investigated for the seven PANs in order to study the effect of the number of nodes in one piconet, so that we can generalize the results achieved for larger network sizes as the basic building block for any network is seven nodes. However, due to space consideration, we just depict results for 100% and 50% duty cycles and which reflect energy consumption and average end to end delay behaviour.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulator</td>
<td>QualNet 5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical and MAC</td>
<td>IEEE 802.15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>80 m * 80 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
<td>2-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission range</td>
<td>10 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A. Total Energy Consumption Results (mWh)

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 depict total energy consumed in different PAN sizes. PANs work in the 100% and 50% duty cycles which are determined by all possible (BO, SO) beacon frames combinations sent by the PANc. We note that despite the value of SO, combinations with BO values greater than 3 increase BI value. This result in longer time between two successive beacons and thus decreases beacon overhead which contributes in conserving energy. Unfortunately, this is not always the case, since very high SO values starting from 9 increase the possibility for idle listening due to the longer time nodes spend doing nothing which will dissipate energy.

However, increasing the duty cycle by either fixing BO while increasing SO values or fixing SO while decreasing BO values, decreases sleep time portion as SO becomes closer to BO. Unfortunately, this may increase energy consumption at combinations with high SO values (starting from 9) due to the idle listening. However, increasing BO while fixing SO values or decreasing SO while fixing BO values leads to an increased BI therefore, it leads to lower duty cycles. This, on one hand, offers to nodes more time to sleep between active periods, thus helping in conserving energy while on the other hand decreases the need for frequent beacon frames transmission which consequently saves energy. Furthermore, very short CAP compared to the total overall BI will cause frequent CCA deference; hence, nodes shall try to transmit altogether at the beginning of the next superframe. This leads to both severe collision and packets re-transmission which consequently increases energy consumption.

It can be noticed that for the 1 s arrival rate, as the duty cycle decreases, there is not much big difference in energy consumption trend. We can say that the dominating energy consumption factor is the idle listening. Or in other words, to conserve energy in a piconet, it is necessary to let PAN to work through a reasonable CAP in a reasonable BI by setting reasonable BO and SO values keeping in mind that we need to avoid all combinations with BO greater than 8. Sleep mode somehow contributes in energy saving but not to that extent. The positive effect of sleep mode in energy consumption is much noticeable in inactive networks which work in very low arrival rates where there is infrequent packets transmission (every hour for example). Actually, for the 1 s arrival rate, inactive period length has much to do with the delay and the throughput behavior but it is not a big energy conserving factor. This will be more clarified in the following sections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation time</th>
<th>1000 s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel Frequency</td>
<td>2.4 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy model</td>
<td>MICAZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Height</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>CBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload size</td>
<td>50 byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrival Rate</td>
<td>1 second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO and SO values</td>
<td>1-14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Average End to End Delay Results(s)

The second performance metric considered is the delay each received packet suffers during its journey from the source node to the PANc which is why it is called end to end delay. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 depict average end-to-end delay in different PAN densities which work in 100% and 50% duty cycles determined by the whole possible (BO, SO) beacon frames combinations sent by the PANc. Results revealed that as (BO, SO) values increase, the time during which nodes may access the medium increases, and if there are more than one node want to use the medium, the average delays significantly increase because nodes will go into additional and higher backoff delays, since the backoff exponent should be higher which increases as number of nodes increases.

However, despite the value of SO, as BO increases, nodes that haven’t finish their work in the current superframe shall wait until the next beacon frame initiates the active period in order to accomplish the work in the next superframe. This case is obvious in Fig. 4 where the average delay increases dramatically if it compared to that of Fig. 3. Despite the duty cycle, all combinations with BO and SO values lower than (6, 6) contributes in very low delay (close to 0) because of the short BI which if it increases, delay increases accordingly. Unfortunately, all those combinations with BO=SO values starting from 11 results in a very long BI which on one hand delays the association process, while on the other hand may cause nodes to loose synchronization with the coordinator. Those cases result in a bad throughput as they lessen the number of the successfully transmitted packets. This explains why average delay at such combinations has values close to 0. However, at (14, 14), the first successful association occurred after 3000 s whereas the simulation period occupies 1000 s; thus, no PAN activities shall take place during this time which explains the 0 delay at this combination.

In short, whatever is the duty cycle, the average delay behavior is consistent. Increasing the duty cycle on one
hand decreases sleep time portion as SO becomes closer to BO. This shall decrease delay, since node shall have enough time to achieve its work during the current CAP and hence will wait less time for the next superframe in order to continue or renew transmitting its packets.

However, increasing BO while fixing SO or decreasing SO while fixing BO values leads to an increased BI and therefore leads to lower duty cycles. This offers nodes more time to sleep between active periods at the expense of completing their work in the current superframe, thus, node shall need to wait for the next CAP which definitely will increase delay as the duty cycle decreases.

In short, for 1 s arrival rate, high (BO, SO) values increase backoff delay which is proportional to the number of nodes, whereas small SO values increase the waiting delay as node shall need to wait for the next CAP to accomplish its work. Despite that the inactive period has not much effect on energy consumption, long sleep time portions will increase delay. However, this may not be the case in inactive applications which work through very low arrival rates, because in the time that low SO values decrease energy consumption dramatically, delay may increase which would obviously occur if node receives packets at the end of its active session. It can be said that for applications that work through low duty cycles, energy can be saved if delay is sacrificed.

C. Summary
For the examined CBR application that works through 1s arrival rate, it can be noticed that the closer the values of SO to BO (high duty cycles); the higher the throughput and the lower the delay and nodes percentage of collision. However, this has not much to do with energy consumption. Keeping in mind that very high values of BO on one hand will delay the association time which will adversely affect the throughput, while on the other hand will increase the delay significantly besides increasing energy due to the idle listening. Meanwhile, as number of nodes increases, collision increases, which can be noticed in short CAP, thereby, in order to decrease collision rate, CAP should be increased.

Regarding to the results achieved for the whole 9 possible duty cycles, it is revealed that for 1s arrival rate application, the Rang of combinations that is possible to achieve the optimal performance is aligned between {(6, 6) and (8, 8)}. If the standard is allowed to work in 100% duty cycle for example, its optimal performance achieved at (6, 6). However, for those applications that work in 50% duty cycle, it needs to work at (7, 6), whereas for applications that work in 25% duty cycle, it is preferred for them to work through (8, 6). Thus, if our aim is to allow the 1s arrival rate applications to work in its near optimal performance, it is preferred to allow them to work in 25%, 50% or 100% duty cycles. Unfortunately, lower duty cycles achieve bad performance in terms of the three metrics irrespective of the (BO, SO) combination, this means that unless it is necessary to follow, it is preferred to avoid such duty cycles. More generally, irrespective of the duty cycle, all those combinations with BO greater than 8 must be unconsidered when we need to implement any application that works in 1s arrival rate. Hence, (8,8) can be expressed as the cut-off value after which PAN performance drops dramatically and which may varies according the arrival rate the application may work with.

![Figure 3. Average end to end delay for PAN works at 100% duty cycle.](image1)

![Figure 4. Average end to end delay for PAN works at 50% duty cycle.](image2)

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Previous analysis indicates that in all PAN scenarios, despite that decreasing the duty cycle affects applications total energy differently, both delay and throughput behaviors are consistence, that is, as the duty cycle decreases by either fixing BO while decreasing SO or fixing SO while decreasing BO, both metrics are adversely affected. This result is two-folded; first, if we want to improve performance, we need to avoid low duty cycles by having both BO and SO values close to each other’s as much as possible. In other words, we have to increase the duty cycle; this can be achieved by fixing BO while increasing SO. Moreover, enhancing delay behavior through increasing duty cycle shall improve throughput behavior accordingly. This note presents the base from where we start our new algorithm.

Following the new algorithm, PANc regularly estimates total end to end delay each node suffered so far along with the number of packets received from that node at that moment. PANc can then estimate nodes average end to end delay which will be its performance criteria according to which SO value shall dynamically change. Experiments revealed that the most reasonable number of packets after which the checking process is done by PANc is 5; hence, checking process is done every 5 packets. According to the results achieved, PANc decides if it should increase SO. In other words, if the new estimated average delay is checked to be worse than that of the previous calculated one, then PANc shall increase SO value, otherwise, do nothing. If SO increased, its value should not exceed that of BO value, and if so, it shall reset to the original SO value and restart the overall process again. This adaptive algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 5.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The new proposed adaptive algorithm performance is evaluated along with that of the MAC original algorithm. Simulation took place on a PAN that consists of five nodes where four CBR applications are sent by the four nodes to the PANc every 1s. Recall that for 1s arrival rate application, simulation analysis investigated revealed that the (BO, SO) combination that achieves the near optimal performance in terms of the three metrics and after which the performance is adversely affected is (8, 8). Hence, our scope is limited to all possible (BO, SO) combinations which are less than and including (8, 8). Selected combinations then dynamically change according to the network performance. Other simulation parameters are identical to those presented in Table 1. Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 depict performance evaluation results for the proposed algorithm compared with the original MAC algorithm in terms of the three metrics starting from average end to end delay behavior.

A. Average End to End Delay (s)

Fig. 6 depicts that the adaptive algorithm achieves less delay than the original MAC algorithm. This is simply because CAP increased gradually offering more time for nodes to accomplish their work in the current superframe, thereby, there will be less possibility for nodes to wait for the next beacon frame in order to accomplish the uncompleted work, thus, delay decreased, keeping in mind that BI remains constant as BO remains fixed.

B. Throughput (bits/s)

As it is expected, Fig. 7 depicts that the throughput for new adaptive algorithm outperforms that of the original one. In the adaptive algorithm, nodes have more time to perform activities and send packets in the current active session as SO increases gradually; thus, CAP increases accordingly. This gives nodes more opportunities to finish their work in the current active session which will also decrease collision rate and hence increases the throughput.

C. Total Energy Consumption (mWh)

It is noticed from Fig. 8 that the adaptive algorithm outperforms the original MAC algorithm at most (BO, SO) tested combinations, especially at some combinations which contribute in 50% duty cycle. At such combinations, delay is somehow moderate which will partially cause increment in SO value; thus, it allows PAN to work most of the time in 50% duty cycle; this offers to nodes more opportunities to sleep half of the period, while limiting idle listening. However, for combinations which contribute in very low duty cycles, such as (5, 2), delay is initially estimated to be very bad, hence, SO shall enhance delay accordingly, this will decrease sleep time opportunities while increasing idle listening which in turn increases energy consumption; this explains why energy consumption at such values unfortunately increases. Thereby, the proposed adaptive algorithm performance proved to outperform the original MAC algorithm in terms of average delay and throughput at all the tested (BO, SO) combinations while decreasing...
energy consumption at most of them. The new adaptive algorithm reduces energy consumption up to 7%, decreases average delay by 26% while increasing throughput by 16%.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The chosen (BO, SO) combination has a direct impact on the performance of WSN applications that follows the IEEE802.15.4. Low SO values, compared to that of BO, serves low duty cycle applications whereas the closer SO to BO the higher the duty cycle. Thus, IEEE802.15.4 standard can support up to 9 duty cycles through just manipulating BO and SO parameters. In order to achieve optimal performance, different types of applications have to be aware of which (BO, SO) combination to use to achieve the best performance. For 1 s arrival rate application, the range of combinations that is possible to achieve the best performance is aligned between {6,6} and {8,8}. The stranded can achieve its optimality if it is allowed to support 25%, 50% and 100% duty cycles applications. Lower duty cycles achieve bad performance irrespective of the (BO, SO) combination, which means that unless it is necessary to follow, it is preferred to avoid such duty cycles. (8, 8) can be expressed as the cut-off combination because other combinations with higher BOs drop the PAN performance dramatically.

The experimental work conducted for the 1 s arrival rate application revealed that improving some metrics performance may be scarified in order to allow others achieved. However, our goal is to achieve high PAN performance in term of all metrics and most importantly the power consumption irrespective of the duty cycle or the arrival rate. The proposed adaptive algorithm proved to improve the standard in terms of the average delay and the throughput at all tested (BO, SO) combinations while decreasing energy consumption at most of them. The new adaptive algorithm reduces energy consumption up to 7%, decreases average delay by 26% while increasing throughput by 16%.

As a future work, increasing the duty cycle will be achieved through following different techniques which manipulates BO values. The same work that is conducted for 1s arrival rate applications, will be investigated for other higher and lower arrival rate applicants in order to decide both the optimal and the cut-off (BO, SO) values. Then the new adaptive algorithm behavior is going to be evaluated for such arrival rates applications. Other than average end to end delay criteria, PANc shall check PAN performance according to energy consumption metric and according to which the new adaptive algorithm shall be controlled.
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Abstract—Detecting Twitter spammer accounts using various classification machines learning algorithms was explored from an aspect of data preprocessing techniques. Data normalization, discretization and transformation were methods used for preprocessing in our study. Additionally, attribute reduction was performed by computing correlation coefficients among attributes and by other attribute selection methods to obtain high classification rates with classifiers, such as Support Vector Machine, Neural Networks, J4.8, and Random Forests. When top 24 attributes were selected and used for these classifiers, the overall classification rates obtained were very close in range 84.30% and 89%. There was no unique subset of attributes which performed the best, and there were various different sets of attributes playing important roles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Twitter6 [17] was started in 2006 by Jack Dorsey as an online social networking and microblogging service for users to send and receive short messages (called tweets) of up to 140 characters. Tweeter’s 140-character limit on a message serves modern day busy people’s trend of acquiring information in a short and quick way. There is much less mindless minutia to read through short tweets. People can spend 5 to 10 minutes on Twitter to find out fast what is happening in the world.

As a result, within the last few years, Twitter has grown to be one of the most popular social network sites with a half billion daily tweets as of October 2012, up from 140 million per day in early 2011. Along with Twitter’s growth, spam activities in Twitter have increased and have become a problem. Spamming has been around since the birth of internet and emails, and is not a unique problem with Twitter, but Twitter simply introduces new kinds of spam behavior. Unlike popular social networking service Facebook, or MySpace, anyone can read tweets without a Twitter account, but must register to post tweets. The fact that most accounts are public and can be followed without the user’s consent provides spammers with opportunities to easily follow legitimate users.

A recent spamming activity took place during the Russian parliament election December 4, 2011 [8]. For two days after the election, Twitter users posted over 800,000 tweets containing a hashtag related to elections. It turned out nearly half the tweets were spams with unrelated contents, and spam tweets were sent out through fraudulent accounts purchased by a single person in an attempt to disrupt political conversations following the announcement of the election results.

Twitter currently blocks malware by in-house-built heuristics rules using Google’s Safebrowsing application programming interface (API) [18] to filter spam activities described in the “Twitter Rules” posted in its web site. Some of spam definitions in the rule are such as an excessive account creation in a short time period, excessive requests to befriended other users, posting misleading links, and posting unrelated updates to a topic using a hashtag “#”. Twitter also checks twitter contents with uniform resource locators (URLs) to see if they are on its known harmful sites blacklist database. Harmful sites can be “phishing” sites, sites that download malicious software onto users’ computers, or spam sites that request personal information. However, C. Grier et al. [2] show that it takes a few weeks for URLs posted in Twitter to be on its blacklist. In addition to the fact that Twitter itself does to prevent spamming, Twitter relies on users to report spam. Once a report is filed, Twitter investigates it to decide to suspend an account or not. Currently, much research is going on to find a method to detect Twitter spamming in an efficient and automated way. After all, it is not very reliable for the Twitter community to depend on users to identify spams manually based on previous spam activities.

An example of a tweet is shown in Figure 1. It shows a tweet content of a Twitter user “CLU Career Services” with a Twitter ID “CLUCareer”. When a Twitter User name or a Twitter user ID is clicked, its public profile page shows a full name, a location, a web page, a short bio, along with tweet contents, the number of tweets, the total number of followers and their Twitter user names, the total number of people the user is following, and Twitter user names of people the user is following. The tweet content in Figure 1 contains a shortened link URL “bloom.bg/1IQHmLM” which points to an article page at [19]. Such shortened URLs allow users to post a message within 140 characters, but hide the source URLs, thus providing an easy opportunity for malicious users to phish and spam. This tweet message also contains a topic “Payrolls” which is identified with hashtag “#” in front of it and a mention to “BloombergNews” user with “@” symbol in front of it.

All this information can be gathered using Twitter API by crawling the Twitter web site. Using these collected “raw” data, different attributes, either content attributes or user behavior attributes [13] can be created.
The number of followers is an example of user behavior attributes while the number of URLs in tweets is a content attribute.

To identify spam tweets, classification machine learning methods which consist of a training (or learning) process and a testing process can be applied. During the training process, learning takes place to generalize information from a given data set which contains a large number of attributes. Often, using too many attributes may cause overfitting of data during training which can hinder classifiers from classifying “new” data correctly. Using too few attributes may not be powerful enough to generalize characteristics of data.

It is critical to use important and relevant attributes and remove redundant and irrelevant ones for a chosen machine learning algorithm to obtain high classification rates. Detecting spam tweets correctly not only provides a better Twitter social network environment in general, but also reduces the chance to anger legitimate users by mistakenly labeling them otherwise.

A desirable case is to use a small number of attributes which can distinguish data in one class from those in another class. Data with a small number of attributes executes fast during a training process and ultimately allows the machine learning system to make a fast classification decision with new data. This is critical in a real time application situation. It would be desirable to have an automated machine learning system which can detect Twitter spams in real time at a fast speed and alert the Twitter authority.

Normalization and discretization of numeric attribute data are widely used preprocessing methods. Discretization eliminates small data observation variations or errors while normalization is to avoid attributes in greater numeric ranges dominating those in smaller numeric ranges [6], thus potentially increasing the performance of classifiers. Data transformation is to map data value into another using a mathematical linear or nonlinear function to capture relationships, if any, between attributes.

In this paper, we analyze an impact of preprocessing of Twitter data for a spam detection task. More specifically the purpose is

- to evaluate the impact of using different attributes of Twitter data on different classifiers.
- to evaluate an impact of using a small number of attributes and a large number of attributes.
- to evaluate if preprocessing steps, such as discretization, normalization and transformation with Twitter data may increase classification rates.
- to evaluate if all these steps are consistently needed for all classifiers used.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes related work on spam detection. Section III describes data used, classifier methods, and evaluation methods. Section IV presents actual experiments and results, followed by the last section, Section V, to summarize the study results and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we first discuss previous studies on Twitter social media in general to get insight of Twitter data characteristics, then discuss previous studies on machine learning algorithms approaches for detecting and measuring Twitter spam.

Thomas et al. [3] analyzed over one million suspended Twitter accounts to characterize the behavior and lifetime of spam accounts, to understand how spammers abuse legitimate web services such as URL shortening services by exploring spam affiliate programs and market place of illegitimate programs run by spammers. They report that 77% of spam accounts are suspended within the first day of their first tweet and 92% of accounts within three days. Less than 9% of accounts form follower/following relationships with regular users, 52% of spam accounts use unsolicited mentions, and 17% used hashtags in the messages with unrelated contents for trend topic search. They also report that 89% of spam accounts have fewer than 10 followers.

Link is an important feature to detect spams or to infer user opinions in sentiment analysis [12]. The computed rank depends on the user’s connectivity in the social graph. The more followers a user has, the more likely his/her tweets are to be ranked high. Spammers attempt to use this ranking score by acquiring links in Twitter—they follow other users and try to get others to follow them as a courtesy of “social etiquette”. Cha et al. [11] and Ghosh et al. [5] studied links in Twitter and reported that popular users who have many followers are not necessarily influential in terms of spawning retweets or mentions. Kwak et al. [4] collected 41.7 million users to study follower-following topology of Twitter and reported that influence inferred from the number of followers and from the popularity of one’s tweet do not match. Their findings also show that ranking users by the number of followers matches with results computed by PageRank while ranking by retweets differs from PageRank and from the number of followers and any retweeted tweet reached an average 1000 users regardless of the number of followers of the original tweet account.

Previous study at U.C. Berkeley [14] shows that 45% of users on a social network site readily click on URLs without doubt. Grier et al. [7] collected over 400 public tweets and reported that 8% of 25 million unique URLs posted to Twitter point to phishing, malware, and scam. They reported that the click through rate is 0.13% which is almost twice higher than the email spam click through rate previously published and 80% of clicks occur within the first day of a spam URL appearing on Twitter.
Alex Wang [13] crawled Twitter and collected 29847 users with around 500K tweets and 49M follower/friends relationships. He manually labeled each tweet either as spam or non spam and found that only 1% is spam account. A graph based attribute reputation and content based attributes such as existence of duplicate tweets, the number of HTTP links, the number of replies/mentions, the number of tweets with trending topics are used with Bayesian classifier for spam detection and 89% overall classification rate was reported.

McCord and Chuah [14] collected 1000 Twitter user accounts and extracted the following attributes: distribution of Tweets over 24 hours, the number of friends, the number of followers, the number of URLs, the number of replies/mentions, weighted keywords, the number of retweets, and the number of hashtags and ran 4 different classifiers with theses attribute values. They reported that the Random Forest performs the best among 4 classifiers with an overall precision value of 0.957.

Benevento et al. [10] gathered a large Twitter data set related to three trend topics and extracted 39 contents attributes and 23 user behaviors attributes which were used with Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier to detect Twitter spammers. Further description of data can be found at Section III, since our study was conducted using this set of data. They reported classification rates of 70.1% and 96.4% for spam class and non spam class, respectively.

Twitter spammers are known to employ automation to publish tweets. Zhang et al. [16] presented a technique to detect automated twitter content updates. They tested 19436 accounts and reported that 16% exhibit highly automated behavior and verified accounts, most-followed accounts, and followers of the most followed account all have lower automation rates of 6.9%, 12% and 4.2%, respectively.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Data set

Data from Benevenuto et al. [10] was used as a basis for this study. In his work, Twitter was crawled to collect tweets with three most trendy topics at the time in August 2009 and 1065 legitimate accounts and 355 spam accounts were used for his study. Data contains thirty nine content attributes and twenty three user behaviors attributes, all numeric values, from the raw tweet information. Content attributes are a fraction of followings: tweets replied, tweets with spam words, tweets with URLs, along with the mean, median, min, and max of the followings: the number of hashtags per words on each tweet, URLs per word on each tweet, characters per tweet, hashtags per tweet, mentions per tweet, numeric characters per tweet, URLs per tweet, words per tweet and times a tweet is retweeted.

Two additional attributes which are computed from existing attributes are added to the data for our study. One is reputation defined by Wang [13] as a ratio of the number of followers to the sum of the number of followers and the number of followees. The second is Influence factor, which is defined for this study as a ratio of the sum of a number of times mentioned and a number of times a user was mentioned to the sum of a number of times mentioned, a number of times a user mentioned, and a number of times a user replied.

B. Methods

Four classifiers, SVM, random forest (RF), a multi layer back propagation neural networks and J4.8 decision tree implemented in the open source data mining suites WEKA were used in our experiments. WEKA [20] is a data mining software developed at the University of Waikato, New Zealand. For SVM, a program grid.py from the libSVM implementation site [6] was used to select two important parameters, C a penalty parameter of an error term and gamma a RBF kernel function coefficient. These values are used for SVM in WEKA.

C. Evaluations

The ten cross validation is used to measure the generalization performance of classifiers used in this research. The method first partitions data into 10 equal sized segments and in each iteration, 9 different segments are used for training and 1 remaining segment is used for testing. This repeats 10 times and an average of 10 results from testing segment is computed.

Classifier performance results are discussed using values derived from a confusion matrix. TABLE I shows a confusion matrix of two classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual Class</th>
<th>Predicted Class1</th>
<th>Predicted Class2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual Class1</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual Class2</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

True Positive (TP) for class 1 is \( a/(a+c) \) and False Positive(FP) for class 1 is \( c/(c+d) \). Precision for class 1 \( P = a/(a+c) \) is the ratio of the number of data predicted correctly to the total predicted as class 1. Recall for class 1 \( R = a/(a+b) \) is the ratio of the number of data correctly predicted to the number of data in class 1. TP, FP, P and R for class 2 are similarly defined. A classification rate or an average weighted TP rate in WEKA is defined as the ratio of the number of correctly predicted data to the total number of data in both classes, \( (a+d)/(a+b+c+d) \). F-measure is a weighted average of the precision P and recall R to measure of a test’s accuracy and is defined as \( 2*P*R/(P+R) \).

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Normalization

The original data set has a vast range of attribute values. Seventeen attributes such as a fraction of tweets replied are
in a range between 0 and 1 while most of content based features such as the number of followers are in a range 0 and over 40000. The age of an account and an elapsed time between tweets are measured in seconds so values range between 0 and 87,000,000. We investigated if attributes in greater numeric data ranges dominate their significance in learning and produce inaccurate classification. Experiments without normalization and with normalization in a range -1 and 1 were performed with libSVM and results shown in TABLE II. It also shows that without normalizing data, the spam class was predicted very poorly with only 6.8% TP rate and the overall classification rate of 68.9%. With data normalization, not only the classification rate went up significantly to 88.3%, but also more importantly the spam class TP values went up to 75.2%! When data is normalized between 0 and 1, similar results to those with normalization between -1 and 1 are obtained.

Our next experiment is to evaluate sensitivity of classifiers with data normalization to obtain high classification rates. Classification rates obtained with 4 classifiers using both original data set and normalized data set are presented below in TABLE III. Without data normalization, both the multi-layer neural networks and libSVM show a low performance with 68.68% and 70.42% classification rates respectively, while J48 and Random Forests consistently perform well regardless of data normalization.

B. Manual attributes selection

A manual attribute selection process used for this study is based on the notion that an attribute with a high correlation with the “class” attribute, but with a low correlation with other attributes is a “good” attribute. Correlation between the “class” attribute and an attribute being reviewed is computed for all attributes. For instance, the “existence of spam words in the screen name” attribute has -0.01085 correlation values with the “class” attribute, so this attribute is considered not very useful and is eliminated from the attribute list. Attributes min of the number of URLs per tweet and max of the number of URLs per tweet showed a similar trend and as a result, they are eliminated from the attribute list. Similar steps were taken with all other attributes for selecting good attributes.

Redundancy of attributes is evaluated by their correlation values which are shown in TABLE III. When there is high correlation between two attributes, one attribute is eliminated and if there is no strong correlation between two attributes, both are kept. In the case of the number of words per tweet and the number of characters per tweet, there is a little correlation so both are kept. After this manual process, 24 attributes are selected.

C. Using WEKA attribute selection methods

Chi Squared Attribute selection, Filtered Attribute selection, Info Gain Attribute evaluation, Gain Ratio Attribute Eval and oneR AttributeEval with Ranker selection method were used to rank original 62 attributes.

Top 10 ranking from Filtered Attribute Evaluation and Info Gain Attribute Evaluation are quite similar, but are quite

| TABLE II. BETTER PERFORMANCE OF NORMALIZED DATA WITH SVM |
|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|
| Without scaling |        |        |        |
| TP rate | FP rate | Precision | Recall |
| No spam class | 1 | 0.932 | 0.682 | 1 |
| Spam class | 0.068 | 0 | 1 | 0.068 |
| Classification rate | 0.689 | 0.622 | 0.788 | 0.689 |
| Data scaled [-1,1] |        |        |        |
| TP rate | FP rate | Precision | Recall |
| No spam class | 0.947 | 0.248 | 0.885 | 0.947 |
| Spam class | 0.752 | 0.053 | 0.876 | 0.752 |
| Classification rate | 0.883 | 0.183 | 0.882 | 0.883 |

| TABLE III. PAIRED-T-TEST OF F MEASURE OF CLASSIFICATION RATES |
|-------------|-------------|-------------|
| libSVM | MultiLayer NN | J48 |
| Original data | 68.68 | 70.42 | 83.22 |
| Normalized data | 87.59 | 87.47 | 85.54 |
| Random Forest | 88.55 | 88.16 |

| TABLE IV. CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF SOME PAIRED ATTRIBUTES |
|-------------|-------------|
| Two Attributes selected for correlation inspection | Correlation coefficients |
| number of hashtags per word on each tweet(mean). | 0.886909 |
| number of hashtags per tweet(mean). | 0.742563 |
| number of posted tweets per day(mean). | 0.903385 |
| number of posted tweets per week(mean). | 0.862586 |
| number of followees of a user’s followers. | 0.349 |
| number of followers. | |
| number of followers of a user’s followers. | |
| number of followers. | |
| number of words per tweet (mean). | |
| number of characters per tweet (mean). | |

Different from those obtained by 3 others and top 10 rankings from these 3 methods have only a few attributes in common. Simply there is not a group of top 10 attributes common for all selection methods. TABLE V shows three attributes, the number of followers per followees, fraction of tweets replied, and the number of times the user replied are on the top 10 ranking attributes for all 5 selection methods. When a comparison is made for top 24 attributes, a situation is worse—there is less percentage of common attributes selected by all 5 methods.

However, despite different rankings of attributes, when top 24 attributes were used with classifiers, all of them showed compatible classification rates, slightly lower than results obtained when manually selected 24 attributes were used as shown in TABLE V.
D. Data discretization

This process reduces the number of possible values for attributes with continuous values. Equal-interval binning was performed. An objective is to measure an effectiveness of data discretization on classifier performance. With the original data set of 62 attributes, attributes with a very large data range such as the number of followers, the number of followers, number of tweets, and age of the user account are discretized into 10 bins and results such as TP, P and F values of spam class and no spam class along with the overall classification rate are as shown in TABLE VII. Classifier performances of all classifiers are compatible to those obtained from data normalization.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we explore attribute reduction and data preprocessing such as data normalization and discretization from the aspect of Twitter spam detection using various machine learning algorithms. Four classifiers SVM, back propagation multilayer neural network, decision tree J4.8 and random forest.

TABLE V. COMMON TOP TEN RANKING ATTRIBUTES SELECTED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>attributes</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attributes ranked in a top 10 by all selection methods.</td>
<td>Number of followers per followers.</td>
<td>Fraction of tweets replied.</td>
<td>Number of times the user replied.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attributes ranked in a top 10 by 4 selection methods.</td>
<td>Fraction of tweets with URLs.</td>
<td>Average number of URLs on each tweet.</td>
<td>Number of times user replied.</td>
<td>age of the user account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attributes ranked in a top 10 by 3 selection methods.</td>
<td>Average number of hashtags per word on each tweet.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI. CLASSIFICATION WITH DIFFERENT ATTRIBUTES OF DIFFERENT CLASSIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>libSVM</th>
<th>MultiLayer NN</th>
<th>J48</th>
<th>Random Forest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manually picked 24 attributes</td>
<td>87.90</td>
<td>87.72</td>
<td>85.98</td>
<td>88.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChiSquare</td>
<td>84.57</td>
<td>87.83</td>
<td>86.19</td>
<td>87.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GainRatioAttributeEval</td>
<td>86.83</td>
<td>87.71</td>
<td>86.39</td>
<td>87.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfoGainAttributeEval</td>
<td>86.12</td>
<td>87.23</td>
<td>86.12</td>
<td>88.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OneRAttributeEval</td>
<td>86.23</td>
<td>87.72</td>
<td>86.35</td>
<td>87.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using correlation coefficients, good attributes are selected manually and are compared to those obtained with 5 WEKA attribute selection methods. With correlation coefficient and along with Twitter data structure information, a total of 24 attributes were selected and results obtained with 4 classifiers were very close, or slightly higher values obtained with attributes selected by WEKA attribute selection methods.

TABLE VII. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS (%) FROM DATA DISCRETIZATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Overall TP</th>
<th>Nospam TP</th>
<th>Spam TP</th>
<th>Nospam P</th>
<th>Spam P</th>
<th>Nospam F</th>
<th>Spam F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>libSVM</td>
<td>87.32</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML NN</td>
<td>87.32</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>0.877</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J48</td>
<td>86.29</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>0.773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>88.26</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.803</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The newly introduced attribute influence factor has a much higher correlation coefficient (> 0.35) with the ‘class’ attribute while its component attributes, the number of times mentioned, the number of times the user was replied, the number of times the user replied, has correlation coefficient values 0.11449, 0.149, and 0.256 respectively with the class attribute. This means the better attribute “influence factor” was created through a linear data transformation of existing three attributes to boost the classifier performance.

When the original data was used initially, the overall classification rate obtained with libSVM was 68.9% with TP value of no spam class= 1 and TP value of spam class =0.068 which is extremely low. This is a much skewed classification result that most of spam accounts were misclassified as non spam while non spam accounts were 100% correctly classified. The probable explanation for this is that attributes which represent characteristics of the spam class have small data ranges compared to other attributes and thus can’t contribute to correctly classify the spam class. With back propagation multi layer neural network, the similar results and explanation can be applied. Both libSVM and multilayer back propagation neural network consider and add up all attributes and as a result, scaling becomes important. In tree decision algorithm such as J48 and Random Forest, each attribute is individually considered for information gain, so normalization is not an important factor and such is the case with twitter data.

Data discretization produced similar results to those obtained by data normalization process, classification rates of libSVM and multi layer neural networks increased significantly and TP value of the spam class increased dramatically over to 0.7 from 0.068. We also report that when the number of bins was increased from 10 to 15, classification performance changed less than 5%.

Regardless of all methods applied, the highest TP of the spam class is relatively low with a value of 0.752 while the highest TP obtained in our experiments for the non spam class is quite high with a value of 0.964. This is a slightly higher value than 0.701 reported by Benevenuto [10] where data for our study came from.

A close comparison with two other works [13][14], which used similar attributes and reported higher spam class TP rates is further discussed to hopefully understand why our data shows low non spam class TP rates and to continue this study in the future work.
McCord [14] collected data at random without considering trendy topics while Benevenuto did with three specific popular topics at the time Twitter data was gathered. The two unique attribute used in McCord’s work are the word weight metric which is a difference between the weight of spam words and the weight of legitimate words in tweets. The sum of all weights is used as a “word weight metric” attribute. This weight parameter controls a probability that a word can be in a list of spam words and a probability that it can be in the regular word list. And the other unique attribute used for their study is the time of a day a tweet was posted. The rationale of this attribute is that spammers work at night.

Wang [13] reported TP value 0.89 of the spam class and the overall classification rate 91.7% and the recall value R 0.917 with Naïve Bayesian classifier. With SVM, neural networks, and J48 decision tree, 100%, 100%, and 66.7% overall classification rates respectively reported. But the reported recall rates for three classifiers are very low, 0.333, 0.417, 0.25 for decision tree, neural network, SVM respectively. In his work, like McCord’s work, random Twitter accounts were collected without considering trendy topics. And the unique attributes used in his work are reputation which we used for our study and the total number of duplicate tweets which is computed by using Levenshtein distance. The rationale is that spammers use different user names to post the same contents. An observation worth mentioning is that the number of hashtags for the spam class in his study is lower than those for the non spam class. Many spam accounts have less than or equal to 2 average hashtags while non spam accounts have anywhere from 0 to 20 (an estimate of an average number of hashtags by a quick visual inspection of Figure 7d in his work is about 7).

This is quite contrast to what Benevenuto’s data shows regarding the hashtags that spammers post much higher fraction of hashtags per tweet. This contrast may come from the fact that data crawled from Twitter by Benevenuto et al. was using trendy topics while Wang’s was gathered at random without using any trendy topic. This comparison suggests that spammers use more hashtags to capture legitimate users attention when there are hot trendy topics being discussed but when there is little hot trendy topics being discussed among Twitter users, usage of hashtags among spammers and among non spammers is not much different.

In conclusion, our study shows that normalization, transformation and discretization improve Twitter spam/no spam classification rates, especially the spam class when libSVM and back propagation multi layer neural networks were used. And our study demonstrates that when using a smaller number of attributes selected manually using correlation coefficient, equally high classification rates were obtained. This is an important finding for a real time detection of spams. Further investigation of Twitter characteristics is needed to understand why the spam class TP value is not as high as we hope to.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Business Intelligence has become an integral part of many successful organizations. Analyzing data and making decisions based upon the analysis is very important for an organization’s growth. Data mining techniques help analyze the substantial data available to assist in decision-making. Among the most frequently used data mining techniques, association rule mining is a very important one. For example, in market analysis, association rule mining helps identify what items are purchased together by customers and generate interesting rules (depending on the measure of interestingness selected) based on the transactional data. Many approaches [2,3,10,12,14] have been proposed to mine association rules but a majority of them depend on the Apriori algorithm as the basis [2]. Due to huge size of the datasets, running these algorithms and mining association rules on a single computer is not very efficient because it is limited by the processor capacity, RAM, storage, and various other factors. Hence, it is necessary to develop distributed algorithms to perform association rule mining. Performing large-scale computing and data mining is one of the issues in future computing.

It was observed that most algorithms for association rule mining ran out of memory even for small datasets and a small support count. There are some parallelized algorithms for association rule mining, but all of them handle the communication in the network, load balancing or other distributed tasks [1,4,5,6,9,13,15,17,18]. The goal of this work was to see if there would be a distributed framework where data intensive tasks could be performed without the overhead of the programmer managing the distributed part of the system. Apache Hadoop was shown to be a good framework for this task [16]. Very little research has been done on implementing association rule mining algorithms on Hadoop, although there are a few studies on implementing association rule mining using cloud computing [7,11,16]. For this study, Apache Hadoop was chosen as the distributed framework to implement the Apriori algorithm [2] and to evaluate the performance of the algorithm on Hadoop.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the background related to association rule mining and Hadoop. Section III details the proposed framework, algorithm, and implementation. Section IV presents evaluation followed by the conclusion and future work in Section IV.

II. BACKGROUND

This section introduces the concepts of association rule mining, the original Apriori algorithm for association rule mining, previous approaches to parallelize Apriori algorithm, the MapReduce framework, and Hadoop.

A. Association Rule Mining

Association rule mining was originally proposed for Market Basket Analysis [2]. By searching for frequent patterns in transactional data sets, interesting associations and correlations between item sets in transactional and relational databases may be discovered.

Market Basket Analysis is a modeling technique based upon the theory that if you purchase a particular group of items, you are more likely to purchase another group of items. For example, if a customer purchases some pizza dough, it is more likely he/she will also purchase some pizza sauce. Placing them at the same aisle in the store or even bundling them together could help increase profits. Just the knowledge that customers often purchase certain items in groups could open up new possibilities in businesses.

In the aforementioned example, the set of items a customer purchases is referred to as an itemset, and market basket analysis seeks to find relationships between itemsets. Typically the relationship will be in the form of a rule, such as: customer purchases pizza dough → customer purchases pizza sauce.
There are two measures, support and confidence, which can be used to measure the interestingness of the rules. Support indicates the frequency of the occurring pattern while confidence measures the strength of the association.

B. Apriori Algorithm

The Apriori algorithm [2] has been the basis for many other algorithms in association rule mining. Subsequently, there were many modifications and other algorithms to mine frequent patterns in data [3,10,12,14]. A brief summary of the Apriori algorithm is given below.

The Apriori algorithm is an iterative approach to generate frequent itemsets based upon a user provided minimum support and confidence. Candidate itemsets of size k are generated based upon frequent itemsets of size k-1. The basic algorithm works as follows (Fig. 1):

\[
\begin{align*}
C_k & : \text{Candidate itemset of size } k \\
L_k & : \text{frequent itemset of size } k \\
L_1 & : = \{\text{frequent items of size } 1\}; \\
& \text{for } (k = 1; L_k \neq \emptyset; k++) \text{ do begin} \\
& \quad C_{k+1} = \text{candidates generated from } L_k; \\
& \quad \text{for each transaction } t \text{ in database do} \\
& \quad \quad \text{Increment the count of all candidates in } C_{k+1} \text{ that are contained in } t \\
& \quad \quad L_{k+1} = \text{candidates in } C_{k+1} \text{ with min_support} \\
& \quad \text{end} \\
& \text{return } U_1L_k;
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 1. Apriori algorithm

A major drawback of this algorithm is the high I/O costs. The database needs to be scanned during each iteration, which is expensive. With huge datasets, this may consume significant system resources in order to scan and hold the transactions in memory.

C. Parallel versions of Apriori

The authors of the Apriori algorithm also proposed three parallelized versions of the algorithm to run on multiple nodes [1], including Count Distribution, Data Distribution, and Candidate Distribution algorithms.

The Count Distribution algorithm uses a simple principle of allowing redundant computations in parallel on otherwise idle processors to avoid communication. The basic idea is that each processor will scan the local data asynchronously in parallel to do the local counting, but the candidate itemsets that each processor counts are identical except during the first pass. At the end of each pass, they must synchronize to calculate the global counts. Additional details may be found in [1].

The main disadvantage of the Count Distribution algorithm is that it does not exploit the aggregate memory of the cluster. The Data Distribution algorithm attempts to address this issue. Unlike the Count Distribution algorithm, the Data Distribution algorithm counts mutually exclusive candidate items. Hence, as the number of nodes increases, more candidate itemsets may be counted in one pass. The major downside of this algorithm is the additional overhead of transmitting the local data along with the candidate itemsets.

The Candidate Distribution algorithm does not require data or candidate itemset communication between processors. This addresses some of the problems associated with count and data distribution methods. In the aforementioned two approaches, dependencies exist between the processors; if the load balancing and synchronization is not performed properly, the algorithm slows down considerably. Candidate Distribution eliminates this by removing the node communication. The basic idea is to divide the candidate itemsets and data among the nodes in such a way that each processor or node can perform the counting of candidates independently of the other processors. This division is performed after a certain number of passes, which is determined heuristically during the iterations.

During the tests performed by the authors, they found that the Count Distribution algorithm is the best way to parallelize the Apriori algorithm.

D. MapReduce Model

MapReduce [8] is a distributed software framework introduced by Google in 2004 to support distributed computing on large datasets on clusters of computers. MapReduce was derived from the mapreduce feature of functional programming languages but was adapted to distributed computing. It consists of two steps: Map and Reduce.

The Map phase consists of a Mapper class that receives an input (key, value) pair and produces a set of intermediate key/value pairs. The MapReduce library groups together all intermediate values associated with the same intermediate key and passes them to the Reduce function. It essentially emits all the key/value pairs containing the same key to the reducer.

The Reducer class contains the reduce function that accepts an intermediate key and a set of values for that key. It merges together these values to form a possibly smaller set of values and writes them to the specified output.

The basic MapReduce architecture is shown in Fig. 2.

![MapReduce architecture](image-url)
To use the MapReduce programming model, each task must be represented as some computation on a list of key-value pairs.

E. Apache Hadoop

The following is a description of Hadoop from the official Apache website [20]: “Hadoop MapReduce is an open source software framework for writing applications which process vast amounts of data (multi-terabyte datasets) in-parallel on large clusters (thousands of nodes) of commodity hardware in a reliable, fault-tolerant manner.”

Hadoop MapReduce makes use of the Hadoop File System (HDFS) as the underlying distributed file system architecture. HDFS is responsible for distributing the data across multiple nodes and the number of replications, etc. There are many parameters which can be configured based on the requirement from the configuration files provided by the Hadoop distribution.

Minimally, applications specify the input/output locations and supply map and reduce functions via implementations of appropriate interfaces and/or abstract-classes. Further details may be found on the Apache Hadoop website [20].

Hadoop has three modes of operation: Standalone mode, Pseudo-Distributed mode, and Fully Distributed mode.

In Standalone mode, also known as local mode, there are no daemons running and everything runs within a single JVM (Java Virtual Machine). This is the default mode of operation and is suitable for running MapReduce programs during development, since it is easy to test and debug. In this mode, a single Hadoop node is created but does not use the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). This means that all input and output files are read from and written to the underlying OS file system; thus, there appear to be no benefits in using HDFS.

In Pseudo-distributed mode, all of the Hadoop daemons run on the local machine, thus simulating a cluster on a single machine. Other than where the Hadoop processes are running (one machine vs. one machine per node), this mode is the same as distributed mode. In this mode, Hadoop starts all of the processes for all of the configured nodes on the same machine. This mode is useful because it allows the architect to observe how applications respond to running on a Hadoop cluster, but without the overhead of setting up the individual machines for the nodes of the cluster. While the task is much easier for a software architect using a cloud and Hadoop, there is still some overhead involved. Because the HDFS is used by default, benefits may be gained from using it.

In Fully distributed mode, the Hadoop daemons run on a cluster of machines. Each Hadoop node is started on the specified machine. As with pseudo-distributed, HDFS is used.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

The Count Distribution strategy was chosen for implementing the Apriori algorithm on a Hadoop cluster. Hadoop is not suited to implement the Data Distribution strategy since the data distribution cannot be controlled on Hadoop. It does not make sense in the MapReduce world to transmit data to other nodes. The Candidate Distribution strategy does not work either because a particular data block cannot be assigned to a particular node in Hadoop.

A very high-level view of the modified algorithm is provided below in Fig. 3.

The algorithm works as follows. By using the HDFS file system and configuring it, Hadoop can automatically split the data files into smaller chunks and distribute them over the Hadoop cluster. The replication factor can be specified to replicate the data on multiple nodes so that the algorithm works even if a node does not work during the execution. The output files containing the frequent itemsets are stored in the output folder of the HDFS. These files need to be retrieved to the local system to generate subsequent candidates.

For performing the counting in parallel, each map job is configured to have the candidate itemset list and each node in the cluster has certain data blocks. The jobs are run multiple times for each frequent itemset having the minimum support. Each Map task that runs on a node reads the chunks present locally and emits the candidate, a count of 1 for each time the candidate is found in the file. The reduce function then aggregates all these counts for a particular key and emits the candidate to the output file only if it satisfies the minimum count. The output file is then read and the candidate list for the next iteration is generated. Thus, the counting step is parallelized.

IV. EVALUATION

To evaluate how well the design of the algorithm scales on multiple nodes and whether Hadoop as a framework is a good fit to perform association rule mining, some analyses were performed. The following section details how the data were generated and various analyses performed.
A. Datasets used and Data Generation

We generated many datasets with varying parameters, but for the analysis we used four of them. We used a synthetic data generator to generate the transactions to perform frequent pattern mining. But the generated data would not be a perfect way to test the system as it was arbitrarily generated and may not really reflect real world data. Hence, we also used a dataset from the FIMI repository [19]. The dataset and a brief description of the dataset are given below.

1) Dataset: Accidents.dat
This dataset of traffic accidents was originally obtained from the National Institute of Statistics (NIS) for the region of Flanders (Belgium) for the period from 1991 to 2000. In total, 340,184 traffic accident records are included in the dataset with 572 different attribute values. On average, 45 attributes are filled out for each accident. More details about the attributes can be found in the FIMI repository.

2) Synthetically generated Datasets
The authors of the Apriori algorithm at IBM have developed their own tool to generate datasets to test their algorithm. They used different parameters to generate the dataset. The major factors are:
- Average size of the transaction (Ts)
- Number of transactions (Tn)
- Average size of maximal potentially frequent itemsets (P)
- Number of maximally potentially frequent itemsets (L)
- Number of items (N)

Many other studies used the aforementioned IBM Data generator to generate synthetic data generator. However the tool is now obsolete. Hence, ARTool[21], another open source tool package, was chosen for generating the synthetic data. The tool is an open source tool developed at the University of Massachusetts at Boston and it provides options to mimic the parameters and datasets. By using this tool, four datasets were generated. They are summarized in Table I:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Tn</th>
<th>Ts</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200K_50</td>
<td>200K</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200K_130</td>
<td>200K</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200K_120</td>
<td>200K</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100K_50</td>
<td>100K</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Cluster Setup

Hadoop, as explained earlier, runs in three different modes. All three modes of operation were used while developing and testing the algorithm.

Standalone mode: When the Hadoop and MapReduce framework were tested, many test programs had to be written to test Mappers and Reducers performing tasks in parallel. For the purpose of testing the basics of Hadoop, the NetBeans IDE with a plug-in called Karmasphere was used to test Hadoop applications that had been written. Karmasphere simulates Hadoop and provides Mappers and Reducers within a single node. It uses only the local file system and no distribution of data occurs. The first basic version of Apriori was developed according to MapReduce framework in this mode and was tested on small datasets to determine if the core algorithm was generating correct results.

Pseudo-Distributed Mode: This mode uses the HDFS system and distributes data albeit in a single node. It simulates the Hadoop environment on a single node. Essentially it is a cluster with just one node in it. The Mapper and Reducer run as separate daemons in the system. This mode was used to test whether the program was reading and writing files correctly from and to the HDFS and local file system and vice versa.

Fully Distributed Mode: This is the mode where we have a full Hadoop cluster with multiple nodes running the program. Initially a Hadoop cluster was built with two nodes, i.e., a system and a VM within the system to test the application. We used this to test if the cluster was setup correctly and to understand the complexity of setting up a Hadoop cluster. The IBM smart cloud was then chosen to test the algorithm and the framework. IBM smart cloud is a PAAS (Platform as a Service) that provides Hadoop master and data nodes. The programmer does not need to create the cluster nor perform installation and maintenance of the cluster. This is automatically performed by the cloud provider. With access to 5 nodes in the cloud, multiple tests were performed to generate some interesting and promising results. The following sections describe these results.

C. Analysis on Number of Nodes vs. Running Time

In this analysis, the goal was to test if there would be an improvement in the running time as the number of nodes increased. The accident.dat from the FIMI repository was used as a dataset and the program was run on 2, 3, 4, and 5 nodes. The results are shown below in Table II and Fig. 4.

TABLE I. DATASETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Tn</th>
<th>Ts</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200K_50</td>
<td>200K</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200K_130</td>
<td>200K</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200K_120</td>
<td>200K</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100K_50</td>
<td>100K</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. NUMBER OF NODES VS. RUNNING TIME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Time (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accidents.dat</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accidents.dat</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accidents.dat</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accidents.dat</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Number of nodes vs. running time
As is evidenced, as the number of nodes increases, the running time of the algorithm decreases drastically. But the decrease in time is not always at the same rate. This depends upon the size of the data, and more importantly, the split factor of the data. When the files are transferred from the local file system to HDFS, a block size needs to be specified for the file to be split into. Each block is then assigned to a node and all the operations on that block are performed by only that node. If the number of nodes exceeds the number of blocks, it is a waste of resources. So, at some point, increasing the number of nodes would not lead to the decrease in time. This point could not be reached in this analysis as there were a limited number of nodes in the cluster.

The important conclusion from this analysis is that running the Apriori algorithm parallel on individual data blocks on Hadoop does lead to a significant performance increase and Hadoop as a distributed framework is a good platform to use to perform data intensive computations. Another observation that should be noted is the advantage of using a cloud platform to achieve this. Both the individual cluster and the IBM smart cloud were utilized and clearly, in terms of adding new nodes to the cluster and scalability, using a cloud is much more advantageous than building one’s own cluster. Substantial maintenance costs could be associated with maintaining one’s own Hadoop cluster as typically such mining tasks are not run every day but rather once in two weeks or once a month. There are many cloud providers offering a Hadoop cluster and using these cloud vendors is much less expensive and also much more efficient than running it on one’s own cluster.

D. Analysis on Running Time Comparison Based on Dataset

In this analysis, the goal was to test the performance of the algorithm on different datasets. The percentage decrease in time was used as a measure for testing the performance. The two datasets were synthetically generated, i.e., 100K_50 and 200K_50, and run on the Hadoop cluster with varying number of nodes. The algorithm was run on both datasets on 2, 3, 4 and 5 nodes in order to compare the decrease in time needed to run the algorithm. The results obtained are shown in Table III and Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 provides some really interesting insights into Hadoop and the algorithm in general. The running time on two nodes was used as a reference to compare the decrease in time when running the algorithm on the two datasets on different number of nodes. As shown in Fig. 5, as the size of the dataset increases, the time gained by running the algorithm on multiple nodes increases considerably. Consider the case of running the program on the 200K transactions dataset. The percentage decrease in time by running it on 5 nodes is close to 64% as compared to running it on 2 nodes. This is a significant increase in the efficiency of the algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Percentage drop in time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>29.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another interesting result observed is that the program scales well for larger datasets. As is evident, in almost every instance the time saved by running the larger dataset on multiple nodes is higher than the time saved by running the program on smaller dataset. This can be attributed to the fact that when running the algorithm in parallel on individual data blocks, the amount of time needed to perform the counting decreases. In Hadoop, we use HDFS as the distributed file system. HDFS splits the entire file into a number of blocks. So, if the number of nodes working on individual data blocks simultaneously is increased, the time is reduced. Thus, it is very important to choose the cluster size and file split size depending upon the data.

Another important observation relates to the 100K transaction. When running the algorithm on 4 nodes and then on 5 nodes, instead of time decrease which was expected, there was actually an increase in time. The job specifics were studied in order to understand this result and it was found that even though there were 5 nodes in the cluster, as a result of the division of the file, only 4 nodes were participating in the Map and Reduce phases. This unnecessarily caused some overhead in communication. So, it is very important to fix the file split size appropriately depending on the cluster. This is the same reason why there was a spike in the decrease in percentage of time as we added one more node to 4 nodes in the case of 200K transactions. The JobTracker was again studied to see what caused such a spike and noticed that when there were 5 nodes in the cluster, each Map task worked on an individual data block. A Map task is nothing more than a running instance of the Map class on the client node. Whereas in the case of 4 nodes, there were some pending map tasks which had to be computed again. Hence, it caused the steep increase in performance of the program. This reiterates how important the factors controlling the Hadoop environment are. There are many other factors to affect how Hadoop may
be configured, such as setting the number of map tasks, reduce tasks, defining our own split function, etc.

E. Analysis on Running Time vs. Transaction Length

In this analysis, the goal was to test how the running time varies based on the length of the transaction. The tests confirmed what was expected. A 200K transaction database generated synthetically was chosen. The average lengths of the transactions were chosen to be 20, 30, and 50. The results are shown in Table IV and Fig. 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Time(min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200k_50</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200k_30</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200k_20</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Running time vs. transaction length

The results for this analysis are straight-forward. When the transaction size is small, there is fast processing to count the candidate itemsets; hence, less time.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the design, implementation, and evaluation of using Hadoop as a distributed framework for association rule mining was presented. This proves that a parallelized version of the Apriori could be very efficient and easy to port to Hadoop. The IBM smart cloud was also used and it shows the huge potential that cloud computing has to offer to organizations performing data mining tasks. The cloud provides an easy-to-use interface and web consoles to launch the cluster with pre-installed software and network connectivity. This is particularly useful as the programmer can instead concentrate on writing efficient algorithms and optimizing the data analysis rather than worrying about the maintenance of the Hadoop cluster.

For this paper, the main goal was not to optimize the Apriori algorithm but to test whether it can be implemented on Hadoop with satisfactory results. A modified version of the algorithm was designed and provided very good results with respect to the platform; yet it is currently slow. The speed of the algorithm may be improved to a large extent by using Tries and other alternative implementations for counting the candidates.
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Abstract—Archiving procedures are a key parameter for Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms, since they guarantee the algorithm convergence and the good spread of the obtained solutions in the final Pareto front. For many practical applications, the cost of the algorithm is clearly dominated by the computational cost of the underlying fitness functions, allowing complex processes to be incorporated into the archiving procedure. This work presents a study of the archiving technique for evolutionary polygonal approximation (the division of a given curve into a set of n segments represented by a linear model) based on the epsilon-glitch concept, highlighting the cost of the technique compared to the fitness computation, and proposing a novel alternative archiving procedure, which yields statistically significant better results compared to available approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA) have become a proficient tool dealing with multi-objective problems [1]. This can be shown by the growing number of real world applications related to their use in the last years [2], with examples such as marine vehicle design [3], groundwater monitoring applications [4], or architectural design [5].

The phases of a MOEA can be stated as follows [1]: initialization, dominated individuals removal, use of density estimators, evolutionary operations, next generation selection, check termination criterion, and archive updating. Archive handling is a phase which is also very common for a wide range of metaheuristics [6]. Archiving can be defined as the process of storing individuals from a population to preserve them from the usual cycles of the evolutionary process applied to the consecutive generations. Some of the initial MOEAs including explicit archiving techniques were SPEA [7], PAES [8] and MOMGA [9].

The initial concern regarding archiving procedures was to guarantee a good distribution of the Pareto optimal solutions, since convergence was considered guaranteed [10]. However, as established in [11], under standard Pareto-based selection schemes, deterioration may occur, and, thus, convergence is no longer guaranteed. Examples of algorithms suffering this effect are PAES [8] or SPEA [7].

One of the most successful MOEAs introduced up to date, regarding its impact in the research community and extended use, is probably SPEA2 [12]. This algorithm introduced a novel archiving technique based on an environmental selection process, according to the concept of strength: for every individual, how many individuals dominate and are dominated by it. This process provided the algorithm with statistically significant improvements versus relevant coetaneous algorithms, such as NSGA-II [13]. It must be noted, though, that these comparisons measured the computational cost for the stopping criterion in terms of function evaluations, disregarding the cost of the algorithms procedures (including the archiving technique).

Polygonal approximation techniques [14] are segmentation processes (the division of a given series of data into n segments, usually represented by a linear model) applied to closed curves as an offline process. The multi-objective nature of these processes has been explicitly faced in recent works [15], [16], as opposed to traditional heuristic, single objective approaches [17].

In [16], a MOEA for polygonal approximation is presented based on the SPEA2 algorithm. Its results proved to be statistically significant compared to a set of traditional heuristic techniques in terms of quality. This work will present an alternative archiving strategy comparing the cost of the environmental selection process versus a specific archiving technique based on the discrete nature of one of the objectives, inspired by the \( \varepsilon \)-dominance technique introduced in [11]. \( \varepsilon \)-dominance describes the value required for solution to dominate another one (and can be presented in additive or multiplicative terms). The presented proposal can be considered on terms of a general novel archiving procedure and also as a specific proposal for the multi-objective polygonal segmentation domain, which benefits from its improvements.

The remaining sections are organized according to the following structure: Section II focuses on the general presentation of the novel archiving procedure, analyzing some of the literature regarding archiving techniques and highlighting the basis for the presented proposal. Section III will present the MOEA approach for polygonal approximation, which is the specific problem that inspires the presented technique and also the one it is applied to in order to verify its results, followed by Section IV, where the proposed archiving technique is presented and detailed. Finally, Section V presents the experimental results obtained, and Section VI the obtained conclusions from these results and possible future lines for the developed research.
II. ARCHIVING TECHNIQUES AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL SELECTION PROCESS

In [11], Laumanns et al. proved that many MOEAs based on standard Pareto-based selection schemes could suffer deterioration, not guaranteeing convergence. Deterioration occurred when elements of a solution set at a given time were dominated by a solution set which the algorithm maintained some time before. Based on these observations, they presented new archiving strategies based on the \( \varepsilon \)-dominance concept, attempting to provide both convergence and good distribution properties.

However, in [18], some of the issues with this approach were highlighted, mainly the choice of the \( \varepsilon \) initial parameter. This parameter could be chosen by either a preset value or by an adaptive procedure. In the former case, the number of points in the archive is bounded by a function of the (possibly unknown) objective space ranges. In the latter case, \( \varepsilon \) may become arbitrarily large, providing a poor final archived set compared to the sequence of points presented to the archiving algorithm.

SPEA algorithm family, both SPEA [7] and SPEA2 [12], relies on the concept of strength for their archiving strategy: originally proportional to the number of solutions which an individual dominated (in the SPEA algorithm), it was improved in the SPEA2 algorithm by also including the number of solutions which dominate it. This led to the environmental selection update mechanism for the archive.

The original archive update mechanism was based on a clustering technique. This mechanism tended to lose boundary solutions when the archive size was too small for the required number of non-dominated solutions. The truncation technique presented in SPEA2 is an iterative process that eliminates at each stage the individual with the minimum distance to another individual (considering the following distances to the second, third... closest individuals in case of ties). This process continues until the maximum number of individuals, according to the archive size parameter, has been introduced.

The archive size in SPEA2 is fixed. If the number of non-dominated individuals is not sufficient to fill it, dominated ones are inserted. Also, the environmental selection mechanism dominates the complexity of the whole algorithm, with a worst case complexity of \( O(M^3) \), where \( M \) is the population size plus the archive size. On average, that complexity is reduced to \( O(M \log M) \).

III. MULTI-OBJECTIVE EVOLUTIONARY POLYGONAL APPROXIMATION

Polygonal approximation is the process of dividing a given closed curve into a set of \( n \) segments, represented each of them by a linear model. If we formalize a general closed curve according to (1), the segmentation process can be formalized with (2).

\[
t = \{ \tilde{p}_i \}, \quad \tilde{p}_i = (x_i, y_i, i), i = 1, \ldots, n
\]

\[
S(t) = \{ B_m \}, B_m = \{ \tilde{p}_i \}, i = k_{\min}, \ldots, k_{\max}
m \in [1, \ldots, q], q < n
\]

In (2), \( t \) represents the closed curve, \( \tilde{p}_i \) each of its points, \( x_i \) and \( y_i \) its two dimensional components, \( i \) an ordering value, \( S(t) \) the result of the segmentation process, \( B_m \) a segment resultant of that process and, for each of these resultant segments, \( k_{\min} \) and \( k_{\max} \) represent the points at its edges.

Two different problems have been traditionally associated with this process: Min-# and Min-\( \varepsilon \) problems. Min-# is based on the optimization of the representation error for a previously set value of \( q \). Min-\( \varepsilon \) on the other hand, finds the minimum number of segments such that the final representation error does not exceed a previously established error \( \varepsilon \). Both problems rely on the two objectives of a possible multi-objective formalization for the problem, presented in (3).

\[
\begin{align*}
\min \{ & E(S(t), t), q \} \\
\text{s. that} \quad & \forall m, E(S(B_m), B_m) \leq \text{max}_\text{seg}_\text{error}
\end{align*}
\]

This formalization presents the two functions to be minimized jointly: the representation error \( E(S(t), t) \) and the cost of that representation, its number of segments \( q \), which must be lower than its original number of points \( n \), as established in (2). Traditionally, restrictions have been considered for this issue [17], being these restrictions represented by the overall representation error (\( \text{total_error} \)) and the maximum representation error for each individual segment (\( \text{max}_\text{seg}_\text{error} \)).

In [16], this problem is faced using a SPEA2 MOEA algorithm. This proposal allows dealing with both minimization problems jointly. Also, as explained in [16], there is a great degree of possible information sharing between different solutions with different numbers of segments, which allows obtaining a Pareto front of possible solutions in an efficient way. Finally, Min-\( \varepsilon \) and Min-# problems require user configuration parameters, which may be hard to establish a-priori.

The archiving procedure of this algorithm has been thoroughly described in Section II. Also, as commented in the introduction, the performance comparison between different MOEAs does usually only take into account the number of function evaluations (or, similarly, the number of generations), under the consideration that the computational complexity of these function evaluations exceeds that of the algorithm itself. Recent procedures [19] have considerably reduced the computational complexity of fitness evaluations in evolutionary polygonal approximation.

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the running time of the different procedures of the algorithm using this enhanced fitness evaluation. These results have been obtained using the JMetal [20] environment with the general configuration established in [16] using a population size of 200 and the
enhanced fitness computation presented in [19]. The specific problem instance used is the chromosome figure, even though similar results are obtained for the different instances considered in the dataset. These instances will be presented in Section V, along with the experimental results.

As Figure 1 clearly shows, the archiving procedure is not only dominating the algorithm running time, but also the enhanced fitness computation (archiving implies more the 99% of the whole running time, including fitness computation). This huge effort to guarantee a well distributed Pareto front seems unacceptable. The following section will present an alternative archiving technique based on the characteristics of the problem.

IV. ALTERNATIVE ARCHIVING PROCEDURE FOR EVOLUTIONARY POLYGONAL APPROXIMATION

The polygonal approximation process has a set of very specific characteristics, mainly its bi-objective nature with a very high degree of conflict between them and the fact that one of these objectives is discrete. This nature of the problem has been used, for instance, to provide computationally efficient initializing methods [21]. Figure 2 shows the result of an initialization process prior to the application of Pareto dominance selection to highlight these characteristics.

Some of the issues related to the costly archiving results exhibited by SPEA2 in this problem, as shown in Figure 1, are related to the multi-objective proposal: the algorithm must be able to store, ideally, one individual per each compression level. This implies that the archive size can get to be really large (and the computational complexity of the environmental selection depends heavily on that archive size. Initialization example for a MOEA polygonal approximation problem instance.

A vector \( \bar{u} = (u_1, \ldots, u_k) \) is said to \( \varepsilon \)-dominate another vector \( \bar{v} = (v_1, \ldots, v_k) \) for some \( \varepsilon > 0 \) iff \( \forall i \in 1, \ldots, k, (1 - \varepsilon)u_i \leq v_i \). The idea presented in [11] was, according to \( \varepsilon \)-dominance, to draw \( \varepsilon \)-boxes such that at most one element is contained in each box. From the characteristics of the problem presented, the idea for the alternative archiving presented is to use a technique similar to these \( \varepsilon \)-boxes, considering a box for each of the possible individuals according to the number of segments objective. Figure 3 represents these boxes over the results in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 3, these boxes are infinitely thin in one objective (the discrete objective representing the number of segments, where they only cover one value) and infinitely long in the other (the objective representing the representation error). These particular instances of \( \varepsilon \)-boxes are similar to the glitches from signal processing theory, and so they have been named according to this resemblance. Pareto-dominance is only checked within the \( \varepsilon \)-glitch which an individual belongs to, not among different glitches. This implies that the complexity of this process is now constant, and the complexity of the whole archiving mechanism is reduced to \( O(n) \), where \( n \) is the population size. Figure 4
Figure 4. \(\varepsilon\)-glitches archiving procedure example shows the result of the \(\varepsilon\)-glitches archiving procedure over the population presented in Figure 2.

It must be noted that one of the issues related to the environmental selection process, the fact that its complexity included the archive size, has been overcome, an especially important achievement for this problem, since the required number of individuals in the archive can be very large for some problem instances, as explained in previous sections.

The traditional evolutionary cycle where one full generation is produced at each step is no longer required, since every individual is compared to the correspondent one in its glitch already stored in the archive. With this approach, the evolutionary cycle implies parent selection, children obtaining through the transformation operators and the invocation of the archiving procedure individually.

Even though implementation issues are not the focus of this work, the appropriate management of the data structure for the archive is important for the computational cost reduction. Since the archive size is fixed (with an exception detailed in the following paragraph), a fixed size, constant time access data structure is suggested (such as a traditional array). For the initialization of this array, we suggest the generation of an initial random individual for one of the archive boundaries (either of them) and the application of directed mutations to obtain an individual for each of the \(\varepsilon\)-glitches. This directed mutations (and, thus, the archive initialization process) imply a very low computational cost using the fitness computations detailed in [19].

One final improvement is introduced in the archiving procedure. For MOEA approaches for polygonal segmentation, the initial archive size, as explained in [16], is set to the number of points in the curve. However, very commonly, through the evolutionary process, new individuals with a perfect segmentation (zero error) are found, requiring a lower number of segments than that initial boundary. With the explained archiving mechanism, this would not be taken into account, since it covers Pareto dominance between two individuals which belong to two different \(\varepsilon\)-glitches. To cover this special case, when a new individual is added to the archive with zero representation error, the archive size is reduced to its number of segments.

A final overview of the detailed archiving process can be detailed in the following steps:

- Initialize archive with size \(n\) and fill with individuals obtained with applied directed mutations from an individual with either, the highest or the lowest possible number of segments, obtaining one individual for each possible number of segments.
- While the stopping criterion is not met:
  - Select parents
  - Apply transformation operators to parents
  - For each children produced:
    - Compare to archive individual with the same number of segments, and update as required
    - If the updated individual has zero representation error, update archive size if required (the number of segments of the individual is smaller than archive size)
- Output archive results

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The dataset used for the experimental evaluation of the proposed technique is based on three traditional figures for the polygonal approximation domain, usually named chromosome, leaf and semicircle [14]. As discussed in [19], these figures, while representative and appropriate for technique comparison, are not very complex. Thus, the procedure presented in that paper will be used to generate three additional figures for the dataset, containing ten linked copies of the previous three, with the names chromosome10, leaf10 and semicircle10. Figure 5 presents the chromosome curve, while Figure 6 shows the chromosome10 curve.
The first relevant comparison, according the considerations presented in Section II, is the computational time which is now used by the archiving procedure. The original results for the SPEA2 technique have been presented in Figure 1. The results with the presented technique are shown in Figure 7. These results are general for all the different figures in the dataset. As this figure shows, the percentages have been swapped, spending now more than 99% percent of the available computational time in the evolutionary search instead of the archiving technique.

The experimental configuration is based on thirty different executions of the SPEA2 algorithm as described in [16]. The population size used is 200, and the algorithm is left to run for 200 generations. The running time used for each of this independent executions is measured, and afterwards thirty different runs of the proposed technique are performed, each of them according to an individual previously measured running time as its stopping criterion. The hypervolume indicator values [22] are built afterwards according to these results and the statistical significance of the differences are tested according to Wilcoxon statistical testing [23] with a 95% confidence interval. The results of these procedures are shown in Table I. Figure 8 summarizes these results.

The results for the three initial figures do not show statistically significant differences between the two techniques, while the results for the three harder ones are clearly dominated by the epsilon-glitches based technique. The explanation for this fact is clear: when the final solution can be easily reached, the improved distribution of the solutions provided by the environmental selection technique allows SPEA2 to obtain solutions of similar quality, even though the computational effort spent in the proper search process is smaller (as seen in the comparison of Figures 1 and 7). As the problem instances become harder and the extent of search required to reach a reasonable Pareto front grows, the focus on the search process of the epsilon-glitches technique pays off for the poorer solution distribution, providing it with substantial better results in terms of final hypervolume.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work has presented a study over the archiving procedure considerations for evolutionary polygonal
approximation. Available approaches based on standard, well established multi-objective evolutionary approaches, spend most of their computational time on their archiving procedures (when combined with novel improved fitness computation algorithms). This leads to a waste of computational resources, particularly for hard problem instances. A novel archiving procedure, based on a reduced Pareto-dominance application, has been presented, and its results tested over a set of six different functions with growing difficulty.

The epsilon-glitch technique is applied to the multi-objective polygonal segmentation issue, applying a simplified version of previous epsilon-dominance proposals to this bi-objective problem, focusing on the archive organization and direct comparisons to provide computational cost enhancements. The results show that the techniques, for easier problems, do not yield statistically different results. However, as the difficulty of the problem instances is increased, the novel epsilon-glitch archiving procedure provides clearly better results, since it spends most of its computational effort in the search of the best solutions, instead of the archiving procedure. Future lines include the study of mixed approaches, where full Pareto-dominance can be introduced at certain steps of the presented approach, and the extension of this approach to different sets of problems with similar characteristics.
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Abstract—Effective memory bandwidth for irregular applications such as a CG (Conjugate Gradient) solver and graph processing for larger sparse matrices must be accelerated with lower power in the future. Since the total performance of such HPC (High Performance Computing) applications is limited by memory bandwidth, smart memory is a possible lower power accelerator than GPUs (Graphics Processing Units). In this paper, we propose a GPU based HPC system using memory accelerators with gather functions and a HMC (Hybrid Memory Cube) interface. We implemented CG solver for it. The memory accelerator converts indirect accesses, which are unsuitable for cache and device memory, into direct accesses using gather functions. This paper presents the performance of the proposed memory architecture with University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection. The result shows 1.01 to 1.20 times acceleration by the memory accelerator against the texture cache, even in the case of small matrices that take advantage of texture cache effects. The ratio will dramatically increase when the gap of the cache capacity and the matrices size increases. The scalability of the proposed method is guaranteed by the scalable broadcast thorough interconnection network.

Keywords—high performance computing; memory architecture; smart memory; irregular processing; CG solver

I. INTRODUCTION

The computation ability of vector processor based supercomputers can be substituted with COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf) CPUs or GPUs in many cases. The computation ability of a high-end GPU reaches to one Tera FLOPS (FLoating point Operation Per Second) to be widely used for various applications known as GPGPU (General Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units). The peak performance of GPUs seems to continuously and steadily increase in FLOPS according to the Moore's law [1]. If such performance progress is not given with sufficient device memory bandwidth for the peak performance, the memory wall problem gets more serious year by year. Hierarchical memory systems, typified by cache memory, do not address the problem when data reusability is small. However, in the case of some applications such as solving a system of linear equations consisting of kernels of SpMV (sparse matrix-vector multiplication), data reusability cannot be exploited so much. When matrices are small, such as a benchmark collection for a sparse matrix [2], the problem is not critical because GPU's cache works well for the small size matrices. The larger the target sparse matrices are, the more frequent and inefficient accesses to the external memory the cache needs to make, thus degrading performance. When large enough sparse matrices are to get regular accesses, most accesses can be converted to coalesced accesses of GPUs so that each cache miss takes a cache line with possible data to be accessed later. On the other hand, when the same sparse matrices are to get irregular accesses because the cache line size or the shortest burst length of GDDR5(Graphics Double Data Rate 5) memory is 128 bytes, it is reported that a cache miss exhausts the memory bandwidth 16 times (double precision) or 32 times (single precision) [3]. The line size of the last level cache (L2 cache) on a new generation GPU is larger than that of texture cache on older GPUs. Therefore, effective bandwidth degradation for huge SpMV (i.e. in the situation with low cache hit rates) of the newer GPU will be larger than that of the older GPUs. To solve the above problem, an extended large capacity functional memory (memory accelerator) system with PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) express based interface and a set of scalable SpMV algorithms for GPUs are proposed in [3]. Although the experiment results of the SpMV algorithms and the functional memory system show four times performance improvement at a maximum, the contribution of the algorithms and the functional memory for the performance improvement is not described separately. In the meantime, they show that the bottleneck of the proposed algorithms and the functional memory lies in the PCI express.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized below:

- We propose new interfaces for the functional memory on a future GPU cluster to avoid the PCI express bottleneck, where Hybrid Memory Cube ports are promising.
- We analyze the relation between the cache hit rate and the matrix size for an SpMV executed on two kinds of GPUs. A tendency of hit rate degradation of texture cache and L1 cache is observed when row vector size increases.
- We implement a CG (Conjugate Gradient) solver including SpMVs for the proposed memory system to evaluate the performance improvement against a cache based system. Since we use the same algorithms for the evaluation, the improvement of memory system is estimated separately.
- During the execution of the CG solver on the proposed memory system, we get its breakdowns to detect hidden problems.
To solve the above new problems, we improve the implementation based on CUBLAS, which is a numerical calculation library by Nvidia.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce related works. In Section 3, we explain the architecture of our proposed memory system. In Section 4, the target workload (i.e., CG solver) on the proposed architecture is explained. We present the performance evaluation results in Section 5. In Section 6, we conclude the work and present future considerations.

II. RELATED WORKS

Recently, there are many research results that SpMV on GPU is accelerated to take the advantage of larger memory bandwidth of GPU rather than CPU [3]-[12]. So far, some sparse matrix libraries are already open to the public, such as in Nvidia [13][14]. While most studies are about storage formats for sparse matrix [3]-[12], some studies make use of GPU’s texture cache for high-speed access to column vectors of the sparse matrix [4]-[12]. Although GPU’s texture memory is read-only memory from the GPU, it can be used for storing column vectors, which are reusable, by the GPU with dedicated functions such as tex1Dfetch and tex2D to access the column vectors. Since the texture memory is cached on the texture cache, accesses to the device memory would be reduced if appropriate disposition of non-zero elements of sparse matrices are given.

Latest GPUs (e.g., Fermi architecture GPUs in the case of Nvidia) contain general purpose L1 and L2 caches for global memory on the device memory as well as texture memory. Using such general purpose caches, the column vectors can be cached without any dedicated functions to reduce device memory accesses.

Among many studies for accelerating SpMV, there are very few studies for accessing huge sparse matrices from many GPUs. In such studies, the huge sparse matrices should be decomposed for each device memory on the GPUs. Unless smart decomposition methods are used, considerable numbers of fine grain random communications, which degrade the scalability, are generated. In [5], the reduction of inter-GPU communication by hyper graph partitioning is reported, but the efficiency heavily depends on the matrix shape and/or the number of GPUs.

III. MEMORY ACCELERATOR

A. Basic concept

Figure 1(a) illustrates the mapping of applications and their suitable hardware accelerators categorized by the density of memory access and computation. The memory accelerator is hardware for the fast execution of memory bandwidth intensive applications such as irregular SpMVs that are difficult to be optimized for existing hardware accelerators. When a series of cache misses are issued, inefficient memory accesses where only four or eight bytes out of a 128 byte cache line are valid would be repeated. In such the case, the accesses to column vectors, which occupy one third of the total accesses, require the memory bandwidth 32 times for single precision and 16 times for double precision.

The memory accelerator has a memory controller with hardwired scatter/gather functions on the memory-side, i.e. between a block of external memory chips and a network-on-chip (NoC). The hardwired scatter/gather functions on the memory-side have been implemented in DIMMnet-2[15]. Figure 1(b) gives the concept of our proposed system including memory chips connected by many memory channels with a small number of wires for random memory accesses.

Recently, a memory subsystem that supports gather/scatter capabilities is announced as a focus area [16] by IAA which is an organization for an Exa-FLOPS machine of the United States.

B. Architectural improvement

In this paper, we propose an architectural improvement to the architecture of [3], where the interface of the memory accelerator is PCI express. Although it is reported in [3] that four times acceleration is observed with the combinatorial use of memory accelerator and pre-processing algorithms, it turned out that the bottleneck lies in the PCI express. As a short-term solution, we have adopted PCI express [3] as the host interface for the memory accelerator. For the middle and long term solutions, we are to adopt the GDDR5 device memory interface and the HMC (Hybrid Memory Cube) [17] interface, respectively. The current GDDR5 DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory) provides the bandwidth of 28GB/s.

We propose that the memory accelerator is implemented with 3D stacking as an HMC to integrate its hardwired scatter/gather functions inside the logic base chip of the HMC as shown in Fig. 1(b). Since each host interface of the
HMC provides 160 to 320GB/s bandwidth, the bottleneck problem would be resolved. The HMC with gather functions can randomly and effectively access many narrow memory banks using short low powered wires. It transmits just effective data on long off-chip wires. Therefore, the proposed memory system architecture must be low power and have high performance. Since the gather function can be implemented on a logic base of the HMC, the additional cost for the proposed architecture must be considerably smaller than that of conventional vector supercomputers. This improved memory can be a candidate for a new accelerator of future power constrained HPC platforms.

The cost of the proposed architecture with HMC interface is very low, since HMC essentially has a logic base chip which can easily have proposed gather functions. HMC is seen to be a low cost commonly used memory in the future. If the proposed logic is listed in the standard of future HMC, the hardware cost of the proposed architecture can be negligible.

IV. TARGET WORKLOAD FOR THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

In this paper, we use a CG solver for the evaluation of the proposed system as one of the target workloads. SpMV is the main part of the CG solver. In [3], an inter GPU communication reduction method for SpMV with keeping high scalability against the matrix shape and the number of GPUs is presented. The approach in [3] presents one of the best SpMVs from comprehensive standpoint considering scalability, load balancing and memory access efficiency.

As shown in Figure 2, an SpMV can be divided into multiplications of a set of row vectors and a column vector. Since there is no data dependence among the multiplications, it is quite easy to decompose the sparse matrix for each GPU by row vector according to the memory capacity constraint. The SpMV algorithm of [3] guarantees the scalability to remove the inter node communications by the strategy shown in Figure 2. In the case of the proposed architecture for accelerating CG, the resultant column vectors must be written back to the memory accelerator. In the case of multiple memory accelerators, the resultant column vectors must be multicasted to each memory accelerator. This can be implemented so that it does not depend on the number of memory accelerators by using appropriate interconnection networks. Furthermore, the application of streaming would overlap the execution of the SpMV and multicast data transfer of resultant column vectors. The cost of the proposed architecture with HMC can be a candidate for a new accelerator of future power constrained HPC platforms.

Furthermore, [3] proposes some pre-processing algorithms shown in Figure 3 to accelerate the performance of SpMVs. The pre-processes are padding, folding, and transposition to get better disposition of non-zero elements of the sparse matrix to GPUs. The use of the pre-processes in combination with the proposed hardware gives a maximum performance improvement of four times compared to [7]. In this paper, we follow [3] to use the SpMV algorithms and the hardware except the host interface of the GPUs.

In the CG solver, two parameters are generated from inner product operations to dense matrices, and using the two parameters each column vector of a sparse matrix is updated to apply SpMVs. The operation number of the dense matrices inner product is proportional to the number of unknowns of the simultaneous equations (the row number of the coefficient matrix), and the number of SpMVs is proportional to the number of non-zero elements of the coefficient matrix. It depends exactly on the disposition of non-zero elements. In general, the more non-zero elements per row the sparse matrix has, the more computation for the SpMVs the total operations contain. The less non-zero elements per row, the more computation there is for dense matrix inner product. Especially in the latter case, if the dense matrix inner product is not performed at the GPU but sent to the host to be calculated, it seems to have a risk to move the bottleneck to the host as well as data transfer overhead. Therefore, all the calculation should be performed in the GPU.
V. Evaluation

A. Evaluation environment and test matrices

The evaluation environment is illustrated in Table I (Tesla C1060) and Table II (Tesla C2050). Table III shows the test matrices. The test matrices are chosen from University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection [2]. Although these sparse matrix problems are insufficient for our goal, namely not "so large problems that each vector cannot be stored in GPU device memory", we assume that the test matrices have the same characteristics to the too large vectors distributed among GPUs of the proposed system for parallel execution. In previous work [8], the same kinds of matrices were chosen for the performance evaluation of SpMV. In this paper, we chose the sparse matrices in [8]. Note that the chosen test matrices are not large enough. The size of the largest vector to be multiplied is so small (6.3MB) as to be insignificant compared with the device memory size. Therefore, we can say that the evaluation experiments are performed in a condition that cache effect is stronger (the condition that the cache-based previous work is profitable) than the finally supposed case (the condition that the problem is too large). Actually our method does not need cache effect so much.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Intel® Core(TM) i7 CPU920 @ 2.67GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>Nvidia Tesla C1060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host I/F</td>
<td>PCI express x16 Gen2 (bandwidth 8GB/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Fedora10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUDA</td>
<td>Cuda3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. EVALUATION ENVIRONMENT (C2050)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Intel® Xeon® CPU X5670 @ 2.93GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>Nvidia Tesla C2050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host I/F</td>
<td>PCI express x16 Gen2 (bandwidth 8GB/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Red Hat Enterprise Linux Client release 5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUDA</td>
<td>Cuda3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When we solve a large problem for the same kind of applications, it is expected that the number of non-zero elements per row of the sparse matrices is considered as a constant for most cases. When a large matrix is decomposed for multiple GPUs by row based on the strategy described in Figure 2, the memory accesses to the matrix issued by each GPU does not change so much when the matrix size is small. Since the indirect referenced column vector size increases when the problem size is large, the cache hit rate of existing cache based systems deteriorates. In the meantime, in the case of the proposed method, such performance degradation does not occur when the column vector size increases because the proposed method is based on a vector processor architecture. Furthermore, the strategy described in Figure 2 does not include any point-to-point communication, namely it is scalable. In short, the effect of the proposed method to the performance gain for small matrices to be evaluated for a GPU gives the lower limit of the performance gain for large matrices to be evaluated for GPU clusters.

B. Implementation of CG solver

For the evaluation of the proposed architecture, we implement three types of CG solvers with different accesses to the column vectors in the kernel, as explained below. In either case, pre-processes described in the previous section are applied to perform SpMV so that we analyze the relation between the access types of vectors and acceleration efficiency.

1) Texture memory version: In this version, column vectors are stored in GPU texture memory so that Tex2D function is called to make use of texture cache. This version gives the criteria of performance to be compared with other versions, and the number of iterations to be converged in this version is given to (3) as described later.

2) Shared memory version: In this version, column vectors on device memory are accessed via shared memory. In the case of Fermi C2050, those accesses are accelerated by L1 and L2 caches.

3) Proposed architecture version: In this version, column vectors on device memory, which get disposition operations in advance (fairing and transposition), are accessed. Because of the disposition operations, the original indirect references are converted to direct references in the source code so that they are in the form of burst and coalesced access. We assume that we have enough memory bandwidth of memory accelerator.

Note that the proposed method assumes the use of the mixed precision iterative refinement algorithm [19]. Although the algorithm [19] mostly consists of a single precision CG solver, it provides rich convergence ability to be comparable with double precision operations. For this reason, we measure the execution speed of a single precision CG solver in this evaluation. In the case that there is a matrix not to be converted with single precision operations, we just measure the execution speed of the loop which includes the matrix for a fixed number of interactions.

C. Texture cache hit rate

We measure the texture cache hit rate of the texture memory version to be executed on a C1060 with profiling. CUDA 3.0 provides performance counters tex_cache_hit and tex_cache_miss. Figure 4 shows the relation between the
matrix size (the number of rows) and the texture hit rate. As the number of rows increases, the texture cache hit rates decreases because column vector accesses protrude the small texture cache. In Figure 4, we show the linear approximation by the black line, which shows a precipitously falling diagonal stroke from top left to bottom right. The linear approximation indicates that when the matrix size increases further, any cache effect is not expected.

Actually, among the matrices in this experiment, the largest one G3_circuit (1,585,478 rows) gets the cache hit rate of 7.74%, which reveals that the texture cache has split out. In the meantime, in G3_circuit the average number of non-zero elements per row is 2, and this means there are very few reusable data in each cache line, which makes the cache hit rate low, too.

D. General purpose cache hit rate

We measure the general purpose cache (L1) hit rate of the shared memory version to be executed on a C2050 with profiling. CUDA 3.0 provides performance counters L1_global_load_hit and L1_global_load_miss.

Figure 5 shows the relation between the matrix size (the number of rows) and the L1 cache hit rate, where the preference of L1 cache is LARGER (L1 cache is 48KB while shared memory is 16KB). As in the case of texture cache, the L1 cache hit rate decreases when the matrix size is large. G3_circuit gets the cache hit rate of 26.5% which is better than 7.74% on C1060. In the case of F1, the L1 cache hit rate is 23.9% which is lower than the texture cache hit rate. This phenomenon can be explained as follows. The L1 cache tries to keep any row vectors even if they do not have reusable data. Since F1 contains a large number of non-zero elements, F1 gets the lower cache hit rate as the result. To avoid this situation, when the row vector without reusable data is loaded, a special instruction, which skips L1 cache to directly load vector data, should be used.

E. SpMV execution times for three implementations

Figure 6 shows the processing speed ratio of each execution time of SpMV kernel to the execution time of the texture memory version on C1060. At a glance, it turns out that the proposed architecture version on both C1060 and C2050 is better than other implementations. Note that the effect of the additional hardware for the proposed architecture is very limited because the target matrices are so small. In other words, the proposed architecture provides more throughputs without any cache effect than the throughputs of GPUs with a certain amount of texture or L1 cache effect for relatively small matrices. Since the previous experiment shows that the use of larger matrices decreases the cache effect, the proposed architecture provides much more throughput for larger matrices compared with other implementations.

Considerable performance improvement is observed also in the shared memory version on C2050 compared with C1060 because of the improvement of device memory bandwidth and L1/L2 cache effect on C2050. This performance improvement seems to be given mainly by L2 cache effect. Since L2 cache is not so large compared with L1 cache, the performance improvement is limited when the target matrices are larger.

In [10], M. M. Baskaran et al. reports the execution times of F1 and ldoor with double precision SpMV in the JDS format on C2050. Our shared memory version on C2050 is 4.1 times and 2.74 times faster than in [10] for F1 and ldoor, respectively. Although our shared memory version is single precision that naturally makes two times
performance improvement because of the difference of the device memory bandwidth (double vs. single), the pre-processing (folding) of our shared memory version achieves more performance improvement than their implementation.

Figure 7 shows the relation between matrix size and GFLOPS of SpMV on C2050. The shape of the graph of GFLOPS values with \( L1/L2 \) is similar to that of the \( L1 \) cache hit rate (Figure 5). We observe a tendency of performance degradation for \( L1/L2 \) as the matrix size increases. On the contrary, we observe an improving tendency of matrix size for Gather. This result predicts that the performance ratio between Gather and \( L1/L2 \) cache will increase when the gap of cache capacity and solution vector size increases.

\section{CG solver execution times for three implementations}

When the SpMVs are fully accelerated on the GPU, the inner product operations performed on the host PC become a bottleneck. The inner product of dense matrices can be calculated in parallel, and seems to be accelerated using CUBLAS \[18\]. After the above consideration, we apply CUBLAS to the inner product operations and move most of the miscellaneous operations (except residual operations to be executed on the host PC) to the GPU. Figure 8(a) shows the speed ratio of the CG solver using CUBLAS applied to various matrices on C2050 with three implementations.

Each matrix is symmetric but some matrices are not positive definite. Furthermore, they are single float operations. So, the number of iterations is totally different by matrix, and some matrices cause the CG solver not to converge. Taking into account the above problems, we measure partial iterations to calculate the average execution time by iteration. Since the shared version program could not be executed for ldoor on our environment, the result is not available.

The result is that the proposed architecture version works 1.01 to 1.20 times faster than texture memory version although the matrices are small enough to take advantage of the texture cache effect. These speed ratios are not attainable by the kernels shown in Figure 6. This is because operations other than SpMVs and inner products are executed on the host PC.

To investigate the performance effect of non-kernel operations, we measure other operations of the CG solver. Figure 8(b) shows the breakdown of the execution times by our proposed architecture using CUBLAS based inner products on C2050. It turns out that the post SpMV operations which are reductions of partial inner products of folded vectors and the main part of SpMVs do not take the major part of the processes, but the other calculations on the CPU and the data transfer between the host PC and the GPU dominate the total processes. This is one of the reasons why the speed-up ratio in Figure 8(a) is not so large. The second reason why the speed-up ratio in Figure 8(a) is not so large is that the workload matrix is too small for the \( L2 \) cache hit rate and the device memory bandwidth to dominate the performance. If workload matrices are large enough that these parameters dominate the performance, the speed-up ratio must be increased since the proposed memory system is based on the vector architecture whose performance does not decrease when the vector length is larger.

The amount of inner product operations depends on unknown variables of the linear equation. In the case of G3_circuit where the average number of non-zero elements per row is two, the amount of SpMVs is almost as same as inner product operations. This is the reason why miscellaneous operations dominate the execution time of G3_circuit. As the result of reducing CPU execution times, the data transfer between the host and the GPU comes to dominate the total execution time. If the complete optimization, namely all operations on a GPU such as Kepler by Nvidia, was achieved, the data transfer between the host and the GPU would be reduced and higher acceleration would be expected.

\section{Conclusions and Future Work}

In this paper, we evaluate texture and general purpose cache hit rates for conventional SpMVs. We confirm that relatively small matrices (several hundred Kilo Byte to several Mega Byte) taken from University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection \[2\] generate cache hit rates of 10\% to 70\%, which are low. Larger matrices tend to degrade cache hit rates and FLOPS performance.

To keep high scalability of the number of GPUs, each GPU should contain a copy of the target column vector in its device memory. When the target is a mesh of 1,000 cubic, the column vector size becomes 8GB and exceeds the capacity of the device memory. In this case, the overhead of data transfer via PCI express would make the performance worse. The memory accelerator, which has gather functions and a huge capacity of memory optimized for short bursts, has been proposed in \[3\]. The memory accelerator can replace cache memory so that it treats huge problems that
matrices and column vectors are too large to be stored in the device memory.

The problem of the memory accelerator in [3] is that SpMV on GPUs reveals PCI express as the bottleneck. In this paper, we proposed that a memory accelerator is connected to the GDDR5 port or the HMC port of GPUs. In these cases, the bandwidth per port increases, and the total bandwidth additionally increases using multiple ports.

The previous evaluation could not explain the performance effects by replacing cache memory with the memory accelerator and by pre-processing algorithms separately. In this paper, we evaluate the performance effects on University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection [2] with different memory systems including the memory accelerator. As a result, even in the case of small matrices where texture cache is effective, it turned out that our proposed architecture works 1.01 to 1.20 times faster than the texture cache based method. If workload matrices are large enough that the L2 cache hit rate and the device memory bandwidth dominate the performance, speed-up ratio will be greater since proposed memory system is based on vector architecture whose performance does not decrease when the vector length is larger. If the complete optimization, namely all operations on a GPU such as Kepler by Nvidia, was achieved, higher acceleration would be expected.

While the previous evaluation was just for SpMV, in this paper we evaluate the CG solver including SpMV. In the CG method execution, the full acceleration of SpMV on a GPU exposes the other processes of dense matrix inner product on a CPU and data transfer latency between the CPU and the GPU. Shifting some part of the miscellaneous processes to the GPU side, we observe considerable performance improvement.

Our future work includes the implementation and evaluation of streaming that hides the write-back latency for the memory accelerator, the exact evaluation of L2 cache effect for larger matrices, the evaluation of the scalability of many GPUs and memory accelerators, and the design and evaluation of a memory accelerator with large capacity optimized with short bursts.
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